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After a brief introduction "carbanion" and "carbanion" radical rearrangements are reviewed with 
special concern to the literature of the last ten years. Radical "anion" systems are included because 
of the increasing importance of electron transfer reactions. 

The first topic deals with the cyclopropyl-allyl and the intimately related allyl "anion" rearrange- 
ment. Next, electron transfer induced rearrangements of cyclopropanes (stereoisomerization and 
formation of ring-opened derivatives via trimethylene radical "anions") are reviewed. In relation with 
this subject the question is discussed whether the rearrangement of cyclopropanes in the presence 
of a base is initiated by proton or electron transfer. Section 3 deals with electron transfer induced 
rearrangements of the generalized cyclobutene-butadiene radical "anion" system, followed by the 
cyclization of 5-hexenyl "anions". Because of the widespread use of 5-hexenyl radical cyclizations as 
a mechanistic tool it is important to separate the radical from the "anion" rearrangement. Section 5 
deals with the isomerization of c~-substituted vinyllithium compounds. Section 6 describes how the 
structure ofa "carbanion" is strongly influenced by a variation of the gegenion, the solvent, complexing 
agents and the temperature. Electron transfer valence isomerizations are treated next. The complexity 
of"carbanion" structures in solution, as shown in sections 6 and 7, is also observed in the solid state 
as demonstrated by the poIymorphism of  organotithium compounds. Section 9 is devoted to some 
results concerning rearrangements of and within alkyllithium aggregates, and the final topic refers 
to "carbanion"-accelerated rearrangements. 



Rearrangements of"Carbanions" 

1 Introduction 

The literature on rearrangements of "carbanions" published up to 1979 has already 
been reviewed I-8). Sigmatropic rearrangements and other migrations of saturated 
groups (hydrogen, alkyl groups, hetero-atoms), unsaturated carbon (olefins, acetylenes, 
aromatic compounds) and doubly bonded oxygen species (homoenolization, Favorskii 
rearrangement, Ramberg-B~icklund reaction) are treated especially in the articles of 
Grovenstein 6) and Hunter, Stothers and Warnhoff 8). Electrocyclic reactions have 
been extensively reviewed by Staley 5), Buncel 3) and Hunter 4) 

Most of  the literature on rearrangements of "carbanions" reviewed in this article 
has been published since 1979. Since "carbanions" normally neither exist in solution 
(nor in the solid state), and since the gegenion, the solvent and chelating agents 
strongly influence the structure and the reactivity of a certain (alkali or alkali earth) 
organometallic compound, we stress those influences whenever there is information in 
the literature. Furthermore, since it has been possible in recent years to characterize 
different aggregates of organolithium species, their intra- and inter-"molecutar" 
rearrangements and their different reactivities we included these results into this 
article, too. Thus, we would like to emphasize the importance of non-skeletal rear- 
rangements of"carbanions". Similarly, we have summarized rearrangements of radical 
"anions" induced by electron transfer reactions because of the increasing importance 
of this type of reaction lately. 

2 R e a r r a n g e m e n t s  Invo lv ing  T h r e e - M e m b e r e d  R in g s  

2.1 Cyclopropyl -Al ly l -"Anion"  Rear rangements  

It was only after Woodward and Hoffmann had predicted a conrotatory mode for 
the thermal cyclopropyl-allyl anion transformation in 1965 9) that new interest develop- 
ed in this reaction lo). But it was first shown by Huisgen and coworkers 11) by means 
of  the iso-rc-electronic uncharged aziridine 1 which gives the azomethine ylids 2 and 
3, respectively, that the stereochemistry of  the thermal and the photochemical reac- 
tions agrees with the prediction. 

C6H4OCH3-p C6H4OCH3-p 
H N~,_....C 02 CH3 hv CH302C_£ ~. zH 

CH302C H H C02CH3 ¢onrot. 

3 1 

CsH~OCH3- p 

C H302 C~c~N,~/C 020H3 

I I 
H H 

2 

Li + Li ÷ Li ÷ 
,o-°ooc 
conrot. . . ~ h  Ph 

Ph H FI H 
5 6 
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Kauffmann and coworkers 12) studied another hetero-analogous but in this case 
an "anionic" system, N-lithio-cis-2,3-diphenylaziridine (4). 4 transforms thermally 
into endo,exo-l,3-diphenyl-2-azallyllithium (5). 

The rearrangement of 5 to 6 competes successfully with the trapping of 5 with 
trans-stilbene which established the stereochemistry of 5. The stereochemistry of 
2 and 3 has similarly been determined by 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions. 

Why is it that the predicted modes of rearrangement were first confirmed by means 
of  these two systems and not with a "real"  cyclopropyt-altyl "anion" system ? The long 
history of  the cyclopropyl-allyl "anion" rearrangement shows that this is because 
of several problems 10u). The first of these, which is also indicated from the results 
with 1 and 4, and which is confirmed by MO calculations, is the slow thermal conrota- 
tion of a cyclopropyl "anion" to give the corresponding allyl "anion", as compared 
to the fast isomerization of the allyt "anion" to give the most stable isomer. 

Table 1 gives the results of several MO calculations for the conrotatory ring-opening 
of the cyclopropyl anion to give the allyl anion, and of the isomerization of the allyl 
anion ~3) 

Table 1. Relative energies (AAHr, kcal/mol) with respect 
to the cyclopropyl anion of the transition state of the 
conrotatory cyclopropyl-allyl anion rearrangement A, 
the allyl anion B, and the transition state of the allyl 
anion isomerization C. 

A B C 

MINDO/3 31.2 --9.8 -- 
STO-3G 66.7 --9.7 25.3 
4-31G 38.0 --40.0 27.6 

It is e4ident from Table 1 that the "activation energy" for the allyl anion isomeriza- 
tion is much lower than for the conrotation of the cyclopropyl anion to give the allyl 
anion. Consequently, in order to verify the'predicted conrotatory mode one has to 
trap the first formed allyl "anion" before it isomerizes to give the thermodynamically 
most stable isomer, e.g., in a cycloaddition reaction. Exactly this was possible with 
2, 3 and 5. So far, however, a similarly fast reaction has not been found for allyl 
"anions" 13) 

The second problem is concerned with the question of which organometallic com- 
pounds behave like cyclopropyl "anions" and undergo such a ring-opening reaction. 
Interestingly, no ring-opening reaction has been observed, e.g., with cyclopropylli- 
thitma 7 14) and 1-cyano-2,2-diphenylcyclopropyllithium 8 ~5~. On the other hand, 
1,2,3-triphenylcyclopropane reacts with n-butyUithium/tetramethylethylene diamine 
(TMEDA) to give a mixture of  isomers of  1,2,3-triphenylallyllithium which indicates 
that the intermediately formed 1,2,3-triphenylcyclopropyllithium 9 is able to undergo 
a ring-opening reaction ~) 

4 
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Li ÷ 

Ph/ H Ph 
7 8 9 

I f  one compares 7, 8 and 9 (and many more cyclopropyl "anions") lob) it turns out 
that electron acceptor substituents at both carbon atoms, which become terminal 
centers of  the allyl "anion", facilitate the ring scission. In addition it is necessary that 
the negative charge of the cyclopropyl "anion" is stabilized by electron withdraw- 
ing (!) groups ; hydrogen or alkyl groups at C-1 render the ring-opening reaction more 
difficult or impossible. This, of  course, is quite the opposite to what one would expect 
if a real cyclopropyl anion were the ring-opening species. Thus, ion pair effects play 
an essential role in the rearrangement of  cyclopropyl "anions". 

In spite of  these difficulties a kinetical criterium has been elaborated for the thermal 
conrotation o fa  cyclopropyl "anion". The result of this study has recently been con- 
firmed by a special cyclopropyl-allyl "anion" rearrangement allowing trapping reac- 
tions of  the altyl "anion". 

In their kinetic studies, Boche and coworkers 13.1v) first examined the rates of 
the ring-opening reactions of  the isomeric 1-cyano-2,3-diphenylallyllithium com- 
pounds 10 and 14, and of the isomerization reactions of  the 1,3-diphen3~l-2-cyano- 
allyllithium species (11 ~- 12 ,-~ 13). 

CN ki ÷ 

H Ph 

co or. 
I disrot. I 

i 
Li*CN CN Li÷ CN Li÷ 

Ph Ph Ph 14 H H 
11 12 13 

f . ~",, conrot. / 
d isrot.'\, /'dlsrot. 

"- ,  CN Li" . "  

H 2s H 
Ph Ph 

It was shown that the ring-opening reaction e.g. of 10 to give 13 (and/or 11 which 
is not clear from the available data) is about 1500 times slower than the isomerization 
of the allyl "anion" 13 (and/or 11) to give the more stable 12. A similar situation occurs 
when one startg from the cyclopropyl "anion" 14 18~. These experimental data thus 
nicely confirm the results of the theoretical calculations discussed in connection with 
Table 1. 
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The rates of  the ring-opening reactions of the cyclopropyl "anions" 10 and 14 
have also been compared with the rate of the "forbidden" disrotatory ring-opening 
reaction of the structurally related cyctopropyt "anion" 15 (to give 16) which was 
introduced by Wittig and coworkers 19,13) 

CN Li" CN Li+ 

15 16 

At 20 °C the following ratios of rate constants are measured : 

kl° - 5500 ; kl---£4 = 740 
k15 kl5 

These data demonstrate that the "forbidden" disrotatory ring opening of 15 is 
much slower than the ring-opening reactions of the cyclopropyl "anions" 10 and 14 
which are not prevented from occurring in the predicted conrotatory mode. This 
kineticat criterium for the thermal conrotatory cyclopropylallyl "anion" transforma- 
tion has been published independently by Ford and coworkers 2o). 

Similarly, a thermal conrotation has been observed in the case of the tricyclic cyclo- 
propyllithium species 17 zl ) 

"O-ki* O-Li ÷ OH 
17 18 Ph 19 20 

._ O-Li ÷ 
21 

22 

The conrotatory mode of ring opening of the 13-1ithiocyclopropyloxirane 17 is 
suggested first by the isolation of the cis-fused cyclobutene 20; conclusive evidence 
for the intermediate 18 (the precursor of 19 and 20) is provided by trapping the diene 
18 in a Diels-Alder reaction with 21 to give the trans-fused adduct 22. 

The ring opening of 17 is in strong contrast to the normally unreactive cyclopropyl- 
lithium compounds with hydrogen at C-1 and alkyl substituents at C-2 and C-3 as 
mentioned earlier. Therefore, in this rather special cyclopropyl "anion", electrocyclic 
transformation combined with a Grob-type fragmentation the ring-opening reactions 
of both three-membered rings must be concerned. Furthermore the reaction should 
profit from the formation of a lithium-oxygen bond in 18. 
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It is thus unambigously proven that the thermal cyclopropylallyl "anion"  rearrange- 
ment follows the predicted conrotatory mode. 

Photochemical cyclopropyl-allyl "anion"  transformations have been observed by 
Newcomb and Ford 20c) and by Fox 22); for example, the photochemical disrotation 
o f  10 to give 12. 

CN Li+ CN Li* 
P ~ H  hr. H , ~ P h  

disrot. 
H Ph Ph H 

I0 12 

It  is not  clear, however, whether a photochemical "an ion"  or  a thermal cyclopropyl 
radical ring-opening - -  the latter caused by photochemical electron ejection - -  took 
place. 

2 .2  A l l y l - " A n i o n "  I somer i za t i ons  

Thompson and Ford  determined the rotational barriers of  allyllithium 23a, allyl- 
potassium 23c,  allylcesium 23d, (Z)-l-methylallylpotassium 24, (Z)-l-isopropylaUyl- 
potassium 25 and (E)-l-isopropylallylpotassium 26 2a). 

C.H3 
a : M ÷= Li ÷ 

M" b: M +:NO+ f~K + ~ HaC K', 
23 c : N += K + H3C2~ H3C CH3 2 6  

d : M += Cs + 25 

The results o f  their N M R  lineshape measurements are summarized together with 
those o f  allylsodium 23b 2,,) in Table 2. 

Table 2. Exchange barriers of the allyl "anions" 23-26 in THF-D s 2a); 
a: Ref. 24 (AH # value) 

AG~ [kcal/mol I T [°C] 

allyllithium 23a 10.7 _ 0.2 --51 
allylsodium 23 b 11.5 --" 
allylpotassium 23c 16.7 +_ 0.2 68 
allylcesium 23d 18.0 _+ 0.3 68 
(Z)-l-methylallylpotassium 24 
CI-C 2 18-22 
C2-C 3 17.0 + 0.3 68 
(Z)-I-isopropylallylpotassium 25 
C1-C 2 > 19.3 68 
C2-C 3 17.0 _+ 0.3 47 
(E)-I-isopropylallylpotassium 26 
C2-C 3 < 14.0 28 
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The result with allyllithium 23a differs only insignificantly from that of an earlier 
report (10.5 kcal/mol) 25). Complexation of  23 a with TMEDA does not influence the 
rate of  exchange. Hexamethylphosphoric triamide (HMPT), 15-crown-5 ether and 
[2.1.1]cryptand in tetrahydrofuran (THF) led to rapid decomposition of 23a. Addi- 
tion of n-butyllithium had essentially no effect on the barrier. Since the 13C NMR 
chemical shifts of  23a are independent of  the solvent, it is assumed that 23 a exists as 
a contact ion pair or higher aggregate in the N M R  experiments. (The other alkali 
metals should also form contact ion pairs with the allyl anion because of their well- 
known tendency to form contact ion pairs even more readily than the lithium 
cation 26)). 

Concerning the aggregation, it has been reported that allytlithium 23a in T H F  is 
predominantly monomeric possibly with some dimers z7). Since 23a, on the other 
hand, is highly aggregated in diethyl ether 15,28), but the barriers are the same in both 
solvents 25), it is believed z3) that the state of  aggregation of allyllithium 23a does not 
affect its rotational barrier. 

The earlier determinations of  the aggregation state and the discussions of its in- 
fluence on the rotational barrier have recently been questioned z9). Cryoscopic meas- 
urements show conclusively that allyllithium is a dimer in THF at --108 °C. Further- 
more, the ab initio rotational barrier computed for isolated allylsodium 23b (11.5 kcal/ 
mol) 3o) is the same as the experimentally observed value (11.5 kcal/mol) 24) though 
the latter value must refer to a solvated species. It is hence concluded that the discre- 
pancy between the ab initio calculated barrier for isolated allyllithium (17.7 kcal/mol) 
and the experimental value in T H F  solution (10.7 kcal/mol, see Table 2) is due to 
dimerization. MNDO calculations indeed indicate an asymmetric dimer structure of 
allyllithium. The asymmetric structure is consistent both with earlier 32) and more 
recent 19) N M R  results. 

The rotational barriers of allylpotassium 23 c (16.7 kcal/mol) and allylcesium 23d 
(18.0 kcal/mol) are much higher than those of 23 a and 23 b. This observation and the 
question o fwhether aggregates are involved in the rotational process, clearly emphasize 
once more the important influence of  the gegenion in "carbanion" reactions. The 
experimental results with 23a-d  thus lead only to a lower limit (18.0 kcal/mol) for 
the rotational barrier of  the allyl anion in solution. Incidently, this value comes close 
to the lowest calculated (MP2/4-31 + G//4-31 + G) value of the allyl anion rotational 
barrier (22.2 kcal/mol) 33) 

H 
* I 6G* = 17.0 kcal/mol. 

~1- 25 

~G : lr-o.~kcal/mol 

, / L ~ , ~  -'H AG*= 1/..0 kctal/mol 

H 
{E)-2G 

=J[2.6 kcal/mol 

: j  
Scheme I 
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In the case o f  the alkyl-substituted allylpotassium compounds 24, 25 and 26 the 
anticipated effects o f  a C-1 alkyl group are to increase electron density at C-3 of  the 
allyl "anion" ,  to increase the C-1-C-2 bond order, and to decrease the C-2-C-3 bond 
order. Exactly this is found in the N M R  experiments (Table 2). Interestingly, the 
rotational barrier o f  the CH2-grou p in (Z)-25 is higher than in (E)-26. This is not due 
to lowering of  the ground-state energy of  (Z)-25 relative to (E)-26 because the isomer 
ratio (Z)-25:(E)-26 = 65:35 accounts for an energy difference of  only 0.4 kcal/mol. 
The difference o f  3.0 kcal/mol in the free enthatpies o f  activation consequently means 
that the (Z)-25 transition state is 2.6 kcal/mol less stable than the (E)-26 transition 
state (Scheme 1). 

It has been proposed 23) that the CH 2 group of  the isomer (Z)-25 rotates in such a 
way that the cation migrates through the anti-face of  the allyl plane, away from the 
isopropyl group (Scheme 1). On the other hand, the (E)-l-isopropyl substituent in 
(E)-26 permits the syn-location of the cation in the transition state (Scheme 1). Calcula- 
tions show a significant preference for syn-transition states in such rearrangements 30). 

Rotational barriers and conformational equilibria o f  1,3-diphenylallyl lithium and 
a series o f  2-substituted 1,3-diphenylallyl lithium compounds have been determined 
by Boche and coworkers 18). Table 3 summarizes the amounts ofendo,endo-, endo,exo- 

and exo,exo-conformers 27 and the free energies o f  activation of  their mutual trans- 
formations. 

Li ÷ 

H H 

exo, exo-27 

Li * Li ÷ 

H ~ 

o ndo , ox o - 27 otto, ondo -27 

The different equilibria essentially result from the steric interactions of  the phenyl 
group(s) and the snbstituent R in the endo,exo- and exo,exo-conformations,  and the 
two phenyl groups in the endo,endo-conformation. The endo,endo-conformer is 
favored as the v-value 35) o f  R increases. Thus, the decrease o f  the AG ~ values on going 

Table 3. Exo,exo-, endo,exo- and endo,endo-conformers (~o) and free energies of activation 
(AG~7~oc [kcal/mol]) for rearrangements in THF starting from the endo,exo-isomers of the 2-substituted 
1,3-diphenylallyl lithium compounds 274-9 18) 

27 R exo, exo-27 ao~* endo, exo-27 ao~ endo, endo-27 

a H 92 ~ t7.8 8 - 

b CH 3 8 , 14.z 92 - 
c C N  4.5  ,16 .4  91 z6 .4 ,  4.5 
d C2H 5 15 ~ t3.8, 68 13.8 ~ 17 
e C6H 5 - -  56 14.3 ~ 44 

f CH(CHQ2 - 38 ,z.s , 62 
g C(CH3) 3 - - 100 
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from 27a to 27fshould clearly result from an increasing destabilization of the ground 
states. Transition-state effects, if at all, should play a minor role. 

Ion-pair effects, as in the case of  the unsubstituted allyl alkali metal compounds 
23a-d, do not markedly influence the rotational barriers of the 1,3-diphenylallyl- 
lithium species 27a-f, although the reason is different: 27a-fare solvent-separated 
ion pairs 36). Addition of  HMPT to the T H F  solution of 27a raises the AG~ oc value 
by 0.9 kcal/mol which corresponds to a rate retardation of  5-6 times. In the case of 
the methyl-substituted allyl "anion" 27b HMPT slows down the rate by a factor of 
only 2-3. With the 2-cyano "anion" 27c the AG ~* values of  the Li ÷ compound in 
T H F  and the Li ÷, Na ÷ and K + species in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) are the same 18) 
In the case of  27e and 27fthe rate of  the rearrangement is not affected if HMPT or 
TMEDA are added to the THF solutions. The observations of  some solvent de- 
pendence in the case of the sterically less hindered 27a and b, but of  no effect with 
the more crowded 27e and f, are in line with the general observation that solvent- 
separated ion pairs are favored with respect to contact ions pairs by increasing steric 
hindrance 2s). Hence, these experimental results could be interpreted to mean that in 
the case of 27a and b contact ion pairs participate in the allyl "anion" rearrangement 
reaction. 

2.3 Electron Transfer Induced Rearrangements of 
Cyclopropanes and Consecutive Reactions 37) 

Electron transfer to cyclopropane 28 should lead to the cyclopropane radical "anion" 
29, which, in principle, can rearrange to give the ring-opened trimethylene radical 
"anion" 30. Further reduction of the trimethylene radical "anion" should give a 
1,3-"dianion" (31). A less likely pathway to give 31 is conceivable via the cyclopropane 
"dianion" 32 (Scheme 2). 

~ 7  "M ÷ ~ ~.. 7 "- M ÷ 

M* e ~  29 30 

"~28 I M÷e- 
2 M+e - 

. . ~ ' ]  2-2M ÷ . ~ 2M+ 

32 31 

Scheme 2 

The preparation of 29 was reported in 1963 38). Three years later, however, these 
results were shown to be false 39,4o). Cyclopropanes with electrophoric substituents 
(e.g. n-electron systems like carbonyl or aromatic groups), on the other hand, easily 
accept electrons. In many cases this leads to skeletal rearrangements and further 
reactions. 
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2.3.1 Cyclopropanes Substituted with Carbonyl Groups 

The first report on what turned out to be a reduction ofa  carbonyl substituted cyclo- 
propane was published in 1949 ~1). Reaction of methyl cyclopropyl ketone 33 with 
sodium in liquid ammonia in the presence of ammonium sulfate yielded instead of 
the expected methyl cyclopropylcarbinol 34 a mixture of 2-pentanone 35 and 2- 
pentanol 36. 

0 0 
No/NH3 ,. 

~ J J " ' C  H 3 (NH4)2SO 4 H3C CH 3 
33 35 

:~ NQ/NH3 [ 
OH OH 

A + C H 2  H3C" '~H C H 3 
34 36 

From an investigation of several conjugated cyclopropyl ketones, as e.g. 37, Norin 
discovered 4z) that the steric course of the reaction depends on the configuration of 
the cyclopropyl ketone in such a way that the cyclopropyl bond which is cleaved is 
the one possessing maximum overlap of the Walsh orbitals with the n-orbitals of the 
carbonyl group. 37 thus leads to 38. 

C.H3 CH 3 

H3C C ~ 3 Z  0 Li/NH3" [ ~ 0  

37 38 

By means of  the cyclopropyl ketones 39, cis-40 and trans-41, in which the two bonds 
of  the cyctopropane ring, C-1-C-2 and C-1-C-3, are free to overlap with the carbonyl 
n-system, Dauben evaluated the importance of stereoelectronic versus steric factors 43). 

o o o 

CH 3 2 i CH 3 2/'2~'~CH 3 H3C H3C 
39 cm- ~ 0 trans- g f 

The main products in the reaction mixtures of  the 2,2-dimethylcyclopropyl ketone 
39 and the cis-2-methylcyclopropyl ketone cis-40, respectively, result from C-1-C-2 
bond breaking. In contrast, the trans-2-methylcyclopropyl ketone trans-41 breaks 
the C-1-C-3 bond. This strongly suggests that steric factors control the direction 
of cleavage, presumably through asymmetric overlap of the carbonyl n-system with 
one of  the cyclopropane bonds 43). In the absence of  these steric effects, as in trans41, 
the bond that cleaves is the one to give the more thermodynamically stable (=  less 
substituted) "carbanion" intermediate. 
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2.3.2 Cyclopropanes Substituted with Phenyl(Aryl) Groups 

The reduction of  1-methyl-2,2-diphenylcyclopropane 42 and one of its enantiomers, 
(+)-(R)-42, with Na/NH 3 to give 1,1-diphenylbutane 43 and 1,1-diphenyl-2-methyl- 
propane 44 in a ~ 5.5: 1 ratio over a wide concentration range has been studied by 
Walborsky and Pierce 46L 

Ph H _ P ~ / C H  3 P,~CH3 NolNHs . 

Ph CH 3 Ph Ph OH 3 
./2 43 ,(4 

5.5 1 

From the well-known ability of the phenyl group to accept electrons from sodium 
in N H  3 47) the following mechanism (Scheme 3) 46) was proposed for the opening of 
the cyclopropane ring in 42 (and other phenyl(aryl)-substituted cyclopropanes). 

Ph 3 H 
Ph CH 3 

Ph CH 3 Ph CH 3 Ph CH3 I 
45 

1 
~ ~--~ M+ I H p~ 

L Ph H __J H "CH3 .__ I 
,(6 47 

I 
1 )M.e -  

2)H + 
÷ ÷ H 

P ~ / . C H  3 P h _ ~ H  

Ph ,(8 49 P/h "1.[I "cH3 

IH" IH" 
43 44 

Scheme 3 

-.M÷ 

M ÷ 

The role of  the phenyl groups (and similarly of  the carbonyl groups in 33, 37, 39, 
cis-40 and trans-41) is  to accept an electron to give the short-lived radical "anion" 
45. ESR experiments have so far failed to demonstrate the existence of 45 48), and of the 
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products of rearrangement of 45, the trimethylene radical "anions" 46 and 47. This 
means that 45 must readily open to 46 and 47which themselves must readily add another 
electron to form a "dianion" which is protonated by the solvent to give the "anions" 
48 and 49, respectively. Further protonation gives 43 and 44, respectively. Moreover, 
under the reaction conditions (Na in NH3) the ring-opening of 45 to 46 and 47 is 
irreversible since optically active (+)-(R)-42 is recovered without loss of optical activity 
49) 

The predominant formation of 43 from 42 via 1,2-bond cleavage of 45 to give 46 
is expected on the basis that the trimethylene radical "anion" 46 would be predicted to 
be more stable than the trimethylene radical "anion" 47. This argument is based on 
the reasonable assumption that in 46 there is more negative charge on the carbon atom 
bearing the two phenyl groups; otherwise the isomer 47 should be more stable. 

It seemed unlikely that, instead of the radical "anions" 46 and 47, the corresponding 
1,3-"dianions" had been formed directly from their common cyclopropane "dianion" 
precursor. This, however, has not been rigorously excluded by means of these experi- 
ments. 

Electronic and steric factors are important in the electron transfer induced ring- 
opening reactions of the methyl-substituted phenylcyclopropanes cis-50 and trans-51 
(as is the case with cis-40 and trans-41). 

H3C 3 Ph 3 Ph 

CH3 
cis-50 trans-5l 

Staley and Rocchio s0) observed in Li/NH 3 reductions of cis-50 that the C-1-C-2 
bond is cleaved 70 times faster than the C-2-C-3 bond, while in trans-51 the C-2-C-3 
bond is cleaved with a 320-fotd preference. 

The high regioselectivity in the case of trans-51 (in which there is no steric bias for 
either pathway) shows that in this very example a methyl group exerts a destabilizing 
effect relative to hydrogen for the cleavage. This is consistent with a description of 
the activated complex in which a substantial negative charge is also present on the 
cyclopropyl B-carbon of  the bond undergoing cleavage. This explanation agrees 
nicely with a simple MNDO calculation for the phenyltrimethylene radical anion 
52: not only C-1 which bears the phenyl group, but also C-3 h~ts an appreciable amount 
of negative charge 51). It should be emphasized that 52 - -  like trans-51 but opposite 
to 42 - -  has one phenyl group. 

y (-0.284) 
. (-0.3~9~ C 3 
t-I,,, I / "~'H 

ph  ~-'C - - C H  2 
52 

In the case of eis-50 the conformation of maximum overlap for cleavage of the C-2 
to C-3 bond possesses a substantial steric interaction between the methyl group and 
the ortho hydrogen atom of the phenyl ring. Therefore, the cleavage of C-1-C-2 is 
favored, Staley, too, points out that these results are strongly suggestive of radical 
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"anion" instead of "dianion" intermediates. A distinction between these two mech- 
anisms (or a combination thereof) on the basis of these data is, however, not possible 
50) 

2.3.3 Other Examples 

The literature offers many more examples of  electron transfer induced rearrangements 
of compounds containing three-membered rings. In general it is not known whether 
the rearrangement occurs at the radical "anion" or "dianion" stage, as is the case in 
the above-mentioned examples. 

Reaction of dibenzonorcaradiene 53 with lithium, sodium or potassium naphthal- 
enide followed by quenching with water led to 9-methyl-phenanthrene 54 (16-24 ~), 
9-methyl-9,10-dihydrophenanthrene 55 (33-43~) and 6,7-dihydro-5-H-dibenzo- 
[a,c]cycloheptane 56 (23-34~) 52) 

53 

÷ 

54 

I) Na÷N: ,, ~ Na÷ 
2) H20 

57 
7 

55 56 

Preferential cleavage of bond a in the presumed radical "anion" 57 is caused by 
the familiar stereoelectronic effect (see Sect. 2.3). The formation of 56 via cleavage of 
bond b, however, is not established. 

Electron transfer on 58 gives the rearranged 59; 60, in contrast, gives the 'closed' 
radical anion 61 53) 

0 O'M* 

o o 
58 59 

o CH3 H 3 C ' ~  cH3 e- M + O-N*CH3 .- H3C . ' ~  CH3 

o o 

60 61 

Reduction of cis-bicyclo[6.110]nona-2,4,6-triene cis-62 proceeds through the nine 
electron homoaromatic radical "anion" 63 to give the monohomocyclooctatetraene 
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"dianion" 64 54); in contrast to this, the bicyclic radical "anion" 66 is produced 
exclusively upon reaction of trans-65 with a potassium mirror in THF or dimethoxy- 
ethane (DME) Solution at --90 °C 55). 

cis- 62 

e-M* 

trans-65 

M ÷ 

63 64 

K,THF ~ K+ 

- 90°C  

66 

2M ÷ 

These observations agree fully with orbital-symmetry considerations if the highest 
occupied MOs of cis-62 and trans-65 are the levels which control reactivity thus re- 
quiring disrotatory bond cleavage of  the central cycIopropane bond 5,~d). Disrotatory 
ring-opening of cis-62 to give cis,cis,cis,cis-cyclononatetraene radical "anion" 63 
is accordingly favorable while the analogous reaction channel starting from trans-65 
is prohibited by the high-strain energy and poor p-n overlap in the trans,cis,cis, cis- 
cyclononatetraene radical "anion". However, the ring-opening is not clear if the 
symmetries of  all occupied orbitals are considered. Again there is no evidence as to 
whether the rearrangement occurs at the "dianion" stage. 

Reaction of  bullvalene 67 with sodium-potassium alloy in THF or DME led to 
the bicyclo[3.3.2]decatrienyl "dianion" 68. The facile formation of 68 in contrast to 
the unsuccessful reduction of dihydrobullvalene 69 which does not give 70, has been 
discussed along the lines oflongicyclic stabilization of 68 as opposed to the bishomo- 
antiaromatic nature of the bicyclo[3.3.2]decadienyl "dianion" 70 56~,b) 

Na/K ~ _  
THF 

67 68 

2K* 

69 70 

Reduction of  semibtallvalene 71 could lead to the destabilized [3.3.0]"dianion" 
72. A symmetry-allowed and thermodynamically attractive rearrangement to the 
cyclooctatetraenyl "dianion" 73, however, would seem likely. 

71 72 73 
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Reaction of 71 with lithium in THF or dimethyl ether at --78 °C led to "dilithium 
semibullvalenide" S6b-d, 57a) which according to Goldstein's and Wenzel's NMR in- 
vestigations exists as the Czh and D 2 diastereoisomers of bis(bicyclo[3.3.0]octa-3,7- 
diene-2,6-diyl)tetralithium C2h-74 and Dz-74, respectively 56d~ (Scheme 4). 

C2h- 7t, 

~ ~ O 2- 7~ 

• = lithium atoms 

Scheme 4 

Furthermore, the NMR investigations revealed two intramolecular rearrangements, 
the automerization of the achiral, meso-C2h-74 diasteroisomer and the racemization 
of the chiral, (_+)-D2-74 diastereoisomer. The diastcreoisomeric equilibration, an 
intermolecular process, occurs at higher temperatures than the other two processes. 
It will be interesting to find out whether the solution strctures Czh-74 and/or Dz-74 
will be confirmed by solid state investigations. 

The intra- and intermolecular rearrangements of C2h- and Dz-74 clearly indicate 
the importance of rearrangements hitherto not normally covered in a chapter on 
"carbanion" rearrangements. Organometallic chemists, however, are learning more 
and more about the complex structure(s) of  such compounds in solution and in the 
solid state, as well as their rearrangements, e.g. within aggregates. It is thus predictable 
that the near future will provide us with more examples of  this sort. 

As expected, "dilithium semibullvalenide" 74 rearranges at 0 °C with an apparent 
first-order rate constant k = 9.0(1) • 10 -5 s-x to the cyclooctatetraenyl "dianion" 
73. 

The dipotassium compound of 72 (or its dimer 74) could not be prepared by depro- 
tonation of  a mixture of  tetrahydropentalenes (e.g. 75) with a 1 : 1 n-butyllithium/ 
potassium t-pentoxide mixture 5s). Instead, only the dipotassium salt of  the cyclo- 
octatetraenyl "dianion" 73 was detected. 

n-BuLl _-- 
t-PentOK 

75 

K or Na/K 
73 • 71 

This result was confirmed when semibullvalene 71 was reacted with potassium or 
Na/K alloy. Even at --78 °C this reaction resulted only in the rearranged 73 56c) 
A common intermediate should be the dipotassium compound 72 (and/or its dimers 
74). The different behavior of  the lithium and potassium species 72 (and/or 74) il- 
lustrates again the problem of "carbanion" rearrangements: changing the gegenion 
from lithium to potassium leads to species with rather different properties. 
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Yet another species which rearranges via electron transfer is 76. Reaction with 
lithium leads to the "dianion" 77 57 b). 

2Li* 

76 77 

2.3.4 Trimethylene Radical "Am ons"  as Intermediates in 
Cyclopropane Isomerizations and Transformations into Isomeric Olefms 

2.3.4.1 Electron Transfer Catalyzed Stereoisomerization 

Although it seems appropriate to formulate rearrangements ofcyclopropanes induced 
by electron transfer reactions via trimethylene radical "anions" (see Sect., 2.3.2) 
the existence o f  such species so far had not been proven unambigously. Especially 

f 49) noteworthy in this context is the observation o Walborsky that in the reaction of  
optically active (+)-(R)-42 with sodium in ammonia  the three-membered (+)-(R)-  
42 is recovered without loss of  optical activity. Thus, the formation of  the trimethylene 
radical "anions"  46 and 47, if it occurs, is irreversible (see page 12 and 13). Therefore, 
electron transfer reactions of  various cyclopropanes with special attention to the 
question o f  the formation of  radical "anion"  intermediates have been studied by 
Boche and coworkers 59). 

A typical example is given by the reaction o f  cis-l,2-diphenylcyclopropane cis-78a 
with Na/K alloy at 0 °C to yield on protonation trans-l,2-diphenylcyclopropane 
trans-79a, trans-l,3-diphenylpropene 84a (together with some cis-l,3-diphenyl- 
propene), and 1,3-diphenylpropane 82 a. Of special importance is the time dependence 
o f  the yields o f  cis-78 a, trans-79a, 84 a and 82a. The results are given in Table 4. 
Table 4 can be summarized as follows: 
1. cis-78 a disappears steadily. 
2. trans-79a and the propane 82a pass through a maximum. This demonstrates that 

the stereoisomer trans-79a is formed as an intermediate; likewise, the ring-opened 

Table 4. Time-dependent relative yields [%] of cis-78a, trans-79a, 84a and 82a in the reaction of 
cis-78a with Na K alloy in THF at 0 °C, followed by protonation with water; total yields 86% 

Time Ph Ph Ph H Ph _ Ph W 1)No/K \ ~ /  P h , ~ P h  
(min) 

/ \ 2 ) H 2 0  " ~ + + H H H Ph 
c is-  78 a trans- 79a 8~ a 82a 

0 95 5 - - 
10 83 5 - - 
45 8 57 5 30 

120 1 28 30 41 
240 -- 9 53 38 
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1,3-"dianion" 81a is an intermediate since 81 a gives the propane 82a on protona- 
tion, as confirmed by deuteration, see Scheme 5. 

3. The concentration of the propene 84 a increases steadily. 

" ' H   c'K No,  H H Ph 
c/s- 78 irons - 7 9  

cis-78 "- irons- 79"- 

R R 
P h . . , , , ~P  h i  I"R = ~ R , y  P ~ . ~ T / p h  No/K . P ~ . , . .  Ph 

H H B H H A H H 
85 80 81 

l e I 2H"20" 
R R R 

Ph.,~J,~iP h ., H+ Ph ~Ph P h . . ~  P h 

I- I'H(R} (D)H/I H I~,H(D) 
H H H H H H 

8~ 83 82 

R: a = Hi b=D;c= CH 3 

Scheme 5 (gegenions omitted) 

The cyclopropane stereoisomerization cis-78a ~ trans-79a and the transformation 
of  the cyclopropanes into the ring-opened products 82 a and 84 a are explained by the 
reversible formation of the trimethylene radical "anion" 80a and pathway A in 
Scheme 5: 
Stereoisomerization: cis-78a and trans-79a accept an electron to give the diphenyl- 
cyclopropane radical "anions" cis-78a = and trans-79a- which rearrange reversibly 
into the trimethylene radical "anion" 80a. The  stereoisomerization takes place at the 
trimethylene radical "anion" stage. The reversible formation o f  80a in T H F i s  note- 
worthy because the trimethylene radical "anions" 46 and 47 have been formed irre- 
versibly, however in this case in NH3, see Scheme 3, page 12. 
Ring-opened products: A second electron transfer transforms the trimethylene radical 
"anion" 80a into the 1,3-"dianion" 81a. In the absence of a proton (deuterium) 
source 81a eliminates hydride as a function of time (Table 4) to give the allyl "anion" 
83a. Protonation of 83a leads to 84a. Protonation of 81a gives 82a, as mentioned 
earlier. 

The following results support the stereoisomerization as an electron transfer catalyz- 
ed reaction. 
1. The kinetics of  the thermal cyclopropane isomerization cis-78a ~ trans-79a 

extrapolate to a half-life at 0 °C of ~ 1 0  9 years 6°). In the presence of 
N a / K  cis- 78 a disappears almost completely at the same temperature after 120 min; 
clearly, this is not a thermal reaction. 
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2a. The base-catalyzed isomerization of a 72:28 mixture of  cis-78a and trans-79a 
with t-BuOK to give somewhat more trans-79a is much slower (70 d at 25 °C) 61) 
than the Na/K catalyzed isomerization. 

cis-78a 72 t. t-B~OK/DMSO or HMPT, 25 °C, 70d 
, cis-78a + trans-79a + 84a 

trans-79a - 28 2. H2o 
27 % 50% 23 % 

Thus, the Na/K catalyzed isomerization of cis-78 a is not a base-catalysed reac- 
tion via the cyclopropyl "anions" 86 and 87. 

Na/K P h A y h  K + Ph Na/K 
cis-  78a H ÷ ~ .  \ ' Z ~ H ÷- 

H Ph H 
86 87 

l r a n s  - 7 9  a 

2b. The base-catalyzed t-BuOK, DMSO, 100 °C, 17 h isomerization of r-l-phenyl- 
c-2,c-3-dimethyl- and r-l-phenyl-t-2-,t-3-dimethylcyclopropanes (cis,cis-88 and 
trans, tra!Ts-89, respectively)62) and the electron-transfer-catalyzed (Na/K, THF, 
20 °C, 16 min) reaction 59) are shown below. 
Base catalysis 

Ph H 
H 3 C / ~ C H 3  t-BuOK, DNSO H 3 C / ~ C H 3  

H ~ H 100°C, l?h H " '  H 
cis~c i s - 8 8  ~rans , ! r a n  s - 8 9  

Electron transfer catalysis 

Ph 

c is ,  c i s - 8 8  NO/K ,THF H 3C~),,~H - -  No/K,THF f r ~ n s , ' t r e n s - 8 9  

20°C ~16m[n H - - C H  3 20°C f16min 

cis, iron s -90  

It is not only the conditions of  temperature and time which are strongly different 
in these two reactions. In the base-catalyzed reaction only eis,cis-88 and trans, 
trans-89 are formed as expected if the formation of the cyclopropyl "anion" 91 is 
the rate and product determining step. 

Ph K+ K+ 
~, ,-. Ph H c- H H3C~2~CH 3 n 3 ~ _ _ . ~  3 

H ~ : ~ H  H H 
91 92 

In the much faster electron transfer catalyzed rearrangement a new stereoiso- 
mer, r-l-phenyl-c-2,t-3-dimethylcyclopropane cis,trans-90 shows up in the 
equilibrium with cis,cis-88 and trans,trans-89. The formation of  eis,trans-90 
requires that in the course of  the equilibration a cyclopropane bond (instead of 
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. 

a C - - H  bond) is broken. As in the case of the 1,2-diphenylcydopropanes cis-78a 
and trans-79a a trimethylene radical "anion", here 92, is the most likely inter- 
mediate. 

That the radical "anion" 92 is indeed the intermediate, is shown by a prolonged 
reaction of the equilibrium mixture of the three cyclopropanes cis, cis-88, trans, 
trans-89 and cis,trans-90 with Na/K alloy which leads, among other products, 
to a dimer of  the radical "anion" 92 in 37 % yield. 

The observation that cis,trans-90 is not formed in the base-catalyzed reaction 
provides important information. It excludes the possibility that under base- 
catalyzed conditions ET-catalyzed reactions generally play a significant role. 
This aspect is treated in more detail in the following Sections 2.3.4.2 and 2.3.5. 
The cyclopropane stereoisomerization cis-78a ~ trans-79a via the 1,3-"dianion" 
81a (a two electron pathway) is also excluded. A priori, this is not a totally un- 
likely pathway. There are at least two reports in the literature dealing with a 
C--C bond fission at the "dianion" stage 63, 64). The formation of the 1,3-"di- 
anion" 81a would exactly correspond to the observations reported in these 
publications (see Scheme 5). 
If 1,3-"dianions" of the typ 81 were intermediates in the ET-catalyzed reversible 
stereoisomerization of  the cyclopropanes 78 and 79, the reverse reaction - -  for- 
mation of the cyclopropanes from such "dianions" - -  should also take place. 
Preparation of the "dianion" 8 la  from the cyclopropane cis-78a with Na/K 
or with Li at --78 °C shows clearly that 81a is stable at this temperature --  al- 
though cis/trans rearrangement of the cyclopropanes cis-78 and trans-79 takes 
place ! 

t r a n s -  79 - " c i s -  7 8  

H 2M÷ H M* 
No/K or Li Ph [ Ph -MH p h / P h  

. / /  • 

THF, -78°C H H -78°t° 0°C" H H 

81(2 M+ = K+or Li + 83a 

20 

Whether the "dianion" 81a gives the cyclopropanes cis-78 and trans-79 at 
higher temperatures such as 0 °C cannot be decided because 81a loses hydride 
between --78 and 0 °C to give the allyl "anion" 83a 65). 

If the methylene hydrogens in 81a are replaced by two methyl groups as in 
81 c (Scheme 5) then elimination cannot take place. 81c is stable up to 0 °C; ring 
closure to give cis-78c or trans-79c does not occur. These cyclopropanes, however, 
rearrange in the presence of Na/K at that temperature. 

In summary, there is no doubt that the reversible stereoisomerizations of the 
cyclopropanes cis-78,.trans-79, cis,cis-88, trans, trans-89, and cis, trans-90 in the 
presence of Na/K alloy occur via the trimethylene radical "anions" 80 (Scheme 5) 
and 92. These ET-catalyzed reactions do not occur ina  thermal or base-catalyzed 
or "dianion" fashion. They differ greatly from the irreversible ET reactions of 
the cyclopropanes 42, cis-50 and trans-51 (pages 12 and 13) with Na in NHa 49. 
so). Undoubtedly, in the latter reactions trimethylene radical "'anions" are also 
intermediates which, however, are quickly protonated by the rather acidic NH 3. 
Spectroscopic evidence for trimethylene radical "anions" is not available to date. 
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2.3.4.2 Electron Transfer Initiated Formation of  Isomeric Olefins 

The mechanism of the formation of the ring-opened species 1,3-diphenylpropene 84a 
and 1,3-diphenylpropane 82a from the cyclopropanes cis-78a and trans-79a has been 
outlined in Scheme 5, route A, page 18. Common intermediate is the 1,3-"dianion" 
81a which in the case of the formation of 84a first loses hydride and then is protonated. 
The 1,3-"dianion" 81a is formed by electron transfer from the trimethylene radical 
"anion" 80a which thus is the key intermediate 1) in the ET-catalyzed-stereoisomeriza- 
tion and 2) in the "structural isomerization" of the cyclopropanes cis-78 and trans-79. 
Importantly, the "structural isomerization" is not an ET-catalyzed reaction. 

The literature offers exactly this alternative for the formation of propenes from 
cyclopropanes in the presence of electron sources 66, 67). Accordingly, in the example 
given in Scheme 5 the group R in the radical "anion" 80 a (R = H) should undergo 
a 1,2-rearrangement to provide a new radical "anion" 85a which after expulsion of 
an electron (possibly to cis-78 or trans-79) should give the propene 84a (pathway B). 

Although this latter pathway is unlikely on the basis of the time dependence of the 
formation of  trans-79a, 82a and 84a from cis-78a and Na/K presented in Table 4, 
page 17, the migration of a group R has been checked additionally by means of the 
bis-deuterated cyclopropane trans-79b (R = D). 

O 1)No/K,THF 
H ~ P h  OOC,lh 
Ph u H 2}HzO 

trans-79b 

( ° )  P h , ~ , ~ .  P h 
I ~ l~O 
H H 

8~ b-02 

D D 
Ph,,~, . /Ph + P h ~ P h  

I- H 2 H 2 H 2 
H 

8~ b-D~ 82b 

T." 
D K+ D 2K+ 

Ph ~r~Ph ~K+D - P h ~ , , , P h  

H H H H 

83b Bib 

Reaction of  trans-79b with Na/K in THF  at 0 °C followed by protonation after 
1 h led to 6 ~ propene 84b-D 1 and.78 ~ propane 82b (besides 16 7oo starting material). 
It is thus unambigously clear that the propene 84b-D~ is formed exclusively from the 
"dianion" 81b by loss of K + D-  to give the allyl "anion" 83b which, on protonation, 
gives the monodeuterated propene 84 b-D x (corresponding to pathway A, Scheme 5). 
Pathway B in Scheme 5, the proposed alternative 66, 67) should lead to the bis-deuterat- 
ed propene 84 b-D2 via rearrangement of D. Since 84 b-D2 has not been found, pathway 
B is not a viable process. This is in agreement with the general observation that the 
intra-molecular 1,2-migration of hydrogen (deuterium) is not a facile reaction in 
either radicals 68) or "carbanions" 69) 

2.3.5 Proton Transfer or Electron Transfer Initiated Rearrangements of 
Cyclopropanes in the Presence of a Base 

Although it has been demonstrated that the base-catalyzed (t-BuOK, DMSO, 100 °C, 
1.7 h) isomerization of the cyclopropane cis,cis-88 to give exclusively the cyclopropane 
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trans, trans-89 (see page 19) does not involve an electron transfer reaction, the question 
of whether a reaction of a carbon acid with base is initiated by proton transfer or by 
electron transfer is of  general interest. One has furthermore to consider the possibility 
that the "carbanions" primarily formed on deprotonation (or addition of the base) 
might be better electron donors for electron transfer reactions than the base itself v°' 
71, 72) 

The rearrangement of 2,3,4-triphenyl-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.O2,¢]octane 93a in the 
presence of base, e.g. t-BuOK in DMSO (70 °C, 20 h), to give 2,3,4-triphenylbicyclo- 
[3.2.1]oct-2-ene 96a (Scheme 6) is an interesting example along these lines. Originally 
it was proposed that this rearrangement occurs via forbidden disrotatory ring opening 
of the cyclopropyl "anion" 94a to give the ally1 "anion" 95a which is protonated to 
give 96a (pathway A) TM. 

+ ~h -H"._ ~ _ h  =h , ~ ~ h  
im 

Ph A 2 

2 R" Ph 

93 9~ 95 

R I R 2 

(2: H Ph 

b: H CN 
c: CH 3 CN 
d: H CH 3 

Ph 
Ph 

2 

97 

Scheme 6 (gegenions omitted) 
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Other authors concluded later 66) that the reaction of 93a with t-BuOK in DMSO 
or HMPT (25 °C, 24 h), or with dimsylpotassium in DMSO (70 °C, 24 h) appears 
to proceed by a radical "anion" pathway. It was proposed that an initial electron trans- 
fer from base to 93a affords the radical "anion" 97a which opens to 98a. The latter 
was envisaged to rearrange to 99a which loses an electron, possibly to 93a, to give 
96a (pathway B). 

A reexamination of the reactions of 93 a-d with different bases and ET reagents led 
to the following results and conclusions 74). The cyclopropyl "anion" 94b transforms 
completely and in a disrotatory manner into the allyl "anion" 95b, even at --75 °C 
within 1 h; 95b gives 96b on protonation. This strongly suggests a similar pathway in 
the reactions of 93a with base. Indeed, 93a is completely transformed into 96a after 
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1 h at 0 °C by the "'superbase" 75) potassium 3-aminopropylamide (KAPA) in 1,3- 
diaminopropane. 

An entirely different result is observed with 93 e and 93 d. Reaction of 93 e with base 
(LDA, THF, --75 °C, 1 h; t-BuOK, DMSO, 25 °C, 5 h) led to complete recovery 
of starting material. 93 d is also unreactive towards base (t-BuOK, DMSO, 70 °C, 6 h; 
KAPA, 1,3-diaminopropane, 25 °C, 24 h). Thus, the impossibility of preparing a 
cyclopropyl "anion" of  the type 94 from 93e and the extremely low acidity of 93d 
prevent a reaction with base although electron transfer from base to initiate pathway B 
(Scheme 6) could still occur. 

With a real electron transfer reagent (Na/K alloy in THF), 93 d is transformed into 
lOld, undoubtedly via 97d, 98d and lOOd. A similar sequence has been observed 
starting with 93a and sodium naphthalenide 66). Other reactions of this sort have been 
mentioned in Sect. 2.3.4. 

One can therefore conclude that the base-catalyzed cyclopropane ~ propene 
rearrangement 93a(b) ~ 96a(b) is induced by an acid-base and not by an electron 
transfer reaction. The mechanism of the facile cyclopropyl ~ allyl "anion" rearrange- 
ment 94a(b) ~ 95a(b), however, is not clear 74~ 

3 Rearrangements Involving Four-Membered Rings: 
Electron Transfer Induced Reductive Rearrangements of the 
Generalized Cyclobutene/Butadiene Radical "Anion" System 

The thermal cyclobutene 102 ~ butadiene 103 transformation has been predicted 
by Woodward and Hoffmann to occur in a conrotatory fashion which is in agree- 
ment with experimental results 9) 

] conrot.. 
allowed 

102 103 

The same mode was also observed foi" the thermal ring-opening of the cis- and trans- 
3,4-diphenylbenzocyclobutenes cis-104 and trans-105 to give the (Z,E)- and (E,E)- 
5,6-diphenyl-o-xylylenes 106 and 107, respectively 76) 

Ph 

[ ~ H  H conrot.i, H 
Ph 
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What is the preferred mode of rearrangement after electron transfer to (derivatives 
of) 102 or to 104 and 105? Does the ring-opening reaction occur on the radical "anion" 
or the "dianion" stage? These questions have been dealt with in a series of  papers 
first by Bauld and coworkers 77). They are of general interest because the theoretical 
treatment of  electrocyclic reactions of open-shell systems, as e.g. the cyclo- 
propyl ~-- allyl radical rearrangement, led to ambiguous results 9, 78-81) 

Bauld and coworkers reached the following conclusions 77g). 

1 a. The cyclobutene/butadiene radical "anion" rearrangement 108~109 is allowed 
neither in the disrotatory nor in the conrotatory mode. 

• M + _.M + [~.r~ 7- / ~==tt=:~)/disrot. ~ []'7"-M* conrot.~ -.[~7 

109 108 109 

l b. A variety of quantitative treatments, however, select the conrotatory mode as 
favored, the same mode as in the case of  the neutral rearrangement 102~I03. 

cis- 10~ trans- 105 

Ph Ph 

Ph H 
l cis-ll2 l lrans-ll5 

Ph Ph 

H Ph IK Z, E-113 IK E, E-116 

Ph Ph 

"- Ph "- H 
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~ 312 SiCI 2 
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~ "  .~CH 3 ~ " ~ " ~  ..~CH 3 
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Scheme 7 (gegenions omitted) 
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2. The electrocyclic conversion of the benzocyclobutene into the o-quinodimethane 
radical "anion" l l O ~ l l l  is allowed in the conrotatory mode 77c. g) 

~....17 -'M" "//disr°t'_ ~ 7 - ' M "  allowedC°nr°t" ~ 7"-M÷ 
111 110 111 

The experimental tests have been performed by means of electron transfer reactions 
onto the diphenylbenzocyclobutenes cis-104 and trans-105 (Scheme 7)77~.g). 

Bauld and coworkers 77c,g) concluded on the basis of the following results that the 
ring-opening reactions of  the diphenylbenzocyclobutene radical "anion" isomers 
cis-ll2 and trans-115 had occurred in a conrotatory fashion: 
1. Reaction ofcis-104 with K in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MTHF) or THF should 

lead to cis-ll2 which opens to Z,E-113. This radical "anion" is further reduced to 
give the Z,E<t,ct'-diphenyl-o-xylyIenediide Z,E-114 which is trapped by dimethyl- 
silyldichloride to give the adducts trans-ll8:cis-ll9 in a 84:16 ratio. 

2. Similarly, trans-105 led to cis-ll9:trans-ll8 in a 70:30 ratio. 
One should mention that the two adducts trans-ll8 and cis-ll9 had not been separated 
nor isolated in crystalline form. The structural assignment is based on N M R  evidence. 

It is also of interest that the cqct'-diphenyl-o-xylylenediide Z,E-114 is reported to be 
more stable than the isomer E,E-117 both at low and at room temperature (although 
steric considerations clearly favor E,E-117). This conclusion was reached after de- 
protonation of dibenzylbenzene 120 with n-butyllithium in 2-MTHF followed by 
reaction with dimethylsilyldichloride giving trans-118:cis-119 in a 83:17 ratio. 

CH2Ph 2n-BuLi Z,E-114 
v -CH2P h /(CH3)2SiCI X 

120 Irons- 118 c~-  119 

83 : 17 

Finally the tH-NMR spectra of Z,E-114 and E,E-117 prepared from cis-104 and 
trans-105, respectively, with K in 2-MTHF at --78 °C have been reported. Both iso- 
mers should be configurationally stable at that temperature 77c, g). 

Most of  the results mentioned above, however, are at variance with later investiga- 
tions s2-s6). 
1. 1H- and ISC-NMR spectra of  THF-D s solutions of crystalline dilithio~,~'-di- 

phenyl-o-xylylenediide - 2 tetramethylethylenediamine (E,E-117-2(Li • TMEDA)), 
disodio-and dipotassio-diphenyl-o-xylylenediide gave no hint for the existence of 

o /  the isomer Z,E-114; in all cases only (>  97/o) the isomer E,E-117 was found s2, s< 
85) 

2. An X-ray structure determination reveals the E,E-conforrnation of  E,E-117-2(Li 
• TMEDA) also in the solid state s6~ 
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3. Reactions of E,E-117-2(Li. TMEDA) in THF,  2-MTHF or hexane solutions at 
20, 0 and --73 °C, respectively, with dimethylsilyldichloride led only to cis-ll9 
in up to 95 % yields. Cis-ll9 is isolated in crystalline form (mp. 107 °C) 82.8,) 

4. Similarly, in reactions of cis-104 84) and trans-105 with K in T H F  or 2-MTHF at 
20 and --73 °C, respectively, only cis-ll9 was isolated in up to 81% yields; a 
trans-adduct trans-ll8 was never detected. 

Thus, on the basis of  these results the experimental data reported earlier 77e, g) with 
cis-104 and trans-105 do not support the theoretical conclusion of an allowed conro- 
tatory rearrangement of the benzocyclobutene radical "anion" 110. 

The earlier reported rearrangement of the benzocyclobutene radical "anion" 
110, prepared from benzocyclobutene 121 with Na/K alloy, to give the o-xylylene 
radical "anion" 111 (M + = K +) 77a), was later retracted 77b) 

121 110 111 / "K 

122 123 12,~ 

THF 

~ CH 3 

125 

Rather, in the reaction of 121 with lithium metal in THF a Caryl--CH 2 bond is 
broken to give finally, among others ethylbenzene 12587). The bond fission is thought 
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to, occur at the "dianion" stage (124~123, 2 M + = 2 Li +) and not via ' the radical 
"anion"  pathway 110~122, M + = Li ÷ 

Electrochemical and ESR investigations with E- and Z-1,2-dihydro-l,2-diphenyl- 
cyclobuta[1]phenanthrene, E- and Z-126, indicate that the ring-opening reaction to 
give the rearranged "dianion" 130 may occur at the radical "anion"  (127 ~ 129) 
or the "dianion"  (128 ---, 130) stage, depending on the ion pair conditions 887. 

4 Cyclization of 5-Hexenyl "Anions" 

The 5-hexenyl radical 131 rearranges in a highly regiospecific manner to give mainly 
the cyclopentylcarbinyl radical 132. The cyclohexyl radical 133 is formed only as 
a side product  89). 

> 95°•0 

132 
6 

131 
r'/"hL,../J" < 5% 

133 

Because o f  the rather fast cyclizatlon 131 --, 132 (k 1 = 1 - l0 s s -1 at 25 °C) 90) this 
reaction or the cyclization o f  the related 1-methyl-5-hexenyl radical 134 91) and the 
o-(3-butenyl)phenyl radical 135 92) is often used as a "radical clock" in reactions 
possibly passing through radical intermediates 93) 

134 135 

" •  No+N -" 
or Na 
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Scheme 8 (gegenions omitted) 
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131, 134, or 135, however, are useful radical probes only if "anion" cyclization is 
negligible. As outlined in Scheme 8 cyclization can also take place at the "anion" 
stage: Formation of  the "anions" cis- and trans-139 is not only possible via the radical 
route 134 ~ cis,trans-137 -* cis,trans-139; cis, trans-139 is also formed via the "an- 
ionic" intermediate 138 94) 

Garst and coworkers have used the reactions of 1-methyl-5-hexenyl halides 136, 
(X = Hal) with alkali metals or alkali metal naphthalenides such as sodium naphthal- 
enide Na+N ~, as a mechanistic probe over the years 95). A 1984 publication 96) 
discloses the possibility of differentiating between the radical 134 and "anion" 138 
cyclization. 

In radical cyclizations of 134 the ratio of the finally formed cis- and trans-cyclo- 
pentanes cis- and trans-141 is normally 3.8 91). If 1-methyl-5-hexenyl halides 136 
(X = C1, Br) are reacted with Na + N ~ in dimethoxyethane (DME) or THF at room 
temperature the ratio varies between 0.62 and 2.8; for sodium mirror reactions the 
cis/trans ratio of  141 can be as low as 0.32 96). This suggests that under the reaction 
conditions, 1-methyl-5-hexenylsodium also cyclizes, with a trans preference, giving 
[(2-methylcyclopentyl)methyl]sodium trans-139, M + =  Na +. Most of the other 
"anion" cyclizations show a similar strong trans preference 94) 

A correlation of the observed cis/trans-141 ratios with the yields of 2-heptenes 143 
supports the hypothesis that the "anion" 138 cyclizes. 2-Heptenes are formed from 
(1-methyl-5-hexenyl)sodium 138 through an intramolecular 1,4-proton transfer that 
competes with cyclization to give 142 (Scheme 8) 9v). Thus, cyclizations of l-methyl- 
5-hexenyl "anions" and radicals can be distinguished, since they occur with different 
cis/trans ratios and since products o f"an ion"  cyclizations are accompanied by those 
of the 1,4-proton transfer. 

It is interesting to note that Ashby's investigations of the reactions of alkyt halides 
with (trimethyltin)sodium and dialkylcuprates by means of the 1-methyl-5-hexenyt 
probe which led to the conclusion that only radicals cyclize 98), have been questioned 
by Lee and San Fillipo in 1983 99), These authors correctly state that the cyclization 
alone does not prove a radical pathway. The cis/trans ratios from reactions of the 
halides 136 with (trimethyltin)sodium (revised: ~4.8 at 0 °C) 96~, however, are 
consistent with I00 ~ radical cyclization. 

In his paper dealing with the separation of radical and "anion" cyclizations Garst 
also comments on the apparent halogen effects on product distributions in both 
sodium naphthalenide and sodium mirror reactions 96): "While there are other possi- 
ble explanations, the possibility that alkyl halide radical "anions" could be interme- 
diates that undergo reactions other than fragmentation to alkyl radicals and halide 
ions should be kept in mind." 

Very recently, Garst and coworkers ~oo) have provided a means to suppress the 
cyclization of  (1-methyl-5-hexenyl)sodium with t-butyl amine ,0x). t-Butyl amine is 
a sufficiently reactive proton donor to compete successfully with the "anion" eycliza- 
tion 138--* cis/trans-139 and the intramolecular 1,4-proton transfer 138 ~ 142, 
leaving 1-heptene 140 as well as cis- and trans-l,2-dimethylcyclopentane cis,trans- 
141 formation through radical cyclization only. For sodium metal reactions excess 
t-butyl amine-nearly eliminates cis,trans-141 suggesting that radical cyclization is 
negligible. For the Na+N = reaction, 2-heptenes 143 are eliminated by added t-butyl 
amine, but the yields of cis,trans-141 are merely diminished. As expected, the cis/trans 
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ratio of the residual c&,trans-141 is near four, corresponding to pure radical cycliza- 
tion. 

Bailey and coworkers ~o2) prepared 5-hexenyllithium 145 from 6-iodo-l-hexene 
144 with two equivalents oft-butyllithium in n-pentane/diethyl ether (3:2) at --78 °C 
and studied the kinetics of the "anion" rearrangement to give 146. 

~ ] / /  2t-BuLl Li_" .// ~ ,  L[" 
pentone/eth~er LvJ 

144 - 78°C 145(100%) 146 
The results are outlined in Table 5. 

Table 5. First-order rate constants and activation para- 
meters for the cyclization 145 --* 146 

Temp. 10 4 -k AH ~* AS ~* 
[°C] [s- 1] [kcal/mol] [e.u.] 

-11.1 1.75 
-0.5 4.18 

9.4 10.3 
20.0 20.6 

I1.8 4- 0.5 -30 4- 2 

The data of  Table 5 indicate that the conversion of the "anion" 145 into 146 is 
very much slower (by a factor of  108-10 l°) than the cyclization of the 5-hexenyl radical 
131. However, nonnegligible quantities of product containing the cyclopentylmethyl 
group may still arise from cyclization of the "anion" 145 since the half-life for this 
process at temperatures above 0 °C (tl/2 = 23 min at 0 °C; 5.5 min at 23 °C) is short 
relative to the time scale of  many experiments that seek radical intermediates to3) 
A differentiation between radical and "anion" cyclization, as in the case of  134 and 
138, is not available with 131 and 145. The cyclization of the "anion" 145 is, however, 
very slow at lower temperatures like --78 °C. 

Bailey and coworkers utilized this scenario to check whether or not radicals are 
involved in the halogen-metal exchange reaction with t-butyllithium to4). Their 
results indicate that alkyl bromides and iodides may behave quite differently. There 
is no evidence for radical intermediates in the reaction with primary alkyl iodides at 
low temperatures. In the case of  a primary alkyl bromide at least 15 % of the reaction 
involves radical intermediates. This result, which is consistent with the recent reports 
of  two other groups ~0s), implies that at least a portion of the exchange proceeds via 
ET from the alkyIlithium to the primary bromide ~o6~ 

The rearrangement of  such alkenyllithiurn compounds is also used for synthetic 
purposes lo7) 

Treatment of tile alkenyl iodide 147 with t-butyllithium in pentane/ether at --78 °C 
led to the "anion" 148 which rearranged in a regiospecifie manner to give the cis- 

hydrindane skeleton 149 via generation of  a quarternary center. 
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CH 3 
~ . .  ~I t-BuLl ~ Li" I)TMEDA 

penlonelether" ~ 2).-,,.2 5°C 
lZi7 1~8 - 3)CH30H I~gH 

The rearrangement of the aryllithium species 150 was investigated by Woolsey and 
coworkers lo8) in different solvents at 23 °C. 

im ÷ 

2. D20 or H20 
150 151 x = D; H 152 

In THF after 60 min 10 % 151 and 90 % 152 were found. In diethylether the rearrange- 
ment is somewhat slower (60% 152). Addition of TMEDA to the ether solution ac- 
celerates the ring closure : after 30 min 94 % of 152 was detected. These results lead to 
the conclusion that radical tests by cyclization of what is thought to be the phenyl 
radical 135 must be carried out at low (--78 °C) temperature at which the "anion" 
150 cyclizes very slowly: after 120 min in THF at --78 °C only the non-cyclized 151 
is detected. 

A mechanistic study concerning the variation of the product ratio in reactions of 
different o-(3-butenyl)halobenzenes (Hal = F, CI, Br and I), and of 6-bromo-1- 
hexene with different alkali metals (Li, Na, K) in ammonia/tert-butyl alcohol solu- 
tion 11o) is related to the problem of"an ion"  versus radical cyclization as outlined in 
this chapter. 

In connection with the question of whether the reduction of benzophenone by a 
lithium dialkyl amide containing 13-hydrogen atoms proceeds via electron transfer 
or not, Newcomb and coworkers prepared N-lithio-N-butyl-5-methyl-l-hex-4- 
enamine 153 as a mechanistic probe 111). 

- " O x .  • - U \  _ U \  

153 154 155 

n-prop 
n-bU\~l r~  ~N 

/56 /57 

Treatment of benzophenone with 153 in THF gave good yields of benzhydrol and 
imines 156 and 157 but no trace of cyclic products derived from 155 (formed via oxida- 
tion of 153 to give 154). The "anion" 153 does not cyclize under the reaction conditions. 
Cyclic products would be expected if 153 had been oxidized to radical 154 since 154 
cyclizes 111). This and other experiments led to the conclusion that the reduction of 
benzophenone by dialkyl'amides containing [3-hydrogen atoms occurs via hydride and 
not via electron transfer. 
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In summary, the rearrangement of radicals and "anions" of the 5-hexenyl type is 
a useful mechanistic probe if the two reaction types can be clearly separated. 

5 Configurational Isomerization of ~-Substituted Vinyl "Anions" 

5.1 a-Aryl-Vinyllithium Compounds 

The configurational lability 158 .-~ 159 of  ~-aryl-vinyllithium species in etheral sol- 
vents was first observed by Curtin la2) and more recently studied kinetically by Knorr 
and coworkers u3). The investigations show nicely the influence of different donor 
solvents on the rate of  the rearrangement of the following organolithium compounds. 

. xq , 
Li,/'--'XA Li/'~XB 

158 159 

A B X 
(2: H O H 
b: H D 2-CH(CH3) z 
c: H O 2,6-(CH3) 2 
d: CH 3 CH 3 H 
e: 2- CBH4CH 3 2- CBH4CH 3 H 

From the dependence of pseudo first-order rate constants k ,  on the formal concen- 
trations (0.3-0.7 M) in THF an order of reaction of 0.5 was found for 158a and b 113) 
Therefore a dissociation step must precede the configurational isomerization. Dis- 
sociation to give anions and lithium cations, however, is very unfavorable in T H F  26~, 
and is not rate controlling in the case of  158 a since addition of lithium bromide causes 
no common ion rate depression. It is hence concluded that the 0.5 order of reaction 
is due to disaggregation into two subunits. Although not compelling it has been assum- 
ed that 158a-c occurs as dimers 160 with one THF per lithium atom. Partial dissocia- 
tion produces the monomer or contact ion pair 161 which is expected to bind about 
two solvent molecules. 

S Ph H 
V2 SzLi2R 2 ~ k._..J 

SzLI O 
160 161 

H3C .CH 3 

k 
H3C CH 3 

164 

2 S  P, xh___/H 
-'--x 

L i'S 4 D 
162 

1 
Li+S4 H 

153 
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Table 6. Pseudo first-order rate constants k,  and activation parameters for the 
158a-e ~-  159a-c 

rearrangement 

158 Formality Solvent AH *~ AS *~ k ,  
[kcal/mol] [e.u.] [s -1] 

at 27 °C 

a 0.5 M ether --  ca. 10 -4 
a 0.7 M 1.1 M TMEDA/ether --  ca. 0.05 
a 0.9 M TMEDA 9.9 +_ 0.7 --31 4- 3 0.062 
a 0.9 M 2.5 M TMEDA/THF 7.3 _+ 0.3 --38.4 _+ l 0.13 
a 0.6 M THF 7.8 _+ 0.6 --36 4- 2 0.17 
a 0.28 M 1.9 M HMPA/THF 5.4 4- 1.5 --24 + 6 4040 
b 1.7 M THF-D s 11.I 4- 0.3 --22.4 + 1 0.63 
c 0.7 M THF-D s 8.9 _+ 0.2 --22.5 4- 0.6 24.1 

The activation parameters and the pseudo first-order rate constants k ,  o f  the con- 
figurational inversion 158a-c .~  159a-c are listed in Table 6. 

The results o fTab le  6 have been tentatively explained as follows: The balance for 
the transformation of  160 into the solvent-separated ion pair 162 should amount  to 
A H  ° ~ - -10 kcal/mol and AS ° ~ - -37  e.u. ; an ion-paired transition state like I63 

can now be reached with an additional enthalpy of  about 18 kcal/mol, in close agree- 
ment with the inversion of  N-phenyl-imines as a model for 162 ~ 163. 

The donor  dependence of  k ,  in Table 6 agrees with current notions except for 
T M E D A .  Moderate amounts o f  H M P A  cause an impressive rate enhancement; 
unfortunately, the decomposition temperature o f  158a in the presence o f  H M P A  
drops ' f rom around 80 to below 0 °C, precluding a precise study. 

Whereas I58dwi th  ]3-CH a groups does not invert faster than ld8a, E/Z topomeriza- 
tion of  158e is rapid in T HP  even at - -25 °C (k,  = 7.4 s - I  for CH3 coalescence). In 
the case of  164 with even bulkier t-alkyl [3-substituents nonequivalences were detected 
only in the a3C N M R  spectra with coalescences at ~ --45 °C (k, = 50 s -1 in THF). 
A comparison of  the relative rate constants with k158, = 1 leads to kzsse = 820 and 

Ph Li 

158 e 159 e 

R = CH 3 

Li* 
H L i *  

166 Z-165 

\ 
Li " 

. " - - ' L j H  

E- 165 
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k~ 64 = 24200. The tremendous steric acceleration is possibly due to the prevalence of 
disaggregation such that the analog of 161 becomes the ground state. Interestingly, 
the chemical reactivity of  164 is also greatly enhanced. 

As far as 158e is concerned, in addition to the isomerization 158e ,~ 159e, at 0 °C 
in THF yet another isomerization takes place, the intramolecular vinyl-benzyl iso- 
merization to give E-165 predominantly (Vl/Z = 17 min)113b). 

E-165, however, is also unstable. At room temperature, especially in the presence 
of some of the corresponding olefin, it rearranges in an electrocyclic reaction to give 
the seven-membered ring "anion" 166. Since this rearrangement cannot occur from 
E-165 and since this reaction is catalyzed by the olefin, Z-165 should be the reactive 
intermediate. 

5.2 at-Trimethylsi lyl-  and at-Alkoxy-Vinyllithium Compounds 

In a more recent study Knorr and von Roman 114) investigated the configurational 
stability of  the synthetically interesting 115) ~-trimethylsilyl- and c~-alkoxy-vinyllithium 
species 167 and 168. 

H R I H Li 
x _ /  . k _ _ /  

R2/--NL; - R/---k R1 
167 168 

R 1 R 2 

Q: Si(CH3} 3 H 
b :  OC~Hs H 

C: 0CH 3 H 

d :  OC2H 5 CH 3 

1-Trimethylsilyl-vinyllithium 167a in T H F  has a half-life for the Z/E rearrangement 
of0.11 s at 48 °C. Extrapolation (AH"* = 7.4 (_+ t.5 kcal/mol) and AS *~ = - -32(+  4) 
e.u.) to --70 °C leads to a half-life of 0.5-15 min. This is in agreement with qualitative 
observations : in THF 1-silyl-vinyllithium species are configurationally stable only at 
--70 °C. The same holds for diethylether solutions. In alkane solutions in the presence 
of TMEDA, on the other hand, configurational lability is only observed at 25 °C. 

1-Alkoxy-l-alkenyllithium species are prepared and react in THF between --78 
and --20 °C with retention of configuration 116) 1-Ethoxy-vinyllithium 167b 117) 
as well as 1-methoxy-vinyllithium 167c 118) are configurationally stable in TMEDA 
up to 106 °C. At this temperature decomposition starts. In the NMR spectra in THF 
or in diethyl ether at 25 °C no line broadening is observed which indicates configura- 
tional stability. This is supported by different E/Z mixtures of 167d and 168d which 
are chemically and configurationally stable in THF at 25 °C for more than 13 days. 

The importance of kinetic studies of  this sort for synthetic investigations is self- 
evident. 
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6 The Reversible Rearrangement of Acyl-Substituted 
[9]Annulene "Anions" into Nonafulvenolates as a Function 
of the Ion Pair Character 

In previous chapters the influence of the gegenion and the solvent on rearrangements 
of  "carbanions" mostly concerned the rate of a certain reaction (and thus kinetic 
aspects), as, e.g., in the case of the cyclopropyl-allyl "anion" rearrangement (Sect. 
2.1), the allyl "anion" isomerization (Sect. 2.2), the cyclization of 5-hexenyl alkali 
metal compounds (Sect. 4) or the configurational isomerization of~-substituted vinyl- 
lithium compounds (Sect. 5). 

In this section ion pair effects will be discussed which influence the structures of 
the "carbanionic" parts of  two ion pairs (and thus the ground states of"carbanions")  
as a function of  the gegenion M +, solvent S and temperature T. The influences of 
M +, S and T on "carbanions" have, of  course, been noted before as, e.g., in the pio- 
neering work of Szwarc 119) and Smid 26,120). The structural changes in the "carban- 
ionic" parts of  the compounds studied by these authors, however, are most probably 
limited to minor perturbations. 

One can visualize an entirely different situation if one deprotonates the cyclonona- 
tetraenyl ketones 170 (prepared from the [9]annulene "anion" 169 and acyl chlorides 
in THF at --20 °C) with a base M+B - 121) 

M + © c0c 
THF, -70"°C COR a: R = CH a 

169 170 b : R = C 6 H  5 

Does the deprotonation lead to a "nonafulvenolate"-type structure 1 7 1 - M  + (an 
enolate contact ion pair tZE. 123. t24)) or to an acyl-substituted [9]annulene "anion" 
171- 1M+, possibly a solvent separated ion pair? 127) 

jvl+ 

H H H H 
\ ?  ~.~8 ,H 

~CxR H - UNR 
H/L, \3 " H 

H H 

171-.M ÷ I71-1M* 

Reaction of  the phenyl ketone 170b with lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide in THF 
at --78 °C led to the nonafulvenolate 171 b - L i  + which is strongly olefinic in nature. 

t71b-Li " z112 (50°C) = [ ~  
1/.. min 

2 ""0- Li ÷ 
H5C6 

172 b" Li ÷ 
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This is shown by the 1H nmr spectrum (Sn2_n9 5.0-6.4) and by the facile valence 

isomerization (zl/2(50oc) = 14 min) to give 172b-L i  +. 

~ " ~  /OSIMe3 "C1[ 2 (50°01 
C\ " 

3 min C6H5 
C,.,. 

/ OS[Me 3 173 b HsC 6 

lT,~ b 

That the gegenion Li ÷ in 171b-Li  + is indeed similarly attached to the enolate oxygen 
atom as the (covalently bonded) trimethylsilyl group in the trimethylsilylenol ether 
173b is indicated by the very similar isomerization rates o f l 7 1 b - L i  + and 173b (173b 

174 b, z 1/z (50 oc) = 3 min). 
The 1H nmr spectra o f l 7 1 b - L i  ÷ and 173b deserve a closer look. In the enol ether 

173b all eight hydrogen atoms at the nine'-membered ring are magnetically different 
- -  as expected - -  leading to a complex spectrum 121c). In 171b-Li  +, however, an 
AA'BB'CC'DD'-spectrum results from pairs of  identical hydrogen atoms (HZ/H 9, 
H3/H 8, H4/H 7, HS/H6). The coupling constants J2,3 = J8,9 ~-- J¢,5 = J6,7 = 12.5 Hz 
and J3.4 = J7.8 = 3.5 Hz are in agreement with single and double bonds, respectively, 
and a non-planar shape of the nine-membered ring 128). 

What leads to the pairs of identical hydrogen atoms in the ~H-nmr spectrum of 
171b- Li ÷ ? A fast rotation around the exocyclic CC double bond in this enolate should 
be excluded especially at room temperature since enolates, as mentioned in Ref. 124, 
are configurationally stable even at much higher temperatures 125 a, 126). It is therefore 
concluded, and this is supported by the results of  the experiments described below, 
that the contact ion pair 171b-Li  + is in fast equilibration with some small amount 
of  an ion pair 171b-I Li + in which the acyl group is either quickly rotating or ortho- 
gonal to the [9]annulene "anion" ring. 

171b- Li + ' f~ .  171b- I Li+ 

That the contact ion pair 171b-Li + is indeed easily transformed into an ion pair 
17lb- t Li+ with totally different properties is nicely demonstrated by the addition of 
either HMPT or DMSO to the THF-solution of 171b-Li+ : 1) The hydrogen atoms 
at the nine-membered ring are shifted to lower field (6n3 no ~ 6.7; H 2 and H 9 are  

buried underneath the phenyl hydrogens) which is characteristic of [9]annulene 
"anions" lz9), and 2) The newly formed species 171b- f L i+ is thermally stable at 
60 °C for more than 12 hours(!) - -  in strong contrast to 171 b-Li  + which has a half- 
life of  14 min at 50 °C! Unsubstituted [9]annulene "anions" are also thermally stable 
and do not show an isomerization similar to that of  171 b-Li  + or 173 129) 

Removal of  Li ÷ from the oxygen atom by HMPA or DMSO thus leads to a charge 
redistribution (the negative charge essentially moves from the oxygen atom into the 
nine-membered ring) and consequently to the formation of an aromatic substituted 
[9]annulene "&nion" from an otefinic nonafulvenolate. 

I f  the methyl ketone 170a is reacted with potassium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide in 
THF, onIy the ion pair 171a- t K+ is observed in the IH-nmr spectrum. Again, the 
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compound is thermally stable even on warming to 60 °C for 4 days ! It is not surprising 
that in 171a- lK  + the gegenion is removed from the enolate oxygen atom even 
by the solvent THF, while HMPA and DMSO are required in the case of the Li ÷- 
species 171 b-  Li +. 

I f  the methyl ketone 170a is deprotonated by sodium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide in 
THFthe  following observations are made: At 30 °C a ~H nmr spectrum results which 
is similar to that of  171 b -L i  ÷ in THF, indicating the formation of the contact ion pair 
171a-Na +. At --45 °C, however, only 171a-INa + is observed - the spectrum is 
very similar to that of l7 la-  1 K+- At intermediate temperatures weighted averages of 
the chemical shifts and the coupling constants of the spectra of 171 a - N a  + and 171a- I 
Na + reveal a fast equilibration between the two ion pairs ~3o) 

The temperature dependence of the equilibrium between 171a-Na + and 171a- l Na+ 
allows the evaluation of  the enthalpy and the entropy of reaction: 

171a-Na + (THF) ~ 171a- I Na+(THF) 
A H  ° = --6.9 kcal/mol 
AS ° = --30 e.u. 

In the case of  fluorenylsodium in THF, the following values for the equilibrium b e -  
tween the contact and the solvent separated ion pair are found" 

AH ° = --7.6 z61 (--6.7) 131~ kcal/mol 
AS ° = --33 26) (--27) 131) e.u. 

It is the similarity of these data with those of the equilibrium 171a- Na ÷ (THF) 
171a- I Na+ (THF) which led to the suggestion that there exists a contact ion pair - 

solvent-separated ion pair relationship also between 171a-Na ÷ and 171a- I Na + 
(and the other species mentioned above). 

The intermediate nature of  the Na + between the Li + and K ÷ species is not surprising. 
It is, however, surprising that the olefinic nonafulvenolate 171a-Na + is reversibly 
transformed into the aromatic [9]annulene "anion" derivative 171a- l Na+ simply by 
lowering the temperature. This emphasizes the importance of ion pair effects (and their 
consequences) not only as a function of the gegenion M + and the solvent S but also 
of  the temperature T. 

13C-nmr investigations support the [9]annulene "anion" character of the ring carbon 
atoms in 171b- t Li+,171a- t Na+and 171a- I K+ 12~ c~. Unexpectedly, however, one 
finds the following chemical shifts [6] for the "carbonyl" C atoms in these compounds: 
171a- t Li+ 206.7, 17]a- t Na+ 203.1 and 171b- I K+ 205.9. The observed chemical 
shifts are very close to those of  "normal" carbonyl C atoms (ca. 205), but they are 
far away from those of normal enolate C atoms (6 = 160-170) 123~. This led to the 
conclusion that in the solvent-separated ion pairs of  the [9]annulene "anion" type 
mentioned above, the carbonyl group is oriented orthogonally to the plane of the 
9-membered ring. In a coptanar conformation the carbonyl group should adopt at 
least some enolate character. Interestingly, the orthogonal conformation is in agree- 
ment with M N D O  calculations which favor the orthogonal over the sterically very 
crowded planar conformation by 7.9 kcal/mol 121 ~). Although this result has to be 
substantiated by an X-ray structure determination it illustrates nicely the structural 
changes which may be induced by ion pair variations. 
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7 Electron Transfer Valence Tautomerism 

Electron removal from, and electron transfer to a compound is related to conforma- 
tional and configurational changes as well as to an alteration of the reactivity. This 
was shown, e.g., in Sect. 2.3 entitled "ET-induced rearrangements of cyclopropanes 
and consecutive reactions" 1325. The effect of  charge redistribution within a "carban- 
ion", resulting from different ion pair situations, on the conformations of  the "car- 
banion" was also illustrated by the examples given in the last section. In this section 
"electron transfer valence tautomerism", as proposed by Staley 1331, is reviewed, and 
the reader will recognize the similarity of  the phenomena discussed here to those 
outlined in Sect. 6. 

The charge in the ground states of  bicyclooctatetraenyl dipotassium 175 and 1,2- 
dicyclooctatetraenylene dipotassium 176 is localized in one planar eight-membered 
ring, while the other ring adopts a distorted tub conformation, as confirmed by 1H nmr 
studies in liquid ammonia 133) 

2K + 2K + 

175 176 

The simplicity of  the spectrum of  175 at room temperature (20 °C), as well as the ex- 
change broadening evident at lower temperatures, can be rationalized only if an inter- 
ring electron exchange process occurs at a rapid enough rate on the nmr time scale. 
The 1H nmr spectrum furthermore discloses that the "neutral" ring in 175 is being 
flattened somewhat at one end relative to cyclooctatetraene, presumably to permit 

• a greater delocalization of charge. 
The rate of"electron transfer" of > 75 s-  i at --65 °C requires the eight-membered 

rings of  176 to complete a planar-to-tub (or vice versa) conformational change at 
the same rate. However, the rate of inversion of neutral cyclooctatetraene is only 
26 s - 1 at --70 °C. There are several ways of reconciling the greater rate in 176 compared 
with that in cyclooctatetraene. First, the latter inversion forces the ring into a planar 
conformation having an 8~ electron antiaromatic perimeter. In the case of 176, 
the cyclooctatetraene ring undergoing flattening is simultaneously gaining charge 
density and eventually attaining a 10~ electron aromatic configuration. Second, the 
"neutral" ring in 176 may not fold up completely as observed in the case of 175. 

It is considered that the conformations 177 and 178 might be transition states or 
intermediates for the electron redistribution process. 

K* K + K + K ÷ 

177 178 

Finally, it should be mentioned that an analogous process appears to occur in a related 
fused-ring system, viz., the octalene dianion 179 1345 
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2M ÷ 2M + 

179 

8 P o l y m o r p h i s m  o f  O r g a n o l i t h i u m  Compounds 

In most of  the examples given so far in this article the free enthalpy difference AAG ° 
between two "isomers" of  an organometallic compound is so high, and the free activa- 
tion energy AG e for a transformation so low, that only one of the two isomers is 
observed. An example to the contrary in solution was given in Sect. 6 by the two ion 
pairs 1 7 1 a - N a  ÷ and 171a- I Na+ which are similar in energy although structurally 
rather different. 

In recent years increasing effort has been devoted to the elucidation of solid state 
structures of  organolithium species 135). This led at least in two cases to the discovery 
of polymorphism and thus, in a certain respect, to two "isomers" of a "carbanion" 
in the solid state. 

The first report to deal with polymorphs concerned the structure of the "dianion" 
180 136). 

MeH~ SiMe3 2 [Li +.TMEDA] 

1J. 5J 
- ~ "  v 1 8 0  

7A 7B 

a 

Fig. 1 a. Projection of the "dianion" 180 of the s-phase and its associated lithium atoms normal to 
the aromatic plane. Hydrogen atoms are shown as spheres of radius 0.1 ,~; b The full "molecule" 
180 of the s-phase projected through the "dianion" plane 
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Fig. 2a. Projection of the "dianion" 180 of the [3-phase and its associated lithium atoms normal to 
the aromatic plane; b Projection of the full "molecule" 180 of the 13-phase through the "dianion" 
plane 

ol,;o 

Cl l  ~' 
b I 

i 

o I I  

Fig. 3a. ORTEP diagram of the crystal structure of 181-1; b Projection of 181-I normal to the benzo- 
cyclobutadiene-diide-rings; e Projection of 181-II normal to the benzocyclobutadiene-diide-rings 
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The structure of the c~-phase of 180 is given in Fig. 1. 
As shown in Fig. l, Li(B) sits upon one of the two six-membered rings of  the naphtha- 
lene part of  180, while Li(A) is located on the other side of  the "dianion" below the 
Si-heterocyclus. 

The 13 form of 180, although the precision of its determination is lower than that of 
rhea  form, is shown in Fig. 2. In the 13-phase Li(A) is also located below the six-mem- 
bered heterocyclus containing Si(B). Li(B), however, sits outside the six-membered 
carbocyclus leading to a bonding situation which is similar to that in benzyllithium 137) 

Different positions of  the Li + ions and the TMEDA molecules are also observed 
in the two phases of dilithium 1,2-diphenylbenzocyclobutadiene-diide. TMEDA 
(181) ~3s). The X-ray structure of phase I is shown in Fig. 3a. A,projection of 181-I 
normal to the benzocyclobutadiene-diide rings is given in Fig. 3b. One Li + ion is 
below the four-membered ring, the other one sits on the other side of  the "dianion" 
slightly outside the four-membered ring. The two TMEDA molecules attached to the 
Li ÷ ions are oriented more or less orthogonally to one another. 

In 181-II, as shown in Fig. 3c, the Li + ions are positioned above and below the cen- 
ter of  the four-membered ring, and the TMEDA molecules are essentially parallel 
to each other. 

The polymorphism observed in the cases of 180 and 181 clearly shows that it is not 
at all justified to consider a certain X-ray structure of an organometallic compound 
as being the solid state structure of this species! Rather, a facile - -  as it seems --  
rearrangement of  the gegenions Li ÷ (and of the T M E D A  molecules) relative to the 
dianion backbone leads into a second energy minimum; the two minima are probably 
not very different in energy. Whether these observations are due to "molecular" proper- 
ties and/or to packing forces in the solid state remains an unanswered question at 
the moment. Interestingly, even simple calculations of the positions of  the gegenion 
relative to the carbon skeleton in delocalized "carbanions" led to different minima of 
comparable energy ~39~. This was similarly the case with more sophisticated calcula- 
tions x4o). The polymorphism observed in the delocalized "carbanions" mentioned 
above thus illustrates once again the complex bonding situation in such compounds 
and the facile relocation at least of  the cation. 

9 Rearrangements of and within Alkyllithium Aggregates 

Although the aggregation of  alkyllithium compounds in etherat and other solvents 
has been known for quite a few years ~2Sb, 14~-1~, detailed information about the 
kinds of  aggregates and the rearrangements within a certain aggregate or between 
different aggregates became available only in recent years 145-x47). Because of their 
importance in mechanistic and synthetic "carbanion" chemistry 143,14s), it therefore 
seems appropriate to include some of the pertinent results in this review article. 

A systematic study of the structures of  thirteen lithiated hydrocarbons and of eigh- 
teen ~-halolithium carbenoids in donor solvent (R20, R3N ) mixtures down to - -  150 °C 
has been performed by Seebach and coworkers ~49, ~50, ~51). At room temperature no 
13C--6Li COulSling was observed in the 13C nmr spectrum because of fast inter- and 
intra-aggregate exchange processes. At lower temperatures ( < - - 7 0  °C) these reac- 
tions freeze out thus allowing a correlation of the multiplicities of the signals with the 
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Table 7. Expected multiplicities in the 13C nmr spectra of  dynamic and static aggregates of  
6Li(I = l)-organometallic compounds;  • ~ 6Li atoms; multiplicity m = 2n + 1, n = number of  
6Li atoms; d = dynamic; s = static 

Hexamer Tetramer Dimer Monomer  

\1 

d s d s d s d s 

equivalent next 6 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 
partners of  13C 
multiplicity m 13 7 9 7 5 5 3 3 

Table 8. 

Type of  R - - L i  AS(H, Li) Coupling constants Remarks 
1j(13C--6Li) and 
multiplicities comp. 
Table 7 

1. Derivatives of  small 
saturated 
hydrocarbons 

a. Alkyl-Li up to 15 ppm 3 ~ ,  Hz (up to 13 lines) 
upfield 4-6 Hz (9 lines) 

b. Cyclopropyl- Li 

2. g-Derivatives 
of  unsaturated 
hydrocarbons 
a. Vinyl-, phenyl-Li 

b. Alkinyl-Li 

3. Compounds with an 
~x-hetero substituent 

a. Halogen-lithium- 
carbenoids 
b. a-S- and ~-Se- 
substituted 
lithium organyls 

4. n-Derivatives of 
unsaturated hydro- 
carbons (allyl-, 
benzyl-type Li- 
compounds) 

up to 12 ppm 
up- or downfield 

50-65 ppm 
downfield 

40-280 ppm 
downfield 
5-20 ppm 

up to 40 ppm 
downfield 

8-11 Hz (quintuplet) 

8-12 Hz (quintuplet) 

no coupling observed 
down to --150 °C in 
R20 solvents 

16.5 + 0.5 Hz (triplet) 

7-11 Hz (triplet) 

no coupling observed in 
RzO-containing solvents 
down to --140 °C 

hexamer or 
tetramer in 
hydrocarbons 
ref. 150c, 151 
dimer or tetramer 
in R20- and R3N- 
containing solvents 
investigated only 
in R20- or R3N- 
containing solvents 

dimer 

probably monomer 

monomer or 
heteroatom 
bridged dimer 

monomer 152) 
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degree of  aggregation in solution: in the 13C nmr spectra of 6Li(I = 1) compounds 
the triplets must arise from monomers or heteroatom bridged oligomers, the quin- 
tuplets from dimers with planar arrangement of  two 6Li and two 13C atoms, and so 
on. Table 7 gives a summary of the most important aggregation states and the multi- 
plicities expected in the 13C nmr spectra. Some important results are given in Table 8. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 8 : 
l. C- -L i  coupling constants increase with increasing s-character of  the C--Li  bond 

(alkyl- < cyclopropyl- < vinyl-Li, phenyl-Li). 
2. The averaged C--Li  coupling constants increase with decreasing aggregation state 

of  the organolithium species. Thus, in a 'fluctuating' tetramer (four equivalent 
6Li atoms) a smaller coupling (4-6 Hz) is observed than in a dimer (8 Hz). For a 
monomeric species one therefore extrapolates a coupling constant 1J(13C--6Li) of 
ca. 16 Hz. 

Some selected organolithium compounds are discussed in more detail below. 

9.1 n-Butyllithium 

It is well established that n-butyllithium is always aggregated, in hydrocarbons as a 
hexamer, and in ethers and amines as a tetramer 153). Seebach, Hhssig and Gabriel 1,9) 
have shown for the first time that n-butyltithium in THF and dimethylether (DME) 
also gives a dimer. The signal of the dimer is observed beside the signal of the tetramer 
at --70 °C in THF;  further cooling to --90 °C reveals the quintet-nature of the dimer 
signal. Thus, at lower temperatures the equilibrium 

(n-butyllithium • THF),; + 4 THF ~ 2 (n-butyllithium • 2 THF)2 

is shifted to the right side. The formation of the tetramer (that is the shift to the left- 
hand side) should be favored by entropy. 

This was nicely demonstrated by a high-field XH nmr study of the aggregation and 
complexation of n-butyllithium in THF by McGarrity and Ogle 1~8 a). For the above- 
mentioned equilibrium they determined the following values: 

K = 0.021 +_ 0.004 M at 
AH ° = --6.3 _+ 0.4 kJ/mol 
AS ° = - - 5 8  + _ 2 J / m o l - K  

--85 °C 

The entropy change observed for the dissociation of the tetramer to the dimer is indeed 
reasonably explained in form of restriction of four extra solvent molecules in the solvat- 
ed dimer, relative to the tetramer. 

McGarrity and Ogle also determined the rate constants k x Is-1] for the conversion 
of the tetramer to the dimer at various temperatures and the activation parameters 
of  this reaction: 
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T [K] k 1 [s -~] 

245 171 
224 23.3 
216 8.30 
211 3.93 

AH *~ = 41 _+ 2 kJ/mol 
AS :e = --30 _+ 10 J/mol • K 

Undoubtedly, this interaggregate rearrangement reaction is very fast even at low tem- 
peratures. 

Earlier, Brown 154~ determined the activation energy for the dissociation of tetra- 
meric to dimeric methyllithium to be E A = 47 + 4 kJ/mol. The two values are in 
good agreement. 

The predominance of different aggregates at different temperatures is also of 
synthetic utility: both the carbon and the lithium atoms in the dimer should be more 
accessible than in the tetramer. Hence, the dimer should be more reactive. 

This assumption was also verified by measurements of McGarrity and Ogle and 
their coworkers 14~ b). Introducing a rapid-injection nmr method to study fast reac- 
tions like the reaction of n-butyllithium with benzaldehyde they reached the follow- 
ing conclusions if n-butyllithium in toluene-D8 is mixed with THF and benzaldehyde: 
1. The rate of rearrangement of hexameric n-butyllithium in THF into tetrameric 

and dimeric is twice that of the dissociation of tetrameric into dimeric. 
2. Tetrameric n-butyllithium reacts more readily with benzaldehyde than it dissociates 

into dimeric. 
3. Dimeric n-butyllithium is more reactive towards benzaldehyde than tetrameric 

n-butyllithium by a factor of 10. 
These results are an elegant demonstration of the power of the new 'rapid-injection 
nmr' technique. One can expect an increasing amount of new information especially 
about rearrangements and reactions of organometallic compounds by this method 
because reactions of this type are normally "very fast". 

Interestingly, solvents like TMEDA also tend to shift the equilibrium of tetrameric 
and dimeric n-butyllithium to the side of the dimeric species. It is therefore not sur- 
prising that many reactions with compounds like n-butyllithium are performed at 
low temperatures and in the presence of TMEDA. 

Alkyllithium compounds normally crystallize in the form of amine-complexed 
tetramers (alkyllithium • NR3) 4 155~ 

9.2 Phenyllithium 
Wittig 156) and Waack 157) showed ebullioscopically and osmometrically, respectively, 
that phenyllithium is a dimer in etheral solvents. Th6nnes and Weiss 158) found a 
TMEDA complexed phenyllithium dimer in the solid state, and calculations performed 
by Schleyer et al. 159~ similarly showed the dimer to be the most stable species. The 
13C nmr spectrum of phenyl-6Li in THF shows a quintuplet at --118 °C which also 
reveals a dimeric aggregate t~9,160). Thus experimental investigations of the structure 
in solution and in the solid state as well as a theoretical study (corresponding to the 
situation in the gas-phase) lead remarkably to the same result: a phenyllithium dimer 
structure seems to be the most stable one. 
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9.3 tert-Butyllithium and tert-Pentyllithium 

In another x3C 0 L i  nmr study Thomas and coworkers investigated the intraaggregate 
("fluxonial") exchange of tert-butyllithium tetramers in cyclopentane 16~). The nonet 
signal (peak separation 4.1 Hz) at 10.7 ppm in the room temperature nmr spectrum 
is the multiplet expected for a 13C nucleus coupled to four equivalent 6Li nuclei. 
Upon cooling the nonet peaks broaden, coalesce, and then reform below --10 °C 
into a seven-line multiplet with J(~3C--6Li) = 5.4 Hz. The process is completely 
reversible and is indicative of  slowing offluxonial exchange of the tetramer at lower 
temperatures. The seven-line multiplet represents coupling to the three nearest- 
neighbor lithium nuclei. The coupling of 4.1 Hz in the fast fluxonial limit is the weighted 
average of  three adjacent coupling interactions of  5.4 Hz and one remote coupling 
interaction of zero. 

Since coupling is retained even in the fast exchange limit, the exchange process 
observed must be intramolecular. Correspondingly, there is no concentration depend- 
ence of  the exchange rates. 

The k-values between --5 °C (85-100 s -  1) and --22 °C ( 3 4  s-  1) yielded the follow- 
ing values of  the overall activation enthalpy AH* and activation entropy AS* 
for the fluxonial exchange rates of  tetrameric tert-butyllithium in cyclopentane: 

AH*  = 25.0 -I- 0.1 kcal/mol 
AS* = 44 ___ 1 e.u. 

The same authors 161) also investigated tert-pentyllithium (2-methyl-2-1ithio-6Li - 
butane) in cyclopentane, which is in the fast fluxonial exchange limit even at --80 °C. 
This corresponds to a A G *  (188 K) of less than or equal to 7.9 kcal/mol. The cor- 
responding AG* (188 K) for tert-butyllithium is 16.7 kcal/mol. "l-he more sterically 
demanding tert-pentyl group causes a marked increase in the rate of  the exchange 
process even though the aggregation state and the geometry of  the aggregate does not 
change relative to tert-butyllithium. 

The concentration independence of the exchange rates, as mentioned earlier, in- 
dicates that the exchange is first order in tert-butyllithium tetramers. The rather large 
positive AS*-value and the rate acceleration upon going from ten-butyl- to tert- 
pentyllithium both suggest a transition state which is less sterically crowded than the 
ground state. This is consistent with several mechanisms. However, the precise nature 
of  the intraaggregate rearrangement remains speculative at the moment. 

Finally, one should mention that the interaggregate exchange reaction of tert- 
butyllithium in cyclohexane is nearly six orders of magnitude slower than the intra- 
aggregate rearrangement. This was already noticed by Hartwell and Brown more than 
twenty years ago x62). They also noticed that, e.g., in toluene the difference between 
the rates of intraaggregate rearrangement and interaggregate exchange is not as big 
as in cyclohexane. 
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10 "Carbanion"-Accelerated Rearrangements 

r~-Electron donor groups X at the 2-position ofallyl vinyl ethers are known to accelerate 
the Claisen rearrangement markedly 163-166) 

x I o x ~ j  R,..~ ; T[*C]. # : 

R 6 R6 

X T[ °] 

H, alkyl 160--200 
RO- -  135 
R2N--  110-140 
(CH3)3SiO-- , Li+O--  25-67 

Based on this observation Denmark and coworkers developed a "carbanion"- 
accelerated Claisen rearrangement with X = CHSO2Aryl K + 164). While the 
C6HsSO2CH2-substituted vinyl-allyl-ether 182 does not rearrange to give 185 when 
kept at 50 °C in HMPA 167) for 3.5 h, rearrangement occurs under the same condi- 
tions in the presence of potassium hydride. Undoubtedly, with potassium hydride the 

H2 
PhS02/C~O/~ 15KH HMPA ,, 

50°C, 35 h 
182 

{ 
SO/~.2 /0 H30" 

Ph 2 ~ " 78% 
185 

K ÷ 
H /C- 0 

Phso 

/83 

14 K÷ 
/C. . /(5 

PhS02 " ' T ~  

fS~ 

~-sulfonyl "carbanion" 183 is formed which rearranges to give regioselectively the 
13-keto sulfone "anion" 184; protonation of 184 leads to 185 in 78 % yield. The regio- 
selective alternative - -  involvement of  the anionic ~-C atom of 183 in the Claisen 
rearrangement - -  is not observed. The product of this rearrangement would be a less 
favorable ketone enolate instead of the 13-keto sulfone "anion" 184. 

In agreement with the mechanism outlined above, reaction of 186 - -  an isomer of 
182 - -  with KI--I also leads to 185 in 78 % yield. Alkyl substitution at the double bonds 
of 182 does not affect the general pattern of this rearrangement. A different reaction, 
however, is observed in the case of  the phenyl substituted 187. In this case the inter- 
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P h S O f ~  0"- ] 1.5 KH, HMPA 
_ _ / / ,  " 183 ~ 18t. ~ 1 8 5  
H3 C 50°C, 35 h 

186 78% 

1.5 KH,HMPA ,, H3C 
20°C, 0.5 h 

Ph PhSO2 CH2Ph 

187 188 

mediately formed ~-sulfonyl "carbanion" adds to the styryl double bond to give 188 
(on protonation). 

The high stereoselectivity of the rearrangement was shown by means of the com- 
pounds 189 and 190 164b). Reaction of 189, e.g., with 2.2 KH and 4.4 LiC1 in DMSO 

p-TolS R2 R1 
H3C 

R 1 R 2 

189 R" : CH 3 190 

R2:H 
KH,LiCI I DMSO KH,LiCI IDMSO 

0 CH 3 O C.H 3 
p-Tol S 0 2 ~  + p-Tol S 0 2 ~  

CH 3 CH 3 
191 192 

at 20 °C ted after 4 h to 191 and 192 in a 97:3 ratio (73~  yield). Similarly, reaction 
of 190 with 2.6 KH and 15 LiC1 in DMSO at 50 °C led after 1.5 h to 191 and 192 in 
a 6:94 ratio (85 % yield). 

The "carbanion"-acceterated Claisen rearrangement is also a viable reaction for 
the creation of vicinal quaternary centers, as shown, e.g., by the rearrangement of 193 
to 194 164c~. A similar "carbanion"-accelerated Claisen rearrangement of 197 could 

0 
p- To lS02"~  " ~  CH3 

CH3 CH3 I 
CH 3 

2.5 KH~16LiCI 

DMSO~50% 15min 

_ £CH3 CH 3 P Tol S O z ~  

CH 3 CH 3 

193 194, 98% 

have occurred when the allene 195 was reacted with the allyl alcoholate 196 168) 
The formation of  both structural isomers 200 and 201, however, indicates that it was 
not the first formed "carbanion" 197 which underwent the rearrangement as was the 
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(CH3)2C :C :CH-X * H2C :CH-CH20- M* 
195 196 

1 
H3C\ X X 

I 1 
HC--O H C .,-.~0 L H,O ÷ 

H3C /~clH L -H30* ..'-) ,,, H2C~O L 
H3C CH 3 H3C CH 3 

X 
198 197 199 

H3C X I 

HC. 0 0 H2CyOIj 
H3 C//~.,J.J X= P(OEt) 2 

X 
200 201 

case with the C6HsSOz-substituted 183. Rather, protonation of  the ambident 197 
led to 198 and 199 which reacted via normal Claisen rearrangement to give 200 and 
201, respectively x691 

A "carbanion"-accelerated hereto-Cope rearrangement was reported by Blechert 
17o). Reaction of  the sodium salt of  the hydroxamic acid (202) with the allene sulfone 
203 led at 0 °C within 10 min to 206. Undoubtedly, the "carbanions" 204 and 205 
are the important intermediates in this transformation. A "carbanion"-accelerated 

No + 
H 3 C ' - . ~  H 3 C .......~'.~ ~''~';~ N ''0 ~'v""C H \ / S02Ph I "  II "1 S02Ph 

N./ONa÷ * CH2:C:CH ,, 
i I 

COCN 3 COCH 3 
202 203 20~ 

H 3 C ~ C H 2 ~ s o 2 P  h 
%x.N2 

I 

COCH 3 
206 

H3 O+ 

/ 
NQ* 

H3C~.~'~,~O H "--. SO2P h 

I 
COCH 3 

205 

vinylcyclopropane ~ cyclopentene rearrangement was reported by Danheiser et al. 
tvtl. The strategy is illustrated by means of  the vinylcyclopropylsulfone 207 which, 
on reaction with n-butyllithium between --78 and --30 °C, smoothly rearranged to 
the cyclopentene 210, undoubtedly via the "carbanions" 208 and 209. The facility 
of  this "carbanion"-accelerated process at low temperatures is in dramatic contrast 
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~ C H 2 S O 2 P h  

207 

~ CH2-SO2Ph 

210 

n-BuLi,THF,HMPT r ~ Li 
-78 to -30*c " - - " ~ c  7'''~bHsO2Ph 

208 

l 
q H30 ~ H  S02Ph 

209 

to the 258-600 °C normally required to effect the vinylcyclopropane rearrangement 
172) 

Two other examples of "carbanion"-accelerated rearrangements have been de- 
scribed in the literature. The first one leads from the "anion" of the 60-allylic guanine 
211 in two consecutive [3.3] sigmatropic shifts (a combined Claisen-Cope rearrange- 
ment) via 212 and 213 to the 8-allylic guanine 214 ~73) 

M ÷ 

N N M ÷ 
I ,~ 

H2N H2N 
211 212 

0 

H2N N H 

H3 O+ 

l 
N + 

6 

213 

The second example refers to u-sulfonyl and e~-sulfinyl "carbanion" substituted 
cyclobutenes and their facile ring-opening reaction 174). Treatment, e.g., of  the cyclo- 
butene sulfone 215 with n-butyllithium in THF/hexane between --78 and --30 °C 
led after 10 min (protonation with an aqueous solution of ammonium chloride) to 
the diene sulfone 218 in 90% yield. If the reaction mixture is treated at --78 °C with 
methyl iodide, the "carbanion" 216 is trapped before it rearranges to the "carbanion" 
217. If the methylation is performed at --30 °C, 217 alone reacts. 

In the case of  the cyclobutene sulfoxide 219, deprotonation with lithiumdiisopropyl 
amide (LDA) followed by protonation with NH~-C1-/H20, however, did not lead 
to the diene sulfoxide 220. Instead, the sulfoxide 222 was isolated in 75 % yield. The 
formation of  222 is easily explained by a double [2.3]sigmatropic rearrangement 
(220 ~ 221 ~ 222) of the first formed 220. 

Normally, cyclobutene --. butadiene transformations occur at higher temperatures 
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218 
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L~* .S02p_To I 

216 

-30°C 

LI ÷ 
0 ~ ~  S02p-T°I 

217 

< ~ . 0 ~  JsOPh 

220 

[2.31 ] 

0 SOPh [2.3] O OSPh 

" (,.--o 
222 221 

9~ than reported here for the "carbanion"-accelerated variation of this reaction. The 
importance of the cyclobutene ~ butadiene rearrangement for synthetic purposes 
is amply documented 175~ 

11 Conc lus ions  and O u t l o o k  

Our understanding of reactivity and selectivity of"carbanions" is still at an early stage 
despite the widespread use and enormous success of  these compounds in synthetic 
chemistry in recent years. Little is really known about the influence of the gegenion 
and the solvent. Rearrangements of  "carbanions" are essentially no exception as 
shown in this review. Undoubtedly, we need to know much more about gegenion and 
solvent effects in "carbanion" chemistry. Similarly, it is necessary to study the inter- 
and intra-"molecular" dynamics of aggregates in more detail. We have included some 
of the first results along these lines in this article together with the more "classical" 
skeletal rearrangements of "carbanions". 
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The  reader  will recognize the he terogenei ty  o f  the subject  - -  " c a r b a n i o n "  rearrange-  

ments  are  no t  " l imi ted  by rules"  especially i f  one  includes " c a r b a n i o n "  radicals.  This, 

in turn,  is responsible  for the richness o f  the chemis t ry  associa ted  with the topic.  Be- 

cause o f  the intensive wor ld-wide  use and  inves t iga t ion  o f  " c a r b a n i o n s "  and  their  

r ea r rangements ,  it is foreseeable that  this field will remain an  act ive one in the  future.  
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Gerd Kaupp 

Complex eliminations proceed with rearrangements. They'occur in most of the different branches of 
preparative organic chemistry. By relative notations of positions, they are ordered and named in a 
classifying way, independent from the respective reaction mechanism. Structural peculiarities of 
particular types are also included and distinguished. If only one or two groups or bonds migrate, 
the classifications are distinct and unequivocal. Nevertheless, in case of two migrating residues it is 
occasionally necessary to evaluate by labelling, which type the reaction belongs to. In the case of 
multiple migrations, it is necessary to divide the reaction into partial steps via (several) postulated or 
proved intermediates. The presented material shows synthetical potential and points out that most 
types can be realized according to different reaction mechanisms and under most different 
reaction conditions. 
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1 Introduction 

The chemical literature contains numerous complex elimination reactions, but 
mostly they appear isolated. In these reactions, in addition to the cleaving off of the 
leaving groups, migrations of substituents or bonds in the reacting chain can also 
occur. Thus, very profoundstructural changes result. Until now, a systematic record 
has been largely omitted, and nomenclature has not been unified. Certainly, in 
isolated cases there are more or less comprehensive mechanistic studies, but they have 
not led to general considerations. Therefore, the undoubtedly high synthetic potential 
of complex eliminations has been partly overlooked. Correspondingly, a systematic 
classification is required. To allow for an overview of all single examples and for a 
broad extrapolation basis, it must be simple, clear, and convenient for indexing and 
retrieval. Only then will a broader development and mechanistic penetration of these 
versatile reactions be achieved. 

Older reaction examples as well as more recent ones have been compared. Where 
a selection is available, it has been attempted to give priority to the preparative 
potential or elegance. However, it must be appreciated that some relevant examples 
which might be indexed in the literature solely under the headings "rearrangement", 
"ring closure", or "ring opening" may have escaped the notice of the author. 

2 N o m e n c l a t u r e  S y s t e m  fo r  C o m p l e x  E l i m i n a t i o n s  

The development of a nomenclature for complex eliminations should start from the 
approved classification system for simple eliminations ([1, I]-, [1,2]-, [1,@elimination), 
where the relative position numbers are used especially profitably. Also in case of 
rearrangements relative position numbers have often been used (e.g., [1,2]-, [1,3]-, 

p X~) " H-X + ~ - (  [1,2]-e. 
H 
@ 

%r x ; , - x .  A r.14-, 

.  -.yR - 

R R 

S 

H-X * .~x.,,~ R 11,2,3]-e. 

H-X + ~ S  [1,2,3,&] -e. 
R 
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[1,n]-migrations, respectively-rearrangements). For complex eliminations it seems to 
be important to combine both systems. A [1,3]-elimination, where a [1,2]-shift (from 
position 2 to position 3) occurs additionally is simply called a [1,2,3]-elimination, 
with just three figures. The so-called "pinacol(ine)(one)-rearrangement" (see Sect. 3.3) 
appears to be the most wellknown example of this reaction type. If two substituents 
migrate during the elimination (e.g., formatly a [l,4]-elimination and two [1,2J-shifts), 
four figures are necessary to unequivocally classify them (in this case a [1,2,3,4]- 
elimination). 

Table 1 summarizes some of the most important basic types which are straight- 
forwardly classified with three figures. The first and last figures always refer to the 
relative positions of the leaving groups. The middle figure indicates the starting point 
of the migration, which necessarily ends at the next (in this case the third) figure. 

In the so called "Grob fragmentation" ([1,2,(3)4J-elimination), a bond of the reacting 
chain migrates, not a substituent. Thus, for a clear naming of the position of the 
secondly formed double-bond, the additional figure in parentheses is necessary. Also 
ira double bond, which is present in the chain, migrates, a clear classification requires 
a further figure (e.g., in the [1,2,(3)5J-elimination). However, if only an allylic double- 
bond shift takes place (principle of vinylogy), it is sufficient to insert a A between the 
corresponding positions to specify this unequivocally (e.g. in the [l,A,4,5]-elimina- 
tion). 

Although our system should remain free from mechanistic premises in order to 
avoid restrictive elements, for the sake of clarity we should fix that the "more electro- 
positive leaving group (e.g., Y) has the smaller position number and the more 

Table 1. Important basic types of complex eliminations with one migrating group or bond 

[1.2,1] [1,3,1] [1,2,{3) 1] [1,2, 3] [1, 2. 4] 

Y R ® R 

l-x,, ;-x¥ ;-x¥ ;-x¥ 

R 
[1,2,(3)4] [1,2,{3)5] [1,4,5] [1,A,&,5] (2,1,3] 

l-x¥ ;-x¥ l-x¥ ;-×¥ l-x¥ 

% R 
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Table 2. Important basic types of complex eliminations with two migrating groups or bonds 

[1,2.3,4] [1,2,3.5] [1.2.3,2] [1,2,3,1] [1,3,2,3] 
° 

Y ® 

I-x¥ 1-×¥ bx¥ ~-x¥ l-x¥ 

a Q I 
R 

[1, 2,(3)z., 3] [1,2,3,(211] [1.4,(312,1] [2,3,1,(2)3] [1.2,(3)4,(5)6] [1.(314.~211, 4 

F =  = II , ,  7 ,  
R R-Q 

electronegative one (e.g., X) the larger position number and that those are consistently 
named first and last, respectively 1). Furthermore, in cyclic compounds the best possible 
progression of figures should be selected in order to avoid regressive number seqttences 
as far as possible (e.g., [1,2,5]-e., but not [2,i,4]-e. as in 1.59). 

Table 2 summarizes some complex eliminations with two migrating groups or 
bonds, for which there already exist reaction examples (see Sect. 4). Again, the 
more electropositive leaving group has the smaller first figure and the more electro- 
negative one the larger last figure. Each of the two middle figures unequivocally 
specify the two migrations, and the additional figures indicate whether bonds of 

~ X ~  x -HX" " ~ - S O  Z 

0 

0 0 N3 
,9 

II 
0 

R . . j ~ N 2  (2) 
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the chain or double-bonds are migrating, while, again, a "A" signalizes the allylic 
shift of a double-bond (principle of vinylogy) (see 287, 307 below). 

This review does not cover multiple eliminations at the same (cf. 156)) or at different 
centres proceeding without rearrangement and which, [for e.g., the Ramberg- 
B/icklund- z) or the benzotriazinone-arylazide-reaction 3) (Scheme 2)], can be classified 
in simple stages ([1,3]-e. and [l,2]-e., or [1,4]-e., valence tautomerism, [1,1]-e., 
intramolecular nitrene cycloaddition, respectively). 

With our purely topological system (Tables 1 and 2), reactions initially unclear 
can be easily comprehended and described in the following sections even if in most 
cases detailed mechanistic knowledge is lacking. This is important because the exam- 
ples already available show that the complex types - -  as is also known from the simple 
types (e.g., [1,2]-eliminations) - -  can be realized under most different reaction 
conditions and (apparently) reaction mechanisms. The more precisely the numerous 
mechanistic alternatives will be explored, the more important the extrapolative 
potential will be. 

3 Complex Eliminations with One Migrating Group (Bond) 

3.1 [1,2,1]-Eliminations 

Complex eliminations, where both leaving groups depart from the same centre and 
where a substituent migrates from the neighbouring centre (double-bond formation), 

OH 
1 2 

.y.~ ~I P20s 
HO / Br :H20-- 

Ph Br 
3 

H3CO ~ ~ - u  u~ " ~ ' O C H ?  
5 H(OCH3) 

Ph CI Ph Br 
4 

O, CH 3 0 

BF3"- . ~ 0  r 
-1420 H3CO H 
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0H 
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take place under many different reaction conditions. The synthesis ofsantene (2) from 
camphenilol (1) heated with KHSO4 (190 °C) should take place via a more or less free 
carbocation 4~. Certainly, it would be interesting to know, whether the exo- or 
(and) the endo-methyl group migrates in the sense of a "Wagner-Meerwein-rearrange- 
ment". Further examples, catalyzed by acid, concern the conversions of 3 to (E)- 
and (Z)-4 (59-75700)s), as welt as a biogenetically important coumarin synthesis 
(40; 45~o) from easily accessible 5 6~, in which bromine- or aroyl-migrations take 
place. The conversion of 7 to 8 (14~o) with sulphur-migration should start with the 
usual esterification by thionyl chloride ~). 

Besides the acid-catalyzed examples, base-induced [1,2,1]-eliminations have been 
used under solvolysis conditions for the synthesis of heterocycles (9 ~ 10) s~, for the 
lactone synthesis 11 --, 12 (85-91 ~)9), and for steroid conversions (e.g. lupenyl 
tosylates 13 ~ 14 ~0), 4 examples, R 1 = R 2 = H:40 ~). Usually, it is not anticipated 
here that free carbenes (by [1,1]-elimination) occur as intermediates. 

0 

--R H -HCI 

Ct Ph 
I0 

{R= CH3: Ph) 

2 • H E  N 

c , ,  . ' 

RI..~,. . ,~ J . . . . .  OTos ~ .  v 

13 14 

R 

/2 

The [l,2,1]-eliminations as induced by bases or nucleophiles also succeed in the 
family of the polyhalogen compounds, ~ generally under the influence of organo- 
lithiums at low temperatures. This suggests initial mctalation. In this way, with a 
yield of 68-96 ~o the educts 15 react stereoselectively to the (Z)-isomer 16 I1~, and the 
alkene 17 opens up an interesting synthesis of the cyclopentyne (18) 12), which can be 
trapped, e.g., to 19 (36~). In the case of several alkenes 20, the reductive [1,2,1J- 
halogen elimination can be achieved by electrolysis in DMF. Alkynes 21 form in good 
yields 13) 

A standard method for the synthesis of allenes is the conversion of 1,1-di- 
bromocyclopropanes with methyllithium according to Doering (30-90 ~)14~ (re- 
ductive [1,2,1]-dehalogenation). It can also be used for the synthesis of cyclic 
(23, which dimerizes) 15~ and conjugated (25, isolated by vpc) 167 allenes. The unusual 
(trapable) bridgehead alkene 27 (possibly with the C-ylide-structure 27') arises from 
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( B r j ( O g ~  O_ii + BuLl (B r}Cl, x___./O'~' + 

15 16 

17 18 19 

A ? / ~ C I  - At----At 
20 21 

At= (p-Me- ; p44eO-) phenyl 

26 t7). Mechanistic studies indicate that carbenoid intermediates occur in the reductive 
debrominations. Ifchiral educts are applied, the reactions usually run stereoselectively. 

R' R J' 

R R" Li Cl-hj. __., ~___</ 
-[Brz] R R'" 

22 23 

Br 
26 27 

,- dimer 

Br 
24 25 

or ®\~ 
® 

27' 

Allenes can also be synthesized from diazocyclopropanes by chemical or photo- 
chemical [1,2,1]-elimination of nitrogen. In the thermolysis of 28 to give 30 the 
carbene-intermediate 29 could be trapped 18~, and in the low-temperature photolysis 
of 31 the triplet carbene 32 could be detected by EPR-spectroscopy 17) 32 is 
longlived in a polycrystalline matrix and rearranges to 33 (28 %) at a temperature of 
--154 °C 19). Numerous applications are included in Ref. 2o) Especially noteworthy 
are the syntheses of stable cyclobutadienes by Masamune (90%)2t) and Regitz 
(67 %) 22) 

There are numerous examples of[l,2,1 ]-eliminations of nitrogen from diazoketones 
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Ph 29 J 

F'n 
D >~-e--- 

Ph 
30 

Ph ~ - - - -H  

32 33 

~ N 2 R  by= ~ R  -N 2 R= C02CH~ n 
R= CO;~t Bu 221 

34 35 
(socalled "Wolff-rearrangement"), which proceed thermally 23) and photochemically 
20) and where solvolyzable ketenes are formed via ketocarbenes and, presumably, 
oxirenes 2~). The various synthetic possibilities are exemplified by the examples 
36 -~ 37 (61 70, 2 epimeric methanol adducts isolated) 25) and 38 ---, 39 (65 70, methanol 
adducts isolated)26). Technical usage is exemplified by the corresponding "S/is- 
reaction" of o-quinonediazides such as 40 to give the alkali-soluble acids 42 in diazo- 
types 27). Fully correspondingly, acyl azides yield isocyanates 28) by the "Curtius- 
degradation" (not always via free acylnitrenes). 

h12 _- N2 h v .  N2 -N2 
-N2 

o 2 

S - S S 0 3 ~  

40 41 42 

The versatility of the [1,2,1]-elimination can be shown by numerous modifications 
of the groups which are to be eliminated and in many cases a carbene or a carbenoid 
may be considered as a short-lived, rearranging intermediate (also further rearrange- 
ment possibilitfes -- see Sect. 5 --  have been discussed) 29~ 

As masked diazo compounds the salts of tosyl hydrazones can react thermally and 
photochemically ("Bamford-Stevens-reaction") to give alkenes (Scheme 3, variable 
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yields) 3°L By the action of very strong bases and a subsequent protonation, the 
same result can be reached intermolecularly via dianion-intermediates ("Shapiro- 
reaction", frequently improved yields)31). In both the thermal and photochemical 
version, substituents can also migrate instead of hydrogen 3o) 

-Tos~ "" ^ J  R' H 
, u ,~hv)  

I-~, O 
N~N--Tos " ~  r i " ~  R -N2 R' = ' ~ ]  4B ~ 

N~- -HB / 
oN_Tos ] 

(3) 

Similar [1,2,1]-eliminations are used in the photolyses of ketenes (e.g., 43 ~ 44, 
quantitative) 32), thione acid derivatives (e.g., 45 -~ 46) a3~, sulphonium ylides (e.g., 
47--* 48, via the trapable benzoyl carbene, 26 %, ethanol adduct isolated)34) and 
thermolyses of phosphorus ytides such as 49 to give 50 (80; 79 %)3s) 

hv / 
_CO = S /)---H -[S] 

43 44 46 

o=.=< -S(CH3)2 Ph 
/S~ H ~)\C02CH3 H'A'CO2CN 

(CN) ICN) 
4 7 ,~8 49 50 

The "Hofmann-degradation" of acid amides (60-80%, via N-bromoamides) as 
well as the "Lossen-degradation" of hydroxamic acids by [1,2,1]-elimination of HBr, 
or H20, respectively, leads to isocyanates (Scheme 4), which usually yield primary 
amines RNH 2 by solvolysis 36) 

R'-(~ "0 
-HB; O=C=N-R R N~IO~ ' (4) 

Numerous [1,2,1]-eliminations proceed under high-temperature pyrolyses in static 
or in flow systems. In this way, the dehydration of tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 51 
contacted with aluminium-oxide at 340 °C forming the dihydropyrane (52, 70 %) is 
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o 

51 52 -HOOCPh~ 

53 5~ EtU~@I"H -HOAc 
Et O_~./x~oAc = EtOCOEt 

"~ 55 55 Pn~2 Ph 

t R 
57 58 

__~C[(Br)-HCt(_HBr) > : /  

59 50 

of considerable synthetic importance a6.,3~). Further [3oalcohol ethers can be trans- 
formed, comparably. Correspondingly, the [1,2, I]-elimination of the acetal derivative 
53 (560 °C, flash pyrolysis) 38) produces the dione 54 (71%), the orthoester derivative 
55 gives (400 °C) the ester 56 (50-80 %) 39), and the ester 57 (600 °C) the alkene 58 
(low conversion) 4o). Also the [1,2,1 I-elimination of hydrogen chloride from neopentyl 
chloride (59) in the pulsed shock tube to give the alkene 60 41), or the pyrolyses of the 
chloride 59 (445 °C) and the bromide 59 (389-440 °C) with the same result 42~ belong 
here. 

Oxidative [1,2,1]-eliminations, in which hydrogen is formally cleaved off, are of 
preparative importance. Thus, 7-aminotheophylline (61) can be oxidized with lead 
tetraacetate to give the azapterin 62 (74%)4a), and in the.conversion of the 
5-O-tosyl-D-glucurone lactone 63 to give 64 under the influence of potassium 
acetate/crown ether 4~) a dehydration takes place (atmospheric oxygen?). 

o o 

I OAc 
61 62 63 54 

3.2 [1,n,1]-Eliminations 

The higher members of the [1,n,1]-eliminations are also of preparative importance. 
Thus, the "Doering allene synthesis" 14) leads to bicyclobutanes (e.g. 66, 28 %) 45), if 
bulky substitution as in 65 favours the [1,3,1]-elimination. The related cyclopropene 
syntheses from 67 46) and 69 ~6), respectively (40 and 6% 68 in derivatized form: 
lithiation and carboxylation), are to be classified as [1,3,(2)1J-eliminations of bromine 
(reductive) as well as of hydrogen chloride. The thermolysis or the photolysis of diazo 
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65 66 67 68 

_C~HgLi 

59 

÷ ~ j E t  
-N2 -N 

70 7t 72 73 7g 

alkanes with y-C--H-bonds offer an easy approach to cyclopropanes. Thus, 70 reacts 
to 71 (yields 41% and 37%)47) in the sense of a [1,3,1]-elimination, and the photo- 
chemical syntheses of 73 (57 %) and 74 (43 %, dioxane) 48) are classified as [1,4,1]- and 
[1,5,1]-eliminations. The underlying conformational effects become especially clear 
in the direct (or with benzophenone sensitization) photolysis of 75 to give 76 
([1,4,1]-; 2.0% (1.7%)), 77 ([1,5,1]-; 31.6% (36.1%)), 78 ([1,6,1]-; 21.5% (20.6%)), 
and 79 ([1,7,1]-e.; 2.2% (2.8%))49). 

~ N  2 hv  (Sens)_ 

75 76 77 78 79 

It is assumed that intermediate carbenes insert into the corresponding C--H-bonds. 
Accordingly, nitrene insertions in the decomposition of azides are usually assumed. 
Thus, the thermolysis (180 °C) or photolysis (68-74%) of (substituted) 2-azidobi- 
phenyls 80 lead to carbazoles (81) 50) in the sense of a [1,5,1]-elimination. 

H 
81 

-CO" 

84 85 

~N - N--(~- To s 

82 H 

83 

[1,n,1]-reactions also appear in the thermolysis and photolysis of tosylhydrazone 
salts, e.g. in the [1,3,1]-elimination of the sodium salt of the camphor-tosylhydrazone 
(82) to give the polycycle 83 (31%)51,52). Closely related is the photolytic [1,3,1]- 
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elimination of carbon monoxide from the ketene 84 in pentane with formation of 
85 3z). If there are double bonds available in a suitable arrangement in the diazo com- 
pounds or in the azides, polycyclic compounds will form. Bicyclobutane formations 
by [1,3,(4)l]-eliminations of nitrogen from 86 (7 % 87) 53) and 88 (3 % 89) 5,,) as well 
as the [1,6,(7)l]-elimination of 90, which leads to 91 (12%, isolated as its hydroxy 
lactam after addition of water) 551, belong here. 

~ Ph@'~"~huPhx ~ ~ 
_N 2 " ~ 

85 87 88 89 90 91 

- C2H4 C02 Et O2Et 
92 93 

The photolysis of 92 with formation of 93 (40 %) 56) is classified as a [1,3,(2)1]- 
elimination, because the double bond migrates while the three-membered ring is 
formed (cf. 68). 

Vinylogous eliminations, in which both leaving groups depart from the same centre, 
are also known. The [1,A,4,(5)l]-elimination of ethylene from 94, which inter alia 
yields 95 (20 %) 56) is typical. Here, the 2/3 double-bond is vinylogously shifted (A), 
while the 4/5 double-bond migrates under formation of a new single-bond (assistant 
figure for unequivocal classification). 

hv ~OEt OEt -C2H'~ 
9,~ 95 

3.3 [1,2,3l-Eliminations 

As in the [l,2,1]-eliminations, there are also [1,2]-migrations involved in [1,2,3]- 
eliminations and both types frequently compete with each other. 

In the so called "pinacol(ine)(one)-rearrangement" water is eliminated from 1,2- 
diols 57). If it is run under acid-catalysis, it will undoubtedly proceed via a more or 
less free solvated carbocation, in which a migration ("Wagner-Meerwein-rearrange- 
ment") of the substituent occurs from relative position 2 to 3. Therefore, it should be 
classified as a [1,2,3]-elimination (Scheme 5). The same is true for the Tiffenau- 
reaction (Schetne 6), which also succeeds in the poly- and acyclic families. By 
deamination of cyclic /~-amino-alcohols [oxidative [1,2,3]-elimination of (formally) 
ammonia via a possibly not fully free carbocation] the same ring enlarged ketones 
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N® (5) 

(C~ NH2 HNI~o.2F f~'X/(~ 7 /,--cu2 
(CH2~=O (6) 

form (p. 946; 988f. in Refs. 57.5m) as in the corresponding homologizations of 
@cloalkanones with diazomethane 59~ (these via the zwitterion formulated in Scheme 
6). ~-Haiogenoalcohols (p. 995ff. in Ref. 57~) and ~-hydroxythioethers 6m react in 
the same way. A more recent variant on the [1,2,3J-elimination from pinacols 
converts their monomethanesulphonates such as (S)-96 [--78 °C with triethyl alu- 
minium and thereby phenyl migrates stereospecifically with inversion (ee > 99 %)] 
into (S)-97 (96 %)6]L Here, a carbocation intermediate is excluded. 

OH 

0 ,H~@phh B3NMeSCI Ph 
H Mes h I~ ~Ph Ph 

95 97 

SO2CN 
98 

0 0 
,< 

C/7[~ 16 

99 

The conversion of the pregnane-derivative 98 into the D-nor-pregnane derivative 
99 (1613:16~ = 7:3, together 82~)  using potassium-t.-butoxide 62~ is well known. 
Alcohols with hydrogen atoms in the 13-position such as 100 can be photodehydrated 
(10I, 40 ~)  in the sense of the [1,2,3]-elimination by applying the iodine/mercury 
oxide system 63L With hydrogen atoms in the y-position, [t,2,3]-diminations take place 
under solvolysis conditions. In this way, upon deprotonation alloxane hydrate (102) 
reacts to the salt of alloxanic acid (103, 62 ~)  64L(no "benzilic-acid rearrangement"). 

700 107 

HC{obH % 
H\ ~ HXN~OH 

H 
102 103 
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Acetates, benzoates, tosylates, and mesylates exhibit analogous [1,2,3]-eliminations 
upon (gas phase) pyrolysis. Thus, Patchouli-acetate (104) reacts to 105 and 106 
(52%, and 46%, resp.)65) and 57 yields 107 (low conversion) with migration of 
phenyl 4o). In the pyrolysis of bornyl benzoate (108) mainly (54%) camphene 
(109) 66) is formed, the atisine-derivative I10 (ct or 13) yields stereospecifically 111 
(ct-epimer, 90 %) or 112 d3-epimer, 95 %) 67), and the adamantane mesylate (113) yields 
the alkene 114 (38 %) 68) 

®b'-H 
104 105 105 

@•Ac Ph ~A 5_Z 

Ph 
107 

108 109 

C H 3 S 0 2 0 ~  H 

113 

H 111 

%,.,o 

v " A  " ~  / - W , ~  o 
~1o (c~ or p) ~ ~ . / ~ N ~  

112 

114 

[t,2,3]-eliminations can lead to the loss of an alkoxy group from an ester. This is 
illustrated by the base-induced quantitative synthesis of the cyclobutenedione 116 
from 115 69). However, the ester group can also be eliminated completely, as in the 
pyrolysis of 117 at 800 °C (intermediates could not be detected) 70). 

Ph,,~_~Ph IBO Ph. Ph 
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The variability of the [l,2,3]-elimination type is very pronounced. This is shown, 
e.g., by the pyrolyses of the ortho ester 119 (52~o) 71), the (in situ generated) 
mesylate 121 (quant.)72), and the (in situ generated) A-nor-androstane derivative 
123 (60 %) 73~. Furthermore, it appears in the elimination of nitrous acid from 125 
(77-90%) 74~, in the 13-1actone-synthesis from the chloramine 127 (38-65%)75~, 
and in the anodic oxidation of 129 (45-53 ~) 761 

ph.(~ Ph\/Ph 

PI'~O~'OI-HCO2Et II 
119 Et 0 120 

M -HOMes" 

121 122 

123 12,~ 

NO2 Ph 
125 125 

H'-N- N 

N~)--R -HCi= ~-'~NN~ R LvJ  ~C0~2 -C02 
"4" 
Cl 

127 128 t29 t30 

As expected, halogeno compounds also undergo [1,2,3]-eliminations (cf. footnote 
68)). Thus, in the gas phase the dehydrochlorination of neopentyl chloride (59) inter 
alia yields the alkene 131 42L From gem-dihalogen alkylcyctopropanes ~uch as 132, 

I -HCI" ~ X  V CI -HCI ~ 
59 131 132 133 

-HCi 

13Z, 135 

Br 

H 
136 137 138 
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2-halogeno butadienes are generated (133, 42 %) 77.78) and the synthesis of 3-chloro- 
pyridine (135) from pyrrole, chloroform, and base (58%) is well known 79) 
Undoubtedly, this proceeds via 134 80) and consequently the possibility of numerous 
variations arises, e.g., the synthesis of 137 (35 %) and 138 (35%)81) Under the 
influence of silver ions, methyl bromide may be [1,2,3]-eliminated from 139 82). The 

gr  

H3 Ao ~ :  A 9(~)___,, __,. r 

- CH3Br -HBr 
B r--~, \OCH3 Br CH 3 / 

Br O 
139 140 141 

isolable 140 (76%) may undergo a further [1,2,3]-elimination and this yields the 
benzocyclobutenone 141 (53 %) 82) after valence isomerization and [1,2]-elimination 
of HBr. From 1-methoxynaphthalene and dichlorocarbene the intermediates 142 or 
144 are formed, which by [1,2,3]- or vinylogous [1,2,3]-, i.e. [1,A,4,5]-elimination give 
143 or 145 (12%) 83) 

1~2 

-CH3CI" ~C[ ~Ct -CH3CI-- 
1~3 /4~ 145 

A further [1,A,4,5]-elimination was observed in the dehydrochlorination of the 
dihydropyridine 146 with sodium methoxide 84). The 4-H-azepine 147 (67 %) reverts 
to 146 upon the addition of dilute hydrochloric acid 84~. The reductive elimination 
(I e ; Zn) of bromine from 1,3-dibromides such as 148 has been realized with several 
examples 85~. The interesting synthesis of  methylenecyclobutane (149) (16%)85) is 
again classified as [1,2,3]-elimination. 

C( 
NoOCH3 Br 

E E 
Br 

146 147 148 149 

3.4 [1,2,nl-Eliminations 

The early observation that dihydroxyacetone (150) easily eliminates water in an 
acidic or weakly basic medium, thus forming pyruvaldehyde 151 86), was later 
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confirmed s7). This constitutes a [1,2,4]-elimination, as does the deamination of 152 
to propionaldehyde as). In addition to the elimination, a hydrogen atom migrates 
from the relative position 2 to 4. 

H 

¢ h 
-N2 O H 

H OH H NH 2 -2H20 
150 151 152 153 

There are totally different reaction conditions in the [1,2,4]-elimination of HBr 
from isoamyl bromide (154), achieved by "electron bombardment", which presumably 
proceeds via a carbocation CsH ~ as intermediate and yields predominantly 131 41) 
In the solvolysis of 155 an alkyl migration occurs and 156 is formed (17 %) ~gj. 

In a [1,2,5J-elimination, the thermal extrusion of ethanol from the aziridine 
157 (generated in situ from 2-benzoylaziridine) leads to 158, which, in addition, 
undergoes a [1,2J-elimination of water 9o). 

H 

154 131 

HO Ph . 

157 

H~-~-OBrOS_H 0 B ros" ~ >  

155 156 

-HOEt 

HO 
, P h i . .  Ph 

0 
158 

OTos 

159 150 

H ® os 

-HOTos" 

t53 

@ ® 

161 162 

t5,~ 165 156 
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Regressive numbering should be avoided as far as possible. Therefore, the solvolysis 
of 159 (19 %) 9t)is classified as [1,2,5]-elimination (not [2,1,4]-e.). The reactions of the 
cyclooctane derivatives 161 921, 163 93), and 165 (quant.)94) exemplify the [1,2,6J- 
elimination type. 

Of course, favourable conformations in the educts are required for the success of 
these reactions. The same is valid for the [1,2,6]- or [1,2,7]-eliminations of the 
cyclodecanes 167 (proof of H-migrations by 2H- and 14C-labeling experiments) 9s) 
and 170 96) (171 forms without loss of deuterium). 

~OTos 
LHOTos" [ ~ ~  + ~ 

167 168 169 

HO D 

H 0 

170 171 

Double bonds can also migrate transannularly if the conformative requirements 
are fulfilled. Characteristic examples are the [1,2,(3)7]-, and [1,2,(3)8J-eliminations of 
172 97) and 173 9s) to give the bicyclic products 156 (12%) and 174 (14%). The 
[1,2,(3)5]-elimination type can be realized with cycloalkenes that have a suitable side 
chain. These complex eliminations succeed thermally, under the influence of bases, 

i•Bros ~ O B r o s  

®® ®® 
172 156 173 174 

H ~ O A c  & ,, 
-HOAc [ ~  

175 175 177 CI 178 

179 180 181 182 
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or reductively. They have high synthetic potential. This is shown in the formation 
of three-membered rings from 175 (26~)99), 177 (83%)loo), t79 (45%)iol), and 
181 lo2) 

The vinylogous case of a [1,2,(3)5]-, i.e. the [1,A,4,(5)7]-elimination, is observed when 
heating 183 lo3). The 2/3-double-bond is shifted allylicly (A), while the 4/5-double- 
bond migrates (assistant figure). The azanorcaramene derivative 184 (40-50%) 
prefers the monocyclic form. 

183 184 

(E-- CH3) 

At the end of this section, it is necessary to discuss a special case: I f  the 
electronegative leaving group is an inner element of the main chain, its relative po:si- 
tion number has to be placed at the end in parentheses in order to reach an 
unequivocal classification. This procedure is illustrated in the typical [1,2,4(3)I- 
eliminations of  185 to give urea and thiirane 186, as well as that of  187 to give 
acetic acid and 186 lo4) (see also 200 ---, 201; 253; 275; 277; 279; 311; 200 ~ 292 and 
313; 314 ~ 313 and 315; 316). 

® HO OH ® 
@H2N~N~ ---H2N > NH +V + ---~ --0 @ ~ +  

H 186 H 

' l H 

185 (~/.~_NH2 187 

H2N / 

3.5 [1,2,(3)4J-Eliminations and Homologous "Fragmentations" 

[1,2,(3)4]-eliminations are only distinguished from the [1,2,4]-type by the fact that 
it is a bond from the main chain and not a substituent that migrates (from 
2-3 to 3-4). This leads to fragmentation (well-known under the name "Grob-frag- 
mentation"; recent literature review in Ref. ~o5)) and is specified by the assistant 
figure in parentheses. 

X ZXY =- // + // -XY (7) 
@ 

The most studied cases are linear. Y can also be a free electron pair of an 
amine (Scheme 7). The chains may be present in extended or cisoid conformation. 
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There are numerous bridging possibilities. The extraordinary variety can be 
exemplified by the pyrolysis (700 °C) of 188 to give 190 (40 %) to6), the anodic oxidation 
of 191 to give 192 (55 %) 10v), and the photochemical (mass spectrometrical) "Norrish 
type-II cleavage" ("McLafferty-rearrangement") of carbonyl compounds with ,/-H- 
atoms (193) to give enols and alkenes ~o8) 

H ~  COph 

188 

oolH 
191 

-HOOCP~ 

189 190 

192 193 

Cyclic exponents of the same elimination type are of particular interest. Thus, 
numerous cyclopentanones photolytically decarbonylate to give 1,4-dienes (p. 876ff. 
in Ref. lo8)). With thujone (194) this [1,2,(3)4]-elimination of carbon monoxide 
proceeds quantitatively to give 195 aog) With silver nitrate the norcaradiene 196 
yields 197 (95%)tto) apparently regioselectively, and the [1,2,(3)4]-elimination of 
methanethiol from 198 to give 199 was realized thermally (16%), acid-catalyzed 
(59 %), and photochemict,41y (ca. 5 %)tos). For the acid-catalyzed reaction (acetic 
acid, 100 °C) a non-stereospecific process has been proved Io5) 

-CO 

194 195 

Ph 
198 

-HSCH# 

s -~E~" 

SEt 
195 197 

N "~-Ph 

IE~Z) 
199 

In homologous [1,3,(4)5]-eliminations, three-membered rings are formed in addi- 
tion to alkenes, and bishomologous [l,3,(4)6]-eliminations lead to two three- 
membered ring fragments. The reaction of 200 at 220 °C with formation of 201 (18 %) 
88b) is a bishomologous [1,3,(4)6(5)]-elimination, in which the electronegative leaving 
group (carbon atom in relative position 5) is an inner constituent of the main chain 
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(cf. 185, 187), and where labile ~-lactone 111) forms as the second fragment. The 
isolated product 201 consists of both leaving groups. 

E 
E A 

200 201 

(E= C02CH 3) 

If the reaction type of Scheme (7) is expanded to educts with' 2/3-double-bonds, 
this leads back to the simple (l,A,4]-eliminations, with 1,3-butadiene formations ~12) 

3.6 Higher [1,m,n]-Eliminations 

It must be assumed that higher [l,m,n]-eliminations (m ~ n, m > 2, n ->_ 2) can be 
found and developed in a Iarge variety of ways. The synthetic potential of those 
types can be indicated with some examples: Thus, the thermal conversion of 202 
to 204 (48%)113) can be reasonably formulated via initial [1,3,4]-elimination of 
hydrogen chloride to produce the intermediate bicyclobutane 203 which is stabilized 
by a [1,2/2,1J-rearrangement. The base-induced reaction of 205 (55%) leads to the 
displacement of p-toluene-sulphonic acid and to the migration of the inner chain 
bond 114). Therefore, it must be classified as [1,3,(2)4]-elimination. The dehydroxy- 
silytation of 207 to 208 (20%)~s) i s  typical for [t,4,(3)2]-eliminations (migration 
of the Se--C-chain bond). 

Cl 

202 203 

=0 2HOTo~ = ~ /  

OTos 
205 205 207 

[~ CI 

20~ 

_ w _ ~  SePh 

208 

A [1,5,3]-elimination of water is realized in the transformation of 209 into the 
bicyclic compound 210 (66%)116). The formation of imidazole 212 (73%) from 
211 n7) is a [1,5,(4)3]- and that of 214 (90%) from 213 118) a [1,8,(7)3J-elimination 
of nitrogen. 
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P H -H20 

209 210 

_N 2 " ~ N~,%/N~H p h ( ~  -N 2 
211 212 213 214 

3.7 [2,1,3]-Eiiminations 

In the eliminations in the preceding sections the electropositive leaving group is always 
situated in the 1-position. However, there are also elimination types in which the 
electropositive leaving group is situated at an inner chain position. These kinds of 
reactions give rise to very profound chemical changes, which, nevertheless, can 
compete with [1,2/2,1]- or [1,3/3,1J-rearrangements. 

215 

AcO% _CH3SH'~A or AcOH 

S~__/Ph A _ ~-F'S))_._~,ph 
N/Z ~---SCH3-CH3SH- ~'~....-"--N/~Ph 

Ph 
217 199 

S Ph 

[~ , .N ~ --Ph(H) 
N (Ph) 

216 

Ph 

Ph 

The [2,1,3]-elimination of methanethiol from 215 to give 199 proceeds purely 
thermally at 200 °C (78 %) ~19~ and also acid-catalyzed (glacial acetic acid, 150 °C, 65 %) 
10s). Ar~ imagined [1,2,3]-elimination to give 216 is not observed. Only in glacial acetic 
acid is the product of the [1,3/3,1J-rearrangement 217 (pair of diastereomers, 35 %) 
formed in addition to 199. At 200 °C 217 reacts to 199 by a [1,2]-elimination t°sL Yet, 
217 is not necessarily an intermediate in the transformations of 215 into 199, and there 
are still further possibilities for intermediates (e.g. rearrangement to the heterodiene 
thiol), as the sequence of bond-cleavages and -formations is not always clarified. 

Upon thern3_olysis (200 °C) of the amide 218, the [1,2/2,1]-rearrangement to give 
220 (16 %, stable to > 300 °C) competes with the [2,1,3]-elimination of water to give 
221 (67 %) 12o~, which is formulated via the protomer 219, which must be present 
in equilibrium with 218 at that temperature (cf. 253). 
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218 IA 219 A]_H:, 0 

N- "-o d 
I 

H 
220 221 

223 

The reaction of 219 can be accelerated by alkylating reagents (triethytoxonium- 
tetrafluoroborate) in dichloromethane (79 ~o) 121). Closely related to this is the action 
of polyphosphoric acid on 222 (enolic form, 135 °C), which yields 223 (27%)lz~). 

The [2,1,3J-elimination of ethanol from the aziridine 224 is clear/y base-induced 
(mesityl-magnesium bromide) and forms 225 (77 %)122). In the ester cleavage of 
homoadamantyl acetate (226, gas phase), both possibilities of  the [2,1,3]-elimination 
are observed, i.e. : C=C-migration leads to 227 (30%), C--H-migration to 228 
(5 ~OO) 123) 

" H 

[I 226 
Et 0 ',@0H 224 225 ~ " ~ ~  

227 220 

3.8 [2,1,n]- and [m,l,nl-Eliminations 

[2,1,n]-eliminations can be observed in displacements of nitrogen or carbon monoxide 
if the geometrical conditions in the educts are favourable. This is shown by the reactions 
of 229 ([2,1,4]-elimination to give 43-87% 230)12,,), 231 ([2,1,5]-e. to give 95% 
232) 125), and 23:7 ([2,1,6]-e. to give 234) 225). In these types, the leaving groups may be 
varied further lz6) and one can imagine additional generalizations in terms of [m, 1,n]- 
eliminations ~z7) 
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A orh~ h# H 
(9 -N2 = 0  "- 

229 230 231 232 

0 h v  
-CO 

233 23~ 

3.9 Eliminations Involving Branched Chains 

It is long known that the displacement of  water from 235 yields the spirolactone 
236 (90%) in a rather elegant way 1287. As there is a branching in the chains of 
235, it is unavoidable to attribute prime numbers to the relative positions in one 

_--¢of-g, ZZo 
235 236 

E (E=C02CH3) 

-[2HI 

237 238 

of the branches. Thus, the formation of 236 is the result of  a [1,5,(6)8']-elimination. 
Correspondingly, the formation of 238 from the postulated intermediate 237 129) 
is an example of  a [l,5,(6)7']-elimination (here followed by a dehydrogenation). Also 
the 1-H-hexahydrophenalene synthesis of Huisgen (66 %) 130) has to be mentioned 
here. An olefinic intermediate which absorbs at short wavelengths with low 
z-values has been isolated upon formolysis of  239 13o). I f  the constitution of this 
were 240, its formation should be termed a [1,4,(3)4']-elimination. By "Friedel-Crafts 
reaction" 240 would consequently form 241. 

239 2~0 2~ I 
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4 Complex Eliminations with Two Migrating Groups (Bonds) 

Eliminations with additional migration of two groups or bonds lead to extremely 
profound chemical changes. For the sake of an easy survey the types with 
exclusive migration of substituents are treated first. Then follow those types with 
migration of one substituent and one single- or double-bond (aside from allylic 
shifts) and finally those types with migration of two bonds from the main 
chain. 

4.1 Migration of Two Substituents 

In [1,2,3,4]-eliminations one substituent migrates from 2 to 3 and displaces a sub- 
stituent from there to 4, from where the electronegative leaving group departs. The 
acid catalyzed dehydration of 242 (28 70 + 40 % of the acetal of 243 with 242) 131) 
corresponds to this type unless a [1,2,3J-elimination would yield intermediately the 
enol of 243 with a [1,3]-hydrogen-shift to follow. 

H-~O 0 OH -H20- 
2~2 243 

H 0 anode 

ph + p "- C02 
i 

24~ 2~5 245 2 ~  

In the anodic oxidation of 244 both of the possible [1,2,3,4]-eliminations are 
observed. Migration of the benzyl group produces 245 and migration of the methyl 
group 246 (ratio 2.5: 1)76). Two homologs constitute the [1,2,3,5]-eliminations of 
ethanol (induced by bases) from 247 122) or of hydrogen chloride (photochemically) 
from 249 132) which lead to 248 (9570) and 250 (20%). Several mechanistic 
possibilities may be envisaged, but they are hard to distinguish. 

~ CH3{H ) CH3(H) H 0 

247 ~8 2~9 250 

The series may also be extended regressively. Thus, upon heating of 251 ~33) the 
[1,2,3,2]-elimination of water gives 252 (5 %) and the [1,2, 3,2(3)]-elimination of hydro- 
gen sulfide from 253 (220 °C, one of the chain bonds belongs to the leaving 
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group) produces 254 (55 %) 12o~. Even [1,2,3, I]-etiminations are known: 255 produces 
no allene but 256 (50%) instead, upon treatment with sodium ~34), and the tosyl- 
hydrazonate 257 gives prototropic 258 (48 %) upon heating a35). 

o H I 

251 252 253 25,~ 

r~N----NQ--T°s 

255 255 257 258 

Further types, which may be exemplified, are the [1,2,4,1]-elimination of nitrogen 
from 259 t361 to give 260 and the solvolytic [1,2,1,6]-elimination ofp-toluolsulphonic 
acid from 261, which yields 262 (40 %) 137) 

p h",=,@'---~ 
259 250 261 262 

A [1,5,1,6]-elimination of sulphur dioxide has been observed in the transformation 
of 263 into prototropic 264 (87 %, via isolable 4,5-diphenylpyrazol-3-ylmethanesul- 
phinic acid) t3s). It appears, that the precise reaction mechanisms of these complex 
eliminations, which occur under very different experimental conditions, would be 
elucidated only with undue efforts, prior to a collection of empirical knowledge by the 
practical exploitation of these reaction types. The same is true in the following 
sections. 

Ph P h i .  N 

263 26~ 
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4.2 Migration of One Substituent and One Bond of the Chain 

Nitrogen displacement from the tricycle 265 produces the cyclopentene 266 (26 7O). 
This complex reaction has been formulated via a photolabile transient intermediate 
139) 

. / 3  
,Z4~N -T°s 

H h_._~u H . 

-N 2 - N2 
-Tos@ 

255 256 257 268 

Overall, this reaction has to be classified as a [1,2,(3)4,3]-elimination, because 
-nitrogen is liberated from relative positions 1 and 3 (first and last figure), the 2/3-bond 
migrates to 3/4 (assistant figure = 3) in order to induce the substituent in 4 to migrate 
to 3. By complete analogy, the synthesis of barbaralane (268) from 267 (43 %) t4o), 
which has been formulated via a cation, has to be classified as [1,2,(3)4,1]- 
elimination, because both the 2/3-bond and the 4-H migrate. 

Both the thermolysis (700 °C) of phenylazide (269) to give 270 (50 %) 141) and of 
the tosylhydrazonate 271 to give the cyclononynone 272 (567O) 142) are [1,2,3,(2)l]- 
eliminations. For topological reasons the migration of the "substituent" (three- 
membered-ring bond) in 271 leads to the generation of a double-bond. Consistently, 
the nitrogen liberation from 273 to give (E/Z)-274 (80 %, both isomers) 143) is to be 
classified as [1,2,6,(5)4J-elimination. 

o o 

269 270 221 NX_N-~_To s 272 

273 27~ 

[I,3,1,3(2)]-eliminations occur in the displacements of carbon oxysulfide or carbon 
dioxide from 275 (81%) t,~), 277 (637o) 145), and 279 (71%) 146), which are induced 
thermally, with tri-n-butylphosphine or hydrogen iodide. With respect to the com- 
pletely different reaction conditions it is to be assumed that these reactions select 
different but difficult to evaluate reaction mechanisms. 
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275 275 

0 0 0 

ph,,~Qb)j_,, O Pln-Bu.13 
-C02 ph..~O I ,~ph  

277 278 

g II 
H|/H20 

2 7 9  2 8 0  

A subtype of the [l,3,2,3]-elimination is found in the quantitative [l,3,2,(1)3]- 
elimination of water from oxazepame (281) which produces the aldehyde 282 14T) 

Here, both the 3-H and the 2/1-bond migrate. The deuteration experiment shows 
that there is no [1,3,(2)3,1]-elimination as depicted in 281'. Nevertheless, there remain 
numerous, as yet hardly distinguishable mechanistic possibilities for the process 
281 -* 282 14~) 

,v•, D) H D 

@ H D cl o.col -H2o" ct 
(D~O) 

Ph Ph Ph 
281 282 281' 

(E= CO.2CH 3 ) 

hv _. = = 

II.K -HCI E 
283 284 1285 

-N 2 

Mes Mes 

287 288 
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[1,4,(3)2,1 ]-eliminations occur in significant proportion beside other reaction modes 
upon photolysis of 283 47¢) (the hydrogen is part of the main chain here) and upon 
heating of 285 (30 ~) 129) (here migration of the double bond). The formation of 288 
(74~) from 287 ~4s) has to be classified as [1,A,4,(5)8,1]-elimination (here both 
allylic shift of the 2/3-double bond and migration of the 4/5-double bond). 

Also comparatively high figures are necessary for the classification of elimination 
types which occur upon photolyses of suitable ketenes, p-tosylhydrazonates and diazo 
compounds. Thus, the compounds 84 (intermediate: fenchenaldehyde)31) and 82 
(38 %) 5i,) react also in terms of the [1,5,(6)7,1J-elimination, thereby producing 289. 
Similarly, the diazo compound 290 experiences the photolytic [1,7,(6)5,1]-elimination 
resulting in 291 (5 ~) 49) 

~ X h r .  
- :X L f  - ' ~ R '  

R' R' 
84 :X=CO, R=H,F~=CHB 289 
82:X= NN NaTos, R=CH 3, R'=H 

hv 

290 291 

~~E-[:CE2] E 
E H 

200 (E=CO2CH3) 292 

Even more complicated is the [1,3,(2)2,1(2)]-elimination of dimethoxycarbene 
(formally) from 200, which produces 292 (3 ~)  8sb). One of the leaving groups is part 
of the main chain and this requires therefore the final assistant figure in the 
unequivocal classification. 

The generally formulated decomposition reactions of alkanes, alkenes, and (hetero-) 
dienes in Scheme 8 are the basic types of [2,3,1,(2)3]-eliminations. Here, the electro- 
positive leaving group (or the double bond to be abandoned) is situated in 
position 2, i.e. at an inner position of the chain. At first glance in the decomposition 

A X A-X A A 

- 7  b R 
0 R-Y 

(8) 

reactions of the heterodienes, it appears very reasonable that these proceed, as 
depicted, via heterocyclobutenes. However, such speculation always requires close 
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scrutiny, because there exist also differing mechanistic possibilities. Indeed, it 
has been shown that the thermal (>  300 °C) [2,3,1,(2)3]-elimination of nitrogen from 
benzaldazine (293) with the formation of trans-stilbene (294, 61%) follows a chain 
reaction, with phenyldiazomethane as chain carrier 150). Photochemically a further 
mechanism via initial dimerization of 293 has been observed (cis- and trans-294, 
5 %) 15,) 

•phH--•••CFHn &or h~ Ph--CH=CH-Ph 
-N 2 

293 29~ 

While an (in terms of the chemical result) analogous formation of azo-arenes does 
not succeed from 1,4-diaryltetraazadienes 15z), nitrogen displacements from N- 
nitrosoimines are well known and have occasionally been used for the synthesis of 
carbonyl compounds 153). The early impressive synthesis of 296 (90 %) 154) illustrates 
this clearly. Closely related are the [2,3,1,(2)3]-eliminations of acylthioketenes such as 
297 ~55), acylisocyanates such as 299 (quant.) ~56), and of thioacylisocyanates such as 
301 15v), which produce acetylenes (298) and nitriles (300). In all these cases hetero- 
cyclobutenes (cf. Scheme 8) have been postulated as intermediates. 

110°C_ _ S 0 O~CN, s 8(]0°(;- - H3CO --.~ -C02CH 3 -N2 N -COS 
Ph 

295 0 295 297 298 

P h ' ~  C--O -C02'2°~C'- Ph-C-~N ~_COS P h " ~  C~O 
®o s 

299 300 301 

In this section too, a branched type is available for classification, in which a 
continuous numeration is not possible. Thus, the formation of 303 (8-19%) from 
302 158) is an example of the [1,3,(2)Y,1]-elimination. There is migration of the 3/2- 
bond and of a hydrogen, which is situated at position 3' in 302. 

5 
302 303 
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4.3 Migra t ion  of Two Bonds of the Chain 

There are numerous, even preparatively important, cases of complex eliminations, 
which do not allow designation of a chain in such a way that at least one of the 
migrating species is a substituent. Such a reaction may be unequivocally classified 
if two assistant figures together indicate both of the migrating bonds. The vinylogous 
(here oxidative) "Grob fragmentation" of 304 to give 305 (34 ~)  159) is obviously a 
[1,2,(3)4,(5)6]-elimination, because there is migration both of the 2/3-bond and of the 
4/5-bond, while the leaving groups depart from positions 1 and 6. Interesting 
decarboxytations are found with 119 (to give CO 2, ethanol, and tolane, 24 ~)  7~) and 
with the saturated orthoester derived from 119 (to give CO2, ethanol, and stilbene) 71). 
These are clearcut [1,2,(3)4,(5)l]-eliminations. The same classification applies in the 
formation of 306 (12 %) from 307 161), whereas its vinylogous type, i.e. the [1,2,(3)A, 
6,(7)l]-elimination produces 308 (37 %) 161) 

0 t -HOEt 

304 305 119 

306 307 308 

The tetrahedrane synthesis of Maier 162) starting with 309 represents a clearcut 
[1,3,(4)2,(1)4]-elimination of carbon monoxide. The formation of 310 is an impressive 
example of the migration of two double bonds. 

0 
309 310 

These types are particularly involved whose one of the leaving groups is part of the 
chain. Thus, in the "abnormal Wolff-Kishner reduction" 4,5-dihydro-lH-pyrazoles 
are formed (e.g. 311), whose pyrolysis leads to [2,3,(4)I,(2)3(4)]-eliminations of 
nitrogen with-cyclopropane formation. In this way 311 forms 312 (75 %) 143). The 
three assistant figures are necessary in order to fix which chain-bonds migrate and 
where the second leaving group is located. Even the eliminations ofcarbenes (formally) 
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from 200 ~ 314 which yield 313 and 315 (for 292 also the [1,3,(2)2,1(2)]-elimination 
type applies, see Section 4.2)SSbl are easily and unequivocally classified. These are 
obviously [l,3,(2)2,(1)3(2)]-eliminations. The notation fixes the relative position of the 
leaving groups (one of them being part of the chain) and the migration of the 
3/2- and 2/1-bonds. This is also visualized in the depicted formulae. 

E E 

E -[:CE~ E 
([:CHE]) 

H E H(E) 
311 312 200 292 (313) 

E 
H H(E) 

-[:CE,]= E 
((:CH-E]) 

E E (E:CC~CH~) 

314 315 (313) 

The formation of enones from i~oxazolidines 164) is to be classified as [1,2,(3)6, 
(5)4(3)-elimination. This is independent of the question whether there is inter- 
mediately a methylation by trimethylphosphate (displacement of dimethylamine and 
H a) or not (displacement of methylamine). An example is shown in the synthesis of 
317 (90 ~o) from 316 164) 

Ph Rh 

(MeOl3PO - 
-[H2NCI--13]- 

316 317 

5 Complex Eliminations with More Than Two Migrating Groups 

Principally, also the classification of eliminations with multiple migrations is 
possible according to the developed criteria. Thus, in the so called "Skattebol 
rearrangement", which, if there is suitable substitution, results in the "migration of 

(3 

318 319 257 320 
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at least three bonds. This is shown in the product analysis upon treatment of 
318 with methyllithium at --78 °C 29, 1361. The arrangement of the methyl groups in 
319 (85 %) proves that a [1,5,(4)3,2,1]-elimination is occurring 165~. Also the branched 
reaction of 257 with three-fold migration to give 320 (27%)135~ may still be 
relatively lucidly and comprehensively classified as a [1,2,3,(2)3',l]-elimination. 
However, the complexity of the brutto reaction can also be so enormous that 
any attempt at a closed classification for eliminations with multiple migrations must 
fail. That is to say, the following examples 321--, 322 (16%) 166), 323--, 324 
(90%) t67), 325--* 326 (60%)168), and 327--* 328 (41%)169) could be classified. 
However, such classification would be subject to the mechanism of these reactions. 
Therefore, it appears unavoidable in these reactions to separate them into reaction 
steps which can be unambiguously classified according to the Sections 3 and 4. 
However, such separation into distinct steps does require mechanistic knowledge or 
mechanistic speculation. Only in a few examples of the preceding sections, simple and 
clearcut mechanistic terms had to be applied, if there were unavoidable pre- or post- 
equilibria of the valence isomerization type. 

o o 

-HF [ ~H  _>~ 

HCF~ ~ H  

321 322 223 32~ 

N _..ph ÷N-N %h I 
O ~  1500~ "-,,,] ÷ I1,~ hv,77K _ 

OHC-,.v2 Ph -N2 
325 325 327 328 

6 Summary and Outlook 

The numerous reactions in Sections 3 and 4 have been classified unequivocally 
without the necessity of invoking detailed mechanistic knowledge or differentiations 
based on mechanisms. These classifications remain therefore meaningful and valid 
after more or less complete and detailed mechanistic studies. It is a particular 
advantage that they embrace all experimental and mechanistic possibilities. In this 
way, they assist the future mechanistic penetrations, as they create a systematic 
order of, on first glance, isolated or incoherent reactions independent of the question 
whether in sing{e cases intermediates had been proven, postulated, or discounted. 
The practical benefit to the preparative chemist appears to be of great importance. 
The systematic order now presents a large body of empirical material for a broad 
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extrapolation basis with, as may be already seen, high synthetic potential. Both of 
them will continually improve as the aspects of reaction mechanisms and reactivity 
effects are understood more fully. 

Further examples and elimination types will undoubtedly be added to the 
hitherto known ones and it appears highly versatile that our classification system 
is not limited to complex eliminations, but also covers complex additions (e.g. the 
so called "benzilic acid rearrangement" 36a) in terms of a complex [1,2,3]-addition 170) 

of water to benzil) and complex substitutions. Thus, the well known technical camphor 
synthesis starting with ~-pinene (Scheme 9) is the result of a sequence of a 
[1,2,3]-addition tTo), [1,2,3]-elimination, [1,2,3]-addition, and finally saponification 
and oxidation. This appears to be a highly economic description of the underlying 

• chemical processes. 

÷HCI 
I 

~-p inene bornylchloride 
- HCI" 

Ac 

+ HOAc 
--] 

cemphene isoborneol- ~sapon. 
acetate loxid. 

(9) 

One of the more important examples of complex substitutions is undoubtedly the 
synthesis of the much used psychopharmacon chlorodiazepoxide (trade name 
Librium) (Scheme 10) 17~), which nicely illustrates this classification system. Methyl- 
amine reacts in terms of a [1,1,2J-substitution, because it is connected to the carbon 
in relative position 1, from where the nitrogen migrates to carbon 2 in order to 
push out the chlorine substituent from that position. 

HzN-CH 3 

Ct'~"~\~j® 
Ph 

N- /NHCH3 

-- NCt + I.~ l[ ~-3) (10) 
CI _® 

The comprehensive treatment of complex additions and substitutions may also be 
done without invoking mechanistic restrictions. Therefore, a unifying consideration 
of simple and complex reaction classes with a distinct and unambiguous vocabulary 
is available. 
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Polycyclic Anions : From Doubly to Highly Charged n-Conjugated Systems 

1 Introduction 

The carbanions represent the first group of  reactive intermediates which was studied 
in organic chemistry 1.2, 35. Nevertheless, the research concerning the nature of  these 
species is still in the frontier of  organic chemistry. A major group of  great importance 
in carbanion chemistry consists of  n-conjugated anions, known since the turn of  the 
century, exemplified by Thiele's study of  the cyclopentadienyl anion 4). This early 
study opened one major avenue of  generation o f  n-conjugated anions, i.e. deprotona- 
tion (proton abstraction) of  a s p  3 hybridized carbon. The second major avenue, 
i.e. alkali metal reduction of  conjugated systems, was discovered fourteen years later 
5.6.75. This chapter will concentrate on cyclic carbanionic systems containing more 
than one ring and bearing more than one negative charge. All the systems that will be 
discussed are fully conjugated polycyclic systems, benzenoid and nonbehzenoid. 
Monocyclic carbanions have recently been reviewed very thoroughly 8), and will be 
omitted, unless required for comparison with a relevant polycyclic system. 

The study of  the polycyclic-multicharged systems represents a meeting point be- 
tween the synthetic, the physical-organic and the theoretical chemist. These systems 
are ideal for confronting experiment and theory and afford an insight to such problems 
as the relationships between charge distribution, magnetic properties and electronic 
structure of  conjugated molecules. It is therefore not surprising that in the last ten 
years there has been a revival of  interest in multicharged systems. 

2 Generation of Polycyclic Anions 

2 .1  E l e c t r o n  T r a n s f e r  R e a c t i o n s  

In the late 20's, Schlenck and his group demonstrated that the reduction o f  n-conjugat- 
ed systems can be carried out by alkali metals and that the reaction affords dianions s5 
It was also realized that a one electron transfer process occurs in an alternating fashion 
1, s) to form radical anions and polyanions. Ever since, this reaction has become the 
main process of  preparation of  polycyclic anions lo-la5, (Eq. 1): 

Mr+el Ml+e) A 2  - MC+e) Aa ~ Mr+el A4 - etc. M Li, Na, K, Cs A ~  ' A ~. • ~ - ' = 
- e  - e  - c  - e  

(1) 

The same set of  events will occur in electrochemical processes 14-17), (Eq. 2): 

+e +e A2 - +e Aa ~ +e A4_ (2) A . '  A = ' .  • . ' • ' 

The reverse process can also be achieved by a photochemical process which can eject 
an electron from a dianion and form a radical-anion 18,19), (Eq. 3) : 

AZ_ h_~ A;- • + e (3) 

The formation of  anions can be studied by UV-Vis spectroscopy 20) and by magnetic 
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resonance techniques. The alternate formation of odd-electron and even-electron 
species is followed by ESR and NMR spectroscopies. 

The metal reduction of the polycyclic system is usually carried out in an ether solvent 
and by an alkali metal at low temperature (--78 °C). When potassium metal is applied 
it is best to prepare a metal mirror. Sodium and lithium react, either directly in the 
form of a metal wire, or after treatment in an induction furnace. Cesium is prepared 
by thermolysis of  cesium azide. It has recently been found that the application of an 
ultrasonic bath facilitates the reaction and avoids side reactions. The reaction can be 
carried out in a modified NMR tube or in an ESR cavity. Diamagnetic ions are prepar- 
ed in extended NMR tubes to which the metal is extruded and sealed under vacuum. 
Reaction rates are difficult to compare as the electron-transfer process depends on 
various experimental conditions such as concentration, temperature, the presence 
of  impurities, the solvent and the nature of  the metal surface. It may take from minutes 
to days to form the first radical-anion; the second step then follows and can sometimes 
be rather slow ~o-t3) 

The process of  reduction can be monitored by recording XH NMR and ESR spectra. 
The first reaction product, the radical-anion, is detected by ESR spectroscopy. In 
the N M R  experiment, the NMR signals of  the protons of  the starting material start 
to broaden due to an intermolecular electron-excharge process between the starting 
material and the radical-anion. This process affects the relaxation process of the 
protons of  the neutral hydrocarbon. As soon as the diatropic species (dianion or tetra- 
anion) is formed, its NMR signals can be detected. Such an exchange process may also 
affect the appearance of the diatropic dianion. When the reduction proceeds beyond 
the dianion stage and a tetraanion is produced, there is a second stage of disappearance 
of the spectrum. This phenomenon is due to the formation of a paramagnetic trianion- 
radical prior to the formation of a diamagnetic tetraanion. 

2.2 Deprotonation of Hydrocarbons 

The application of strong bases to hydrocarbons which contain a s p  3 hybridized 
carbon and a conjugated system may abstract a proton and form a fully conjugated 
carbanion. This reaction has several synonyms such as deprotonation, proton ab- 
straction or metalation reactions. The most common bases are alkyl lithium deriva- 
tives, e.g., butyl lithium 2~-247. Sometimes the addition of tetramethylethylenediamine 
(TMEDA) or potassium tert-butoxide is required especially when dianions and poly- 
anions are prepared 24e, f). Ether solvents or hydrocarbon solvents are most common. 
This process can be demonstrated by the preparation of anthraene dianion 2 z-  from 
9,10-dihydroanthracene (1)25). The metalation reaction can also be carried out in 
the N M R  tube. 

R 

R = H,  a lky [  2 2 e  
R ~ = a[ky l  
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Polycyclic Anions: From Doubly to Highly Charged n-Conjugated Systems 

3 Methods of Study 

3.1 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopies - -  NMR and ESR 

N M R  features of  charged systems have been a subject of wide interest 26-28) Apart 
from basic structure elucidation of the molecule, N M R  chemical shifts afford further 
information on n-charge densities 26-32), charge delocalization patterns 8-12, 33-37) 
the anisotropy of the system and the state of solvation 38-45). Vicinal H - - H  coupling 
constants were correlated with the carbon-carbon bond length and therefore with the 
bond order of the M.O. theory ~6), (vide infra). The development of sophisticated 
techniques of  2D-NMR enable unambiguous assignments of  carbon chemical shifts 
of polycvclic multicharged systems and hence the estimation of their n-charge densities. 
The anisotropic effects and the state of  solvation, i.e., the ion solvation equilibria, 
can be deduced from the proton and carbon chemical shifts, and will be discussed later. 

In earlier studies, whenever a radical-anion was obtained, the n-charge densities 
were estimated from ESR parameters 12-13). This is due to the well known assumption 
that the local spin densities of  a radical-ion which can be estimated from the rt charge 
distribution obtained from ESR can then be compared to the charge distributions 
obtained from NMR chemical shifts. The exact estimation of empirical parameters 
of polycyclic ions enables the confrontation of experiment and theory (see Sect. 3.1.3). 

3.1.1 N M R  Chemical Shifts, Charge Densities and Degree of Charging 

Early in the development of NMR spectroscopy, it was noticed that the chemical 
shift of an atom reflects the electron density in its vicinity. Empirically, it has been 
shown that shielding of hydrogen or carbon atoms in charged conjugated systems 
varies linearly with the corresponding n-electron density 28). 
Pioneering studies of G. Fraenkel 29) demonstrated a linear relationship between n- 
charges and proton chemical shifts, in later studies, such correlations were applied 
to proton 3o) and carbon 31) spectroscopies. These relationships can be formulated for 
protons and carbons in the following general forms (Eqs. 4 and 5). 

5 8 = 5 N -- K H Aq= (4) 

8 c = 5 N -  KcAq" (5) 

6H, chemical shift of the proton of the charged species. 
5c, chemical shift of the carbon of the charged species. 
5N, the corresponding chemical shift for the neutral precursor. 
q~, the extent of ~-charge. 
K, proportionality factor (K s - -  for protons, K c - -  for carbons). 

It should be noted that the proportionality factors depend strongly on the molecular 
structure, on hybridization of the various carbon atoms and on the method of calcula- 
tion. Actually, each family of charged species would require a modified factor. The 
two most commonly used correlations for cyclic anions show a proportionality con- 
stant of  10.7 ppm per electron for protons (KH) and 160 ppm per electron for carbons 
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(Kc) 29-31). These correlations were derived from chemical shift data of monocyclic 
anions and cations 32). In n-conjugated anions the factor of 10.7 ppm per electron for 
protons seems to fit many diatropic systems. Paratropic systems may, however, show 
severe deviations. The proton and especially the carbon correlations enable estimation 
of the charge at the individual atom (A6 n = 6 N - -  6H; A6 c = 6 N - -  6c). On the other 
hand, summing up of  the total shift observed at all the atoms (Z A6 n and E A6H) 
would give the estimation of the total charge residing on the entire charged molecule. 
Proton shifts are influenced by induced magnetic fields (diatropic and paratropic) 
and K n = 10.7 ppm would apply only if these effects are taken into account. Carbon 
shifts are preferred for this purpose as they are usually free from the influence ofaniso- 
tropy effects, e.g. ring currents or induced magnetic fields. It was shown that the carbon 
correlation can be applied to families of compounds having a similar anisotropic 
effect even with nonuniform charge distribution. The local n-charged density 
is indeed the main factor influencing the individual 13C chemical shifts (6c) 27) within 
a family of anions. However, ion-pairing, ring current effects and paratropicity should 
be considered (vide infra). The development of  solid state N M R  enabled the study 
of the tensorial features of the ~3C shielding constant 33). This research was carried 
out on monocyclic neutral and charged molecules (benzene, cyclopentadienyl anion 
and tropylium cation). Based on single crystal studies, cy 11 value is assigned along the 
C - - H  axis, 0 22 lies in the molecular plane (perpendicular to C - - H  axis) and 023 
perpendicular to the molecular plane. The isotropic shift dependence on the n-electron 
density results primarily from variations in o -22 and c 1~ while the dependence on n- 
electron density of02 3 is negligible. When the average of ~xl is plotted against q~ 
(n-electron density), the relationship is linear with a slope of 218 ppm/e 33, 34). A prob- 
lem, however, remains: What is the best choice of  the proportionality constant Kc? 
It will be shown how the relationship between Kc and the type of compound 
studied may varry 27~ This is called by Mfillen "compound specific" proportionality 
constants 8) 

As already mentioned, the application of i l l  chemical shifts for the estimation charge 
density (Ka) is not straightforward. The chemical shifts, (6iN), considered should 
represent values which have been corrected for the influence of the induced magnetic 
fields (ring-current effect). From carbon chemical shifts, which are insensitive to ring 
current effects along the perimeter of the molecule, the local charge densities, q~ 
can be estimated (Eq. 6): 

6 c = K c • Aq, (6) 

The estimation of charge density at the local sites of  the charged molecules and the 
degree of charging on the entire charged species of  the conjugated (4n + 2) n-electron 
systems did not represent serious problems. However, the 4nn-electron species which 
show high-field (paratropic) shifts presented difficulties. It has been demonstrated 35, 
36) that the outstanding feature of the 4nn series is the narrow energy gap between 
their HOMO and LUMO energy levels (AE). The electronic structure affects, inter 
alia, the chemical shifts 36) and line shapes 37), and is characteristic of paratropic 
"antiaromatic" 38, 39) systems. As will be shown later, the involvement of high energy 
states in the ground state determines the systems' properties 39). In view of these ideas 
40), Edlund and Mfillen s. 41) found that the energy of the mixing of the electrons from 
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the ground state (HOMO) to low lying excited states, should be taken into account 
when K c of  4nrt anionsis  considered. It is suggested that the total shift of  carbons 
ZA~ c is the sum of  a charge term and an anisotropy term of the form (Eq. 7)41): 

EA5 c = ~ F  c + nc~ c (7) 

Zc = anisotropy term 
n c = total number o f  carbon atoms 
F c = "pure"  chemical shift/charge factor 
Q. = n-charge change 

When this equation is divided by the total n-charge change, Q~ (as Xc = axa), an 
expression for K c is obtained (Eq. 8)41): 

K c = F c + (nc/Q~)a)~n (8) 

From Equation 8 the value of  K c can be obtained and it varies from 238 to --1. The 
value of  F c, which is the meaningful term, is 134 ppm per electron. It can therefore be 
seen that the shift/charge relationship (Kc) in the 4nn systems is less sensitive to charge 
than the K c value of  the diatropic (4n + 2) n-systems, and reflects the special elec- 
tronic properties of  the 4nrt-anion series. An intrinsic property of  the (4n + 2) n- 
series is the wide H O M O - L U M O  gap (&E), while the 4nn-series are characterized 
by a narrow H O M O - L U M O  gap 40). These differences should always be taken into 
account when the spectrospic behaviour of  the different series is considered 35, 36) 

The structure elucidation by N M R  methods will be discussed in detail in relevance 
to the various systems. 

3.1.2 Assessment of  Anisotropic Effects as a Criterion for Aromaticity 

Aromatic compounds are defned as cyclic or polycyclic systems which sustain a 
diamagnetic ring current and consequently exhibit a total diatropic lowfield 1H N M R  
chemical shift relative to that of  vinylic protons. Paramagnetic ring current is expected 
and was shown to be induced in antiaromatic species and to result in a total highfield 
I H N M R  band displacement, while non aromatic compounds  give rise to characteris- 
tic vinylic 1H patterns. 

The induced magnetic field on protons inside and outside a cyclic fully-conjugated 
system is described in terms of  the "ring current model"  42-52). Experimental observa- 
tions have shown that protons inside and outside a (4n + 2) n-conjugated ring system 
appear at highfield and lowfield, respectively. In alternant polycyclic hydrocarbons 
the diatropic or  ring current effect can be calculated (Eq. 9) where the values of  e, 
m e and ~to are well known: 

~t 0 e2r 2 
a = 4n 2m-----~ i ~ R/-3 (9) 

r = 1.4 A, R is the distance of  the various protons, from the center of  the ring. 

These systems (when the outer protons are considered) are known as diatropic sys- 
tems. In (4n + 2) n-conjugated polycyclic systems where no inner protons are present, 
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only the low field shift (diatropic effect) is observed. A reversed effect in 4nrt systems 
namely a shift to highfield which is synonymous with a paratropic effect is observed. 
While the diatropicity of a system can be described in terms of the "ring current effect" 
the paratropic effect arises from the involvement of  high energy states in the ground 
state, as will be discussed later. In charged systems the effect of the charge on the chemi- 
cal shift should be added to the diatropic or paratropic effect. However, the addition 
of two or four electrons may render a (4n + 2) z-system into a 4n~ system and vice 

versa. The estimation of the "pure" anisotropic effect is assisted by the charge/shift 
correlations which enable the evaluation of the net charge effect and determination 
of the net anisotropic effect. 

While the diatropic shift is consistent with all aromatic systems, there is no satis- 
factory experimental criterion for "antiaromaticity" 3s). The antiaromatic systems 
are all paratropic but the "degree" of paratropicity is confusing. It has therefore been 
suggested that the extent of the HOMO-LUMO gap (AE) correlates with the para- 
tropicity of the system (see section 6.1) 35, 36). A generalized approach can be obtained 
from the Ramsey shielding formula (Eq. 10) s3): 

cI = cy d + C~p + o" (10) 

According to this relationship the net shielding at an atom is composed of a dia- 
magnetic term cr d, a paramagnetic term ~p and a term which includes anisotropic 
effects and the effect of neighboring atoms. 

The diamagnetic term Cra is fairly easy to estimate theoretically, since it depends 
only on the electron distribution in the electronic ground state. The paramagnetic 
contribution depends also on the excited states. It vanishes for electrons in cr orbitals, 
which have zero angular momentum; but it may become very significant when there 
is an asymmetric distribution of p and d electrons close to the nucleus and when these 
electrons have low-tying excited states. This may be the origin of  the effect of  the 
HOMO-LUMO gap AE on the correlation of charge-carbon chemical shifts in 4mz 
series as shown in Equation 7. The term cr' contains anisotropy factors. A system will 
reveal a diatropic low field shift when AE is large, and a paratropic (high field) shift 
when the HOMO-LUMO gap AE is narrow. Therefore, the relative importance of 
the diamagnetic and paramagnetic components which compose cr' will determine 
the net anisotropy of the system. This link between ~d, crp and cr' has been pointed out 
by Mallion 39), and it emphasizes the effect ofcr' on proton spectra as a function of  AE 
and the effect of  both op and ~'  on the carbon spectra, taking into account the involve- 
ment of  AE. 

3.1.3 ESR Studies 

The first step in a one-electron transfer process is the formation of the respective radical 
anion. Local spin density distributions in radical ions can be obtained from the ESR 
spectrum s4, 55). The estimation of z-charge densities is based on the assumption that 
the doubly occupied M.O. of a diamagnetic anion (dianion or tetraanion) is the same 
as the singly oceupied M.O. in the respective radical-anion. They belong to the same 
point group symmetry. Based on this assumption it is concluded that the spin density 
of  a radical-anion enables the prediction of the z-charge density o fa  dianion. 
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The hyperfine proton coupling constants a H are used for estimating local spin 
densities Q~ (at proton bearing centers g). The McConnell Equation 56,571 (Eq. 11) 
relates a H and Qu 57). The proportionality constant Q was chosen for benzene radical- 
anion as --2.25 mT 56t. For larger r~-systems higher values of Q were used. An agree- 
ment between the local spin densities and the total one should be sought. The McLach- 
lan 
procedure is used to interrelate between the spin density at a particular r~-center of  
the square of the atomic orbital coefficient of the singly occupied molecular orbital. 

a .  = QQ (11) 

The significance of the ESR studies stems from the possibility of predicting the sym- 
metry of the singly occupied molecular orbital of  the paramagnetic species 59-61), 

3 

by correlating ESR spectroscopy and M.O. theoretical parameters. A specific example 
is the tetracyclic system, viz., dibenzo[b,f]pentalene radical anion 3 = 6o), in which 
the parameter Q = - 2 . 4  mT was adopted. 

3.2 X-Ray Studies of Polycyclic Anions 

A very powerful tool for the research of carbanions is their X-ray study in the solid 
state 62k Crystal structures ofpolycyclic polyanions were studied extensively by Stucky 
et al. 63, 64~. He demonstrated that alkali metal anion salts of polycyclic dianions are 
stabilized by the addition of an amine complexing agent and crystallize as N,N,N' ,N' -  
tetramethylethyldiamine (TMEDA) complexed salts in hydrocarbon solvents. For 
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~ N~C( I )  

N(1)C(2) / N (2) ~;- '~ s __ 
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/ 2 66 26" 

. ~ e - ~ ~ z s s  2:33 ~IE. 3,- RcI   c731 

LV 
t i f f [  NIl ) C(1 )~ 

Nc21cl21' 
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N(2)C(1) ~ C(2)' C(1) z 

Fig. 1. The molecular geometry of (Li-TMEDA)zCwHs 2- (4) 63) 
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illustration, the structure of (Li-TMEDA)2CloH~- (4) consists of the CloHs moiety 
bound to two lithium atoms each of which is coordinated to an N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl- 
ethylenediamine group. The molecule is situated on an inversion center so that only 
half of  the naphthalene ring atoms, one lithium atom and one TMEDA molecule are 
unique. The coordination sphere of the lithium atom contains two tertiary amine 
nitrogen atoms and one unsaturated organic group as in the monoanions studied by 
Stucky. It was shown that the carbanion geometry is consistent with the symmetry of 
the HOMO (highest occupied M.O.) and that the lithium cation assumed a symmetrical 
position with respect to the ring. This anion (as well as anthracene dianion 64)) is 
chosen to demonstrate the potential of  X-ray determination of complexed polycyclic 
dianions. These studies in the solid state are complementary to N M R  studies in solu- 
tion. 

3.3 Electrochemical Studies 

The intensive electrochemical studies of  polycyclic systems, especially cyclic volta- 
metry (CV) are now at a stage which justifies naming cyclic voltametry an "electro- 
chefnical spectroscopy" as was suggested by Heinze 65). Early electrochemical studies 
referred only to the thermodynamic parameters while CV studies provide direct insight 
into the kinetics of electrode reactions. These include both heterogeneous and homo- 
geneous electron-transfer steps, as well as chemical reactions which are coupled with 
the electrochemical process. The kinetic analysis enables the determination of reactive 
intermediates in the same sense as spectroscopic methods do. As already mentioned, 
electron transfer processes occur in both the electrochemical and metal reduction 
reactions. 

The essential parameters which determine the electrochemical process are the elec- 
tron affinity of  the neutral compound, which correlates with the energy of the LUMO, 
the energies of interaction with the solvent and counterions, the electron-electron 
repulsion energies and stereochemical factors. A precondition for an electrochemical 
study is that the chemical reaction which may occur, e.g. with the solvent, is much 
slower than the electron transfer process, and that the electrochemical reaction is 
reversible 66). Correlation of  half-wave potentials with the energies ofHfickel LUMO's  
has been one of the early successes of the Htickel model s, 20, 67,68). The power of  the 
electrochemical method in the study of polycyclic anions has been demonstrated 
recently 69a). Studies on reactions occurring during electrochemical reductions report 
reductive alkylations of polycyclic systems and their mechanism 70,69b) 

3.4 Calorimetric Measurements: 
Thermodynamic Stabilities of Dianion Salts 

Calorimetric measurements of the heat evolved from the reactions of sodium polyacene 
dianion salts with water afforded the determination of thermodynamic parameters 70). 
For all the polyacene dianion salts, the heats of  formation were found to be negative. 
Crystal latlice energies between 400 and 440 kcal/mol were found. These studies add 
a very important insight into the properties of 4nTt conjugated polycyclic dianions 
(Sect. 6.4). The measurements were carried out on solvent free dianions in a eolimeter 
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in sealed bulbs which were broken under the water in the calorimeter. The change of 
the temperature of the calorimeter was monitored and the contents of the calorimeter 
were titrated with standardized hydrochloric acid 7o) 

3.5 Reaction with Electrophiles 

The reaction of electrophiles with anions is often used for synthetic purposes as well 
as for the elucidation of the structure of  ions. The common reactions are alkylation, 
protonation and acylation. There have been many successful reaction paths which 
started with a polyanion and an electrophile. The alkylation of cyclooctatetraene 
dianion 182- is an instructive example 71). When the degree of charging of a multi- 
charged system is deduced from the degree of alkylation, a successive process may 
occur. Consequently, great care should be taken when the degree of charging is deduced 
from such experiments. This reaction will be discussed later (s. Sect. 6.3). 

4 Ion Solvation Equilibrium of Polycycl ic  Anions 

In the early stages of the study of polycyclic anions, they were referred to as "bare"  
~-systems, ignoring the role of the counter cation and the solvent. This approach was 
successful in the understanding of bulk properties of the n-conjugated components. 
The limited ability of the early theoretical approaches, avoided the counter cations 
as well. In reality, the anionic structure is a system in which an interplay of the cation, 
the solvent and the anion (in our case the n-conjugated one) occurs and should not 
be overlooked. 

In the early 50's, an ion pair model was introduced by Winstein to rationalize the 
mechanism and stereochemistry of solvolysis of sulfonates 72). This research of 
carbocationic intermediates and the role of  ion solvation equilibrium in reaction 
mechanisms represents a landmark in the study of charged species. These thermo- 
dynamically different ionic species were coined as "free" ions, contact ion-pairs (c.i.p.), 
and solvent-separated ion pairs (s.s.i.p.). The ion pair situation can be described as 
an equilibrium between thermodynamically distinct contact (c.i.p.) and solvent- 
separated ion pairs (s.s.i.p.)2, 73-76). The situation should be represented by a con- 
tinuum of ion-solvation equilibria states in which the two extreme states are the c.i.p. 
and the s.s.i.p. 2,76) (Eq. 12) 

RX ~ R + X  - ~ R + J I X  - ~.-~R + X-" (12) 

R+X - = Contact ion pair (c.i.p.) 
R+IIX - = Solvent-separated ion pair (s.s.i.p.) 
R ÷ X- = "free" ions 

The equilibrium_ between the thermodynamically distinct states will be governed by 
a delicate balance between the solvation requirements of the ions and the Coulombic 
interactions 73). One can illustrate two ions, of  which at least one has a solvation shell, 
that approach each other. The potential energy of the system is reduced as the solvation 
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shell disintegrates. As the inter-ionic distance diminishes the potential energy increases 
due to a partial rupture of the solvation shell which separates the ions. A further 
decrease of the inter-ionic distance would bring the system to a state of tight ion pairing, 
which means a complete disappearance of the solvation shell. It should, however, 
be noted that even a contact ion-pair is solvated, mainly the cation. So that the effective 
cation radius will vary even for a contact ion-pair depending on the ability of  the sol- 
vent to form "externally solvated contact ion-pairs". As pointed out by Szwarc 2), 
this description applies only to those systems in which the energy barrier between 
s.s.i.p, and c.i.p, is greater than kT. It therefore follows that solvent-separated ion- 
pairs are favoured by smaller cations, lower temperature, solvents of higher polarity 
(higher cation solvating ability) and highly ~-delocalized anions of large ~-delocalized 
perimeter s.20.ao-s21. The last factor could only be deduced in large ring annulene 
type of dianions. Due to the increased anion delocalization pattern, a "looser" ion 
pair prevails. The s.s.i.p./c.i.p, ratio normally increases with a change of the cation 
in the order Cs ÷, Rb +, K ÷, Na ÷ and Li ÷ due to an increase of the cation-medium 
electrostatic interaction. The situation can be even more complex when aggregation 
effects and the relative position of the ions within the ion-pair are taken into account 76) 
An important conclusion from ion-pairing studies is that it is essential to know the 
actual ion-pair state before deriving experimental charge patterns. It has also been 
pointed out that the nature of the ion-pair influences reaction rates. If  the same reac- 
tion mechanism applies to a contact ion-pair or a solvent separated ion-pair, it is 
very difficult to isolate the effect of ion-pairing on the reaction rate 76). However, 
in electron transfer reactions, it has been shown that only where understanding the 
thermodynamics and kinetics of the formation of the ion-pair exists, can a full account 
of  the reaction be achieved 7v). The study of the disproportionation of cyclooctatetra- 
ene dianion in THF and ammonia shows that the equilibrium depends on the ion- 
pairing 7v-79). In ammonia, the equilibrium is shifted to the dianion (NH~- large cation 
--* c.i.p.). It has also been shown that the reaction rate is accelerated with the increase 
of  cation size. These results agree with previous ESR studies and demonstrate that 
in electron transfer processes the cation acts as a bridge in the course of  the electron 
transfer. It seems that the cation may have an important role in decreasing the elec- 
tronic and steric repulsions during the formation of the anion. Detailed studies using 
spectrophotometric and conductometric methods were carried out 26.79d, f) with the 
aim of studying the equilibrium between the two extreme states, viz. the c.i.p, and the 
s.s.i.p. The s.s.i.p, state represents a complete shielding of the organic anion 2~ N M R  
studies 26,79-s4) have demonstrated that in c.i.p, the carbon atom near the cation, 
(a-carbon), accommodates a higher charge density and undergoes a shift to highfield. 
However, it should be noted that protons are affected both by indirect charge effects 
and direct field effects causing polarization of the carbon-hydrogen bond. So, by going 
to contact ion-pairs, direct and indirect effects oppose each other. This condition 
limits the usefulness of  proton shieldings. Carbon atoms (and protons) which are more 
remote will be characterized by a low density of negative charge and will be shifted 
to low field. On the other hand, the more the cation is shielded by solvent molecules 
(solvated), the contribution of charge polarization, will be reduced, and consequently, 
the N M R  shifts, will appear at lower field. 

In the polycyclic multicharged anions, a detailed study of ion-pairing was carried 
out by Edlund ao-s3~. This series of studies started with monoanions and extended 
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later into the polycyclic dianionic series. Compounds such as the fluorenyllithium (5) 
and andenyl lithium (6) were chosen because of the rigid, well defined structure in 

6 e 5 e 

which no conformational changes could occur in the course of  ion formation 80.8t) 
The advantage of using 13C NMR for carbanion characterization is that carbon atoms 
remote from the site of events are still very sensitive to varying charge polarization 
due to the different equilibrium situations. Charge distribution, on the other hand, 
is dependent on the effective cation field. It can be concluded from these studies of 
the indenyl (6) and fluorenyl (5) anions that there is (a) no cation effect at low tempera- 
tures, (b) no concentration dependence, i.e. no aggregation occurs at typical NMR 
concentrations (<  0.5 M), (c) lithium chemical shifts are independent of the anion at 
s.s.i.p, conditions, (d) total carbon shifts are practically solvent independent, although 
large individual changes may occur at individual carbons. At low temperature the 
ion solvation equilibrium favors solvent separated ion pairs (s.s.i.p.)8o.81). 

Polycyclic systems bearing more than one negative charge present two problems. 
(a) The early method of studying ion-pairing of monoanions failed as the UV-Vis 
measurements have limitations which arise from difficulties in distinguishing between 
discrete ion-pair states in systems with extended n-conjugation 1.a). In such cases a 
situation may occur where one cation is solvated while the other one appears as a 
c.i.p. Due to the limited time scale of the optical methods, no distinction could be 
made between the two species. (b) The mutual location of the cations presents an addi- 
tional problem. The description of the system itself is complicated due to Coulomb 
repulsions between the cations. The ion-solvation equilibria of  dibenzo[b,f]pentalene 
dianion (3 2-) (dibenzopentalenide)s2), its 5,10-dimethyl derivative (72-), and ace- 
naphthylene dianion (8 z - )  83) have been studied in detail. 

R 20 20  

d5 
R= OH 3 72 e R 82e 

The dibenzopentalene dianion (3 2-) and 5,10-dimethyl dibenzopentalene dianion 
(72-) are planar conjugated doubly charged ions 821 (vide infra). Variations in the sol- 
vent, the temperature and the cation were made, and their influence on the 13C N M R  
spectra were recorded sz). It was found that upon increasing the temperature the effect 
on the carbon shifts was the same as the one observed by varying the solvent from THF 
to diethyl ether. Increasing of the temperature above --50 °C polarizes the charge 
towards the pe.ntalene moiety. No levelling out of the chemical shifts was observed 
in THF, which may indicate a c.i.p. ~ s.s.i.p, equilibrium. It is concluded that the 
lithium salt exists at r.t. in 2-methyl-THF and diethyl-ether mainly as a contact ion- 
pair (c.i.p.). In THF, which is a better cation solvating medium the equilibrium is 
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a dicarbanion a4a~ 

shifted towards a solvent separated ion pair (s.s.i.p.), but is still in favour o f  tight ion- 
pairs. The VLi N M R  was also studied and it was also very valuable for the chracteriza- 
tion of  the ion pairs. The preferred lithium positions are close to the pentalene moiety 
where most  of  the negative charge is located. Proceeding to contact ion-pairs (c.i.p.), 
a significant charge localization is observed. In the dicesium salts of  9,9-bifluorenyl 
(9) and indenofluorene (102-) Streitwieser and Swanson 84a) found that the ion pair 
structure is described by a "triplet ion pair". This term represents a structure in which 
each cation is close to the anionic center but relatively far from the other cation 
(s. Fig. 2). Such a structure affords a relief o f  the repulsion between the cations especial- 
ly in c.i.p. It  seems that Edlund's considerations are also in line with the "triplet ion 
pair" structure and the two approaches afford a nice description of  the situation in 
doubly charged conjugated systems. 
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Fig. 4. The location of the lithium cations around 8 2 - 83~ 

The dianion of acenaphthylene (82-) shows a structure that cannot be rationalized 
in terms of a triplet ion pair s3). From its N M R  data, it seems that the two negative 
charges are delocalized over the periphery (see section 5.3. I for a detailed discussion). 
This structure was rationalized in terms of"minimum antiaromatic contribution" 84 b) 
A detailed ion-pairing study of this system based on 1H, t3C, 7Li N M R  and optical 
spectroscopy was carried out by Edlund s3). It can be seen (Fig. 3) that the carbon 
chemical shifts of the sodium and potassium salts are almost unaffected by temperature 
variations, and therefore it is concluded that these are contact ion pairs. The lithium 
salt shows a much more significant change of the chemical shifts especially for carbon 
atoms C1, C2, C5, and C6. These shifts point to an unsymmetrical location of the 
cations. One cation seems to be located at the five-membered ring while the second one 
is located on the other edge of the molecule. This system also shows the following 
characteristics: (a) A significant amount of  charge is located at positions C1, C2. 
(b) Complexing the cations with TMEDA shows (X-ray studies) that both cations 
Li-TMEDA appear at the five-membered ring 120~. (c) The agreement between 13C 
chemical shifts and calculations are better than those for the highly solvated lithium 
salts. All these observations and considerations are depicted in Fig. 4. According to 
this presentation, one lithium cation is linked to the five-membered ring while the other 
lithium cation appears as a solvated ion at positions C5 and C6. Variable temperature 
experiments and solvents of high solvation power confirmed this conclusion 83) 
The solvated cation does not influence the charge distribution, while the other lithium, 
which is a partner of  a tight ion pair, helps to concentrate the charge at the five-member- 
ed ring. Changing of the cation from lithium to potassium causes in the ~H N M R  
spectrum a deshielding of ca. 9 ppm at C1 and C2 and in the optical spectrum a red 
shift of  ca. 65 nm of the long wavelength absorption maximum. Preliminary MNDO 
studies of acenaphthylene dianion 82- have shown that the potential energy surface 
is quite shallow and that the preference for a given structure could be altered by the 
mode of  cation solvation. This could explain why solution studies and X-ray studies 
using TMEDA-complexed species may disagree 83a). 

The detailed understanding of such a system also altows the assessment of  the posi- 
tions to be attacked, most likely by electrophiles. Moreover, the degree of the system's 
diatropicity may also be dependent on ion-solvation equilibrium. In this case it has 
already been shown that the system is not diatropic even if its total number of elec- 
trons may predict diatropicity ss). Miallen studied independently a family of  anions 
including the dianion of acenaphthylene (82-) and he also concludes that in THF 
solutions the lithium and potassium salts exist predominantly as contact ion pairs 83b). 
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It is also found that these systems behave in a different fashion than the charged 
annulenes 8). In another n-conjugated systems, viz. 11 z - tight ion pairing was conclud- 
ed from a NMR solvent and temperature dependency study 83 bl 

112e 

The most pronounced difference of chemical shifts is in the seven-membered ring 
moiety and therefore it can be assumed that the cation resides at this ring as a contact 
ion pair. 

Diindeno[cd,lm]perylene (12) forms a diatropic dianion ss). This dianion 12 ~ - ,  

has building blocks of the previously mentioned acenaphthylene dianion (82-). The 

/2 

system represents a n-conjugated dianion of a rather extended periphery (vide infra). 
Here, too, the conclusion from aH and 13C N M R  studies is that the dianion forms 
contact ion pairs with sodium and lithium and probably in a triplet ion mode SSb) 
It seems, therefore, that a mutual interaction exists between the n-conjugated system 
and the ion solvation equilibrium of each salt. In conclusion, one should not forget 
the role of the cation when carbanions are considered, both in chemical and spectro- 
scopic studies. 

5 NonbenzenoidAnions :From Doubly to Quadruply Charged Systems 

5.1 Bicyclic Polyanions 

The study of monocyclic nonbenzenoid Hfickeloid series established a field of challeng- 
ing synthetic and theoretical effort 86). The aromaticity of bicyclic and polycyclic 
n-conjugated frameworks required further investigation. Conjugated polyfused 
(4n + 2)n dianions can be visualized either as peripheral systems in which the peri- 
meter of  the charged molecule accounts for its properties 87) (the Platt approach) or 
as an assembly of contributing fractions or rings where each contributor participates 
in forming the character of the entire system ss) (the Randid-Aihara approach). 
Conjugated polycyclic systems can be classified according to three different modes of 
fusion s9): 
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(a) The fusion of two (4n + 2)~ fractions which results in a polycycle that includes 
a (4n + 2)r~ periphery, as exemplified by the octalene tetraanion (14 -'~) 9o) prepared 
by Mtillen and Vogel 9o) and by the pentalene dianion (13 -2) prepared by Katz 9~) 
(b) The fusion of a (4n + 2)re ring with an antiaromatic 4nr~ ring which results in a 
peripheral 4n~ delocalization. This system is exemplifed by Edlund's azulene dianion 

R=H 

R = t - B u  

R 

@5 
R 132e 1,~ ~e 15 2e 15ze 

10~ 18% 12~ 14.~ 

(15) 92). From the point of view of the character of each component, it seems that an 
aromatic and an antiaromatic 93~ contribution should be taken into account. (c) The 
fusion of two antiaromatic rings (4ntrc + 4nz~ ) yields an aromatic (4n + 2)r~-con- 
jugated periphery while the two components are antiaromatic. Heptalene dianion 
(16) 94--90) with 14re-electrons in the conjugated perimeter represents this type of 
fusion. From the point of  view of the perimeter model these systems are referred to 
as "de facto annulenes" with a perturbation of a a-bond s). These systems are also 
often described by the term "annuleno-annulenes" 891. The octalene tetraanion (1¢*-) 
is a fourteen carbon system which contains four charges or one unit of charge per 3.5 
carbon atoms, pentalene dianion (132 -), has one charge per four carbon atoms. These 
systems seem to overcome the mutual charge repulsion which may prevail in doubly 
and quadruply charged hydrocarbons, due to aromatic stabilization. 

5.1.1 Pentalene Dianion (13 2-) and Octalene Tetraanion (144-) 

The pentalene dianion (132-) was prepared by deprotonation of dihydropentalene 
(17) with n-butyllithium 9~). The pale yellow solution showed ~H NMR signals at 
4.98 and 5.73 ppm. The highfield position of these protons reflects the interplay 
between the diatropicity (low field shift) of the (4n + 2)7t system and the high field 
shift due to the effect of the two negative charges (s. Sect. 3.1.1). This bicyclic dianion 
is related to the moncyclic cyclooctatetraene dianion (18), the latter being perturbed 
by a o bond, in the same sense as cyclooctatetraene (18) is related to pentalene (17). 
Charged tri-t-butyl pentalene was studied by Gerson and Hafner o1~. This pentalene 
((13, R = t-Bu) is much more stable than the parent pentalene (17) and it can therefore 
be submitted to an electron transfer process to form the radical-anion 6~) 

 @CC) 
17 18 14 

Octalene (14) is not planar and does not possess any element of symmetry 90) 
Temperature dependent 1H N M R  measurements allow the detection of a rapid 
dynamic processes. These processes are interpreted in terms of inversion of the rings 
and a K-bond shift. 
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This  sys tem is a 14n-system but  it does  no t  exhibi t  a d iamagnet ic  a romat i c  nature .  

It  seems that  the delocal izat ion energy is no t  sufficient  to ove rcome  the energy that  

has  to be " i nves t ed"  in the f lat tening o f  the system. The  radica l -anion 14 -~, d ian ion  
142-, rad ica l - t r ian ion  143 = and te t raan ion  14"*- der ived f rom 14 were p repared  and 

charac te r i zed  90). The  d ian ion  142 - has a D2~ symmet ry  as deduced  f rom its 13C N M R  

1/,. 1/ ,9 1 /2  e 14. 3e 1/,. ~.e 

1£ 20 

spec t rum.  This  d ianion is expected to be pa ra t rop ic ,  howeve r  the t H  N M R  shifts do 

no t  show the expected high field shift. This  b e h a v i o u r  is ra t ional ized  in te rms  o f  a 

rap id  n - b o n d  shift. This  process is r ap id  on  the  1H N M R  t ime scale even at t empera -  
tures as low as - -150  °C 90). 

5.1.2 Azu lene  (152-)  and Hepta lene  (162-) D i a n i o n s  

The  azulene  an ion  152- was reinvest igated by E d l u n d  92) by the l i thium reduc t ion  o f  

the neu t ra l  azulene (15) in T t l F - d s .  This  research  fo l lowed an earl ier  s tudy in which  
a d imer ic  d ian ion  192- was mis taken for  the d ian ion  152- 93). This  an ion  is a 4n~- 

Table 1. Proton and carbon-13 chemical shifts for compounds 15, 192- and 152-". Coupling con- 
stants (J/Hz) are given in parentheses. 

Structure Solvent Position 

1, 3 2 3a, 8a 4, 8 5, 7 6 hay 

l H 

13 C 

q~ 

15 cyclohexane 7.3 7.9 8.2 7.0 7.4 7.5 
192 - [2Hs]THF 5.78 5.78 6.58 5.03 2.54 5.4 
152- [2Ha]THF 4.27 d 4.84 t 2.66 d 3.47 q 0.77 3.3 

(2) (2) (10) (8, 10) (7) 
15 CDC13 118.I 136.9 140.2 136.4 122.6 136.9 130.8 

(168) b (163) (152) (156) (152) 
THF 104.6 105.3 121.4 127.8 117.6 43.8 

(159) (157) (I46) (154) (123) 
192- THF 105.0 106.9 122.2 128.1 114.8 44.0 
152- THF 110.6 100.5 123.5 99.2 133.7 67.9 110.2 

(155) (162) (155) (140) (151) 
15 1.10 0.98 1.01 0.88 1.05 0.95 
152- 1,18 1.24 1.20 1.30 1.01 1.39 

a The n.m.r, spectra were obtained by using a Bruker WM-250 multinuclei Fourier transform spectro- 
meter. Typical anion solutions were approximately 0.2 M, and the probe temperature was 25 °C. 
The chemical shifts are with reference to tetramethylsilane. For the carbon-13 measurements a small 
amount of cyclohexane was added to the carbanion solution as an internal reference using 8(SiMe 4) 
= ~(cyclohexane) + 27.7 p.p.m, b One bond 13C--IH couPling constants, c Htickel n-charges 
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electron system. However, the earlier reported data o f  the proton spectra show a 
slight upfield shift relative to the signals o f  azulene. These shift changes are o f  a mag- 
nitude that could be predicted from charge considerations alone and are not necessarily 
characteristic of  a diatropic anionic system. In the case of  152- a 4nr~ perimeter is 
expected from the fusion of  two components [(4n + 2) ~ + 4n~ --> 4n~ periphery]. 
Edlund 92) reports that the dianion formed first is actually the previously reported 
dimer (192 -)  which slowly undergoes a transformation to the azulene dianion (152 -), 
which shows a significant degree ofparatropicity (Table) due to its antiaromatic nature. 
These conclusions were also assisted by titration experiments and 7Li N M R  studies. 
The antiaromatic azulene dianion is a remarkably stable paratropic species. 

I•••H 
l'2e 1 s 7 20 

2 Li  e = 2 6 

19 2e 15 2e 

Heptalene, (16) a 12re system, was reduced to the dianion by Mtillen and Vogel 94). 
The resulting (4n + 2) r~-system, i.e., 162- is obtained from 16 by lithium metal reduc- 
tion. The radical anion ofheptalene appears from its ESR spectroscopic data, to have 
a rt-bond-delocalized ground state 95). The number of  experimental ESR coupling 
constants fits a Czv or a D2h symmetry 95) 

Recently, the bicyclic system [14]annuleno[14]annulene (20) was charged 97~. This 
system forms a dianion, viz. 202- and a tetraanion, viz. 20'*- studied by Miillen 971 
This annuleno annulene is a (4n .4- 2)re + (4n + 2)~ system and therefore diatropic. 
The di- and tetra-anions of  20 can be related to the octalene system (14)9°L The 
annulenoannulene 20 forms upon alkali metal (Li, K) reduction all intermediate 

1,3-H 

5,7 - H 

2-H 

[2.tr.F 

5 4 

t.,8- H 

~ J  
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1 

Fig. 5. 250.13 MHz X H NMR spectrum of the lithium dianion of azulene (152-) in [ZHs]tetrahydro- 
furan. Residual signals are due to the doubly charged dimer 192- 
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202eL.__~_~ 20 z'e 

Ill H I1[ 
20 e 203e 

20 

species, namely radical-anion, dianion, trianion-radical, and tetraanion. The para- 
magnetic species were characterized by ESR and ENDOR and the diamagnetic 
species by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies. In view of the spectroscopic data, the 
ionic species is described in terms of a charged macrocycle with peripheral delocatiza- 
tion 97). The dianion 20 z- is a 4nrc system (24 n-electrons) and therefore paratropic 
and the tetraanion 204.- is a diatropic (4n + 2)~ system. They show extreme shift 
difference of inner and outer ring protons as has already been observed in annulene 
anions 97). The charge distribution was derived from the proportionality between the 
charge-induced shifts and the 13C NMR signals and were compared with HMO 
calculations. It is interesting that the anion behaves as a peripheral system while the 
neutral system does not 98,99). These conclusions are in agreement with the nodal 
properties of the frontier orbitals involved in these anionic species. 

5.2 Tri- and Tetracyclic Polyanions 

5.2.1 Tricyclic Anions 

Acepentalene dianion (21 z-) was reported recently by deMeijere 1oo). This most 
interesting dianion as well as acepentalene itself (21) was of interest to theoretical 
chemists and spectroscopists. The dianion is prepared by reacting triquinacene (22) 
with n-butyl lithium and potassium-t-amyloxide in hexane (Lochmann-Schlosser 
reagent) 24). This dianion showed a singlet in the 1H NMR spectrum at 6.!6 ppm. 
Quenching experiments with TMSC1 (C1SiMe3) gave products of the electrophilic 
attack at the central carbon atom (C-10) and at the methine carbons (C-1, C-4, C-7). 

2 3 2 3 2 8  & 
8 S 8 6 - - 2 e  

21 22 27 

The dianion of the higher homologue, i.e. aceheptylene dianion (232 -) was prepared 
by the metal reduction of aceheptylene (23). The hydrocarbon was prepared by Haf- 
ner lot) and was charged by reacting the hydrocarbon with lithium and sodium metals 
84 b). The aceheptylene dianion shows a pattern of charge delocalization which may 
seem at first sight surprising and raises questions concerning the basic concepts of 
aromaticity in systems with a central carbon bridge and wilt be discussed in detail. 
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2 0  

23 2320 

5.2.2 Priority of Paths of Delocalization in Dianions 

The most comprehensive definition of the numerous definitions and criteria suggested 
to define aromaticity is the one based on the energy content of aromatic systems. 
Dewar 102) has defined aromatic molecules as cyclic species with a large resonance 
energy in which all the atoms in the ring take part in a single conjugated array. In 
other words, aromatic systems sustain a cyclic n-electron delocalization which reduces 
the energy content of the systems relative to that of  corresponding model compounds 
without cyclic delocalization. Similarly, antiaromatic systems reveal a cyclic re-elec- 
tron delocalization which leads to a strong destabilization and therefore to a high 
energy content in respect to analogous acyclic compounds. As a criterion of aromati- 
city or antiaromaticity, it is difficult to apply this energetically based definition 
in practice. The more practical definitions can be classified into two general groups: 
criteria based on purely theoretical concepts and those which refer to experimentally 
observable phenomena. The peripheral criterion suggested by Platt 87) exemplifies 
the first group of definitions by assigning aromatic character to a cyclic or polycyclic 
system with (4n + 2)n-electrons in its periphery. Systems with 4nn-electrons in the 
path of conjugation would be inclined to reveal antiaromatic properties, while those 
with (4n + 1) or (4n + 3) peripheral conjugated rc-electrons would be estimated as 
nonaromatic. This structural concept is based on the free electron theory and treats 
crosslinks and inner sp 2 carbons as small perturbations. The most useful definition 
among those which relate to experimentally observable phenomena is based on mag- 
netic anisotropy lo3,10,). Another experimentally based criterion for aromaticity 
refers to bond length alternation 102). An aromatic compound is supposed to reveal 
a low degree of bond length alternation around the characteristic aromatic bond 
length (1.4 A) in contrast to nonaromatic species in which a substantial bond alterna- 
tion occurs. 

The described definitions have been widely used to characterize aromaticity. 
However, the correlation between these criteria and aromatic (or antiaromatic) 
nature is by no means simple. Even more so, the aromatic character is, by definition, 
a relative property, namely, one can assign aromaticity only by referring to model 
compounds. Thus, even when the number of re-electrons calls for the existence of 
aromatic character, its extent cannot be predicted. Similarly the relationship between 
magnetic susceptibility of a polycycle and its conjugative stabilization is highly com- 
plex lo5,1o6) 

The aceheptylene 23 is a system of 14 carbon atoms of which 13 carbons compose 
its conjugated periphery. Accordingly, 23 can be considered as a perturbed [13] an- 
nulene or as a (4n + 1)re conjugated system (n = 3) with an inner carbon atom. This 
system seems most suitable to examine the basic problem of patterns of delocalization 
in polycyclic anions. In view of the mentioned Platt's peripheral definition sT~ suct'f a 
compound is expected to be a no,aromatic  polyvinylic system, not exhibiting any 
aromatic or antiaromatic properties. This expectation is unambiguously confirmed. 
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The tH N M R  spectrum of 23 reveals a typical vinylic range with chemical shifts 
between 5.17 and 6.98 ppm. The nonaromatic  nature of  aceheptylene is clearly indicat- 
ed by its high field chemical shift range (Table 2, Table 3) 84b). A comparison between 
the chemical shifts of  23 and those exhibited by the heptalene system 94) reflects the 
nonantiaromatic nature of  the former. Although antiaromaticity, imposed on hep- 
talene by its [12] ~-electron perimeter, is quenched, at least partially, by nonplanarity, 
its I H chemical shift center of  gravity reveals a paratropic displacement relative to 
the corresponding value exhibited by 23 (5.48 vs. 6.00 ppm, respectively). 

In the course of  a metal reduction process o f  aceheptylene 84b), two electrons are 
inserted into its n-framework to yield a system of  14 sp 2 carbon atoms and 16 ~-elec- 
trons. In principle these ~-electrons can accommodate  three modes of  different charge 
distributions over the system : In 23 a 2 - ,  the two extra r~-electrons may be introduced 
into the heptalene moiety. The resultant species may be visualized as composed of  a 
heptalene dianion coupled with a double bond. Such a mode of  electron distribution 
will result in an aromatic character due to the aromaticity of  the heptalene dianion 
moiety 9~). The two extra =-electrons might be introduced into the periphery o f  the 
system. In this case a [13 C-!5n] peripheral system is obtained (viz., 23b 2-)  with a 
(4n + 3; n = 3) perimeter. According to the mentioned Platt 's peripheral model, the 
dianion will reveal a nonaromatic character. The third possibility o f  re-electron 
distribution over the aceheptylene dianion system considers one of  the two inserted 
electrons to be located at the inner carbon a tom (C13) and the other to be delocatized 
over the entire periphery. This mode would result in a [13 C-14rc] periphery coupled 
with an inner negatively charged carbon (viz., 23c2-) .  A H~ckeloid periphery o f  
14n-electrons is therefore obtained and aromatic character is expected. 

23 a 23 b 23 c 

In view of  the driving force involved in aromaticity (vide supra) the second possi- 
bility, leading to nonaromatic character, is ruled out. Kinetic as well as thermodynamic 

Table 2. ~H NMR Patterns a of 23 and 23 z- 84b) 

H1.2 H3.10 H4.9 Hs,s H6.7 1H center overall 
of gravity IH center 
of the of gravity 
heptalene 
moiety 

23 1 6.98(s) 6.71(d,J= 5.19(dd, J =  5.79(dd, J = 5.36(d,J= 5.77 
9.1 Hz) 10.6, 8.9 Hz) 11.8, 8.6 Hz) 12.0 Hz) 

23 z- 2 7.08 (s) ..6.54 (d, J = 6.75 (t, J = 5.76 (t, J = 7.61 (d, J = 6.66 
9.3 Hz) 9.0 Hz) 9.1 Hz) 9.1 Hz) 

6.00 

6.75 

a ppm, referenced to Me4Si 
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Table 3. '3C NMR Patterns", Charge Densities, and Relevant Orbital Coefficients in 23 and 23"- - a4b~ 

Ci,2 C3,10 C4,9 C;,8 C6,7 Cl1,12 C13 C14 

23 13C 123.3 142.6 120.9 140.4 132.5 135.1 153.1 158.9 
charge density b --0.0867 0.0450 --0.0136 0.0539 0.0013 --0.0674 0.0422 0.0930 
LUMO 
coefficients b'c 0.1160 0.3356 0.0005 0.3897 0.1406 0.1387 0.4415 0.4137 
HOMO 
coefficients b'a 0.2829 0.1578 0.3626 0.0758 0.3235 0.3913 0.0 0.0 
t3C 112.4 97.1 121.1 91.4 119.7 123.9 85.6 114.7 
charge density b --0.1422 --0.1432 --0.0865 --0.1870 --0.1021 

232 - 

--0.1525 --0.2178 --0.1555 

" ppm, referenced to Me4Si; for numbering, see the schemes, b As obtained from (013 calculations, c The 
orbital into which two electrons are added in the reduction process 

j J  

23 2e I 

23 

232s 

i i i i i i i i i 

9 0 7 6 5 
• - , - . - - - - .  6 ( p p m )  

Fig. 6. 1H NMR spectra of aceheptylene (23)  and aceheptylene dianion (232-) and aceheptylene 
dication S4b) 

considerations lend strength to the third possibility. Theoretical calculations perform- 
ed on aceheptylene ( 2 3 )  84 b> point toward a very large atomic coefficient of the atomic 
orbital which belongs to the inner carbon Cta in the lowest vacant molecular orbital 
of the neutral compound. (The atomic coefficients of the L U M O  of 2 3  - -  the orbital 
into which two electrons are added - -  are reported in Table 3). This indicates that the 
carbon is prone to acquire a substantial charge density. 

Even more so, the aceheptylene, as starting material for the reduction process, was 
shown to be best described as a peripheral system coupled with an inner perturbation. 
Consequently, the distribution of electrons in the dianion as proposed in 2 3 c  would 
minimize the reorganization of electrons in the course of the reduction process. 
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According to Hine's rule 107), reactions will be favored when involving the least change 
in atomic positions and electron configurations, due to relatively small activation 
energies. While substantial changes of electron distribution and large atomic reloca- 
tions (e.g., a shortening of the C1-C z bond and an increase of the C1-C 11 and C2-C12 
bond lengths) are expected according to the first proposed distribution mode, no such 
phenomena should occur if the reduction proceeds via the third mode. Thermody- 
namically, the repulsion between two negative charges distributed only on the heptalene 
moiety may be stronger than the repulsion occurring when one negative charge is 
located on an inner atom and the other charge distributed over all the periphery. 
Indeed, 1H and 13C NMR spectra, as well as theoretical calculations performed on 
23 point unequivocally toward an aromatic dianion in which nearly one negative 
charge is located on the inner carbon atom, while the second is delocalized on the 
periphery 84 b). The center of gravity of the 1H NMR spectrum of 232- is diatropically 
shifted in respect to that of 23 by 0.75 ppm. This low field displacement is rationalized 
in terms of the diamagnetic ring current related to aromaticity which is sustained in 
23. It should be noted that the diamagnetic ring current effect is in fact much larger, 
the aromatic low-field shift being partially quenched by the shielding of the two nega- 
tive charges. 

The 13C NMR bands of 23 z-  reveal a total high field shift of 366 ppm with respect 
to the neutral compound 13 C chemical shift, indicating the presence of doubly charged 
species al). This.high value also indicates that the dianion is more diatropic than the 
neutral hydrocarbon 41). The inner carbon atom C-13 undergoes an unusually large 
paratropic shift of 67.6 ppm, a value rationalized by a large negative charge density 
on this carbon, in accord with the suggested electron distribution mode. This mode 
is further supported by o~[3 calculations which were performed on the dianion 232-. 
The calculations estimate (i) a large negative charge density on the inner carbon C-13 
(Table 3) and (ii) a relatively small degree of bond lengths alternation on the periphery 
vs. a very long bond between C-13 and C-14 (1.4891 .~). 

The suggestion of Rabinovitz and Hafner that this dianion is actually a 13-carbon 
14n perimeter with one charge residing in the periphery and one being localized at 
the central atom (C-13 bridge)84b) is supported by Mtillen's reductive alkylation 
studies of this dianion 1o8~. The reductive alkylation of aceheptylene dianion (232-) 
yields three products and in all of them the central carbon atom C-13 is alkylated. 
It can be concluded that the quenching reaction proceeds as a kinetically controlled 
attack of the electrophilic agent at the position of the highest re-charge. This mechanist- 
ic view describes only the regioselective addition of the first electrophile to the dianion. 
The second step is controlled by the charge distribution within the intermediate 
monoanion. 

Two related systems, viz., s-indacene (24) and as-indacene (25) form dianions con- 
taining t 4~ in their periphery 1o9.11o). These dianions are relatively stable as compared 
with the parent hydrocarbons, viz. 24 and 25, respectively. A detailed study on the 
s-indacenyl dianion (242-) shows that this dianion is a delocalized 14~-electron dianion 
where most of the charge is located at C-l, C-3, C-4 (and at C-5, C-7, C-8) carbon 
atoms. This dianion was obtained by treatment of 1,5- and 1,7-dihydro-s-indacenes 
in THF-d s or I-]MPA-ds-THF mixture with BuLi. This preparation affords an easy 
access to this anion lo9 c), by avoiding the reduction of the very unstable hydrocarbon 
24. The degree of charging of 242- is obtained from a simple charge-chemical shift 
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Fig. 7. 1H NMR spectrum ofs- 
Indacenyl Dianion ,o9~ 

relationship 26a. 31) of the ~3C NMR spectrum. The proton spectrum (Fig. 7)~09c~ 
is consistent with a diatropic delocalized dianion. This spectrum shows the contradict- 
ing effects of charge and the ring-current effects, i.e. the diatropicity of the system on 
the one hand and the high field shift due to the shielding of the two negative charges 
on the other. 

7 8 1 2 e  2 0  

5 /, 3 

2d 2e 

An interesting system is another 14re-electron dianion, viz. 272- which was prepared 
recently by Hafner u u  from 26. This system also forms a monoanion, viz. 261 - as 
outlined: 

26 LiTMP = 27 ° ur~P ~- 272e  

A system which gave very interesting reduction products is the acepleiadylene 
cyclohept[f,g]acenaphthylene (28) which ~i, as synthesized in 1956 by Boekelheide 112~ 
This system can be viewed upon as a double bonded bridged annulene which fulfils 
Platt's ST~ approach to n-conjugated systems as it contains 14rc-electrons in its peri- 
phery. It can also be considered a polycyclic system with a central ~ bond as perturba- 
tion like the tetracyclic benzenoid pyrene (29) which also has 147z-electrons in its 
perimeter. Following the peripheral approach one can rationalize the alternate forma- 
tion of paratropic and diatropic species, as well as intermediary paramagnetic species 
The systems with unpaired electrons, viz. 28 = and 283=, were studied by ESR 
spectroscopy H3~ and the paired-electron systems, viz., 282- and 284-, were prepared 
and studied by Huber and Mtillen applying N M R  spectroscopy ~4~. All charged 
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28 29 
14.~: + 2 ~  14.~: + 2 ~  

species were prepared by lithium metal reduction and studied spectroscopically and 
chemically. 

28 ~-7~-~ T.F T.F ~ THF 

289 282e 283e 28~e 
1 6 = + 2 =  18~+ 2~ 

ESR NMR ESR NIVlR 

When the reduction is monitored by 1H N M R  spectroscopy 114) the original spec- 
trum disappears and the new diamagnetic species is formed. It shows a highly resolved 
spectrum whose center of gravity appears at a very high field (Say = 0.0 ppm). From 
its proton a H N M R  spectrum it is clear that this species is paratropic. Its paratropicity 
may stem from a 4nn-electron system. This dianion has 4nn-electrons only if the peri- 
meter n-electrons are counted. It is therefore a 16n + 2n system. Further reduction 
gave rise to a spectrum with (~av = 5.0 ppm) which is in line with a diatropic (4n + 2)n- 
electron system. The average chemical shift (Sv) results from an interplay between 
the ring current effect which would shift the absorption to low field 42.44, 45) and the 
effect of the shielding of four negative charges 29. ao). Reaction of 282- with an electro- 
phile, e.g. dimethylsulphate to8 b) (MezSO4) yielded a dimethyl derivative in which the 
methyl groups are located on the periphery. This behaviour is in sharp contrast to 
that of 232 -, and points to a peripheral delocalization of the negative charges. 

5.3 Benzannelated Nonbenzenoid Anions 

Benzannelated n-conjugated systems enable the assessment of  the contributing com- 
ponents to the "aromaticity" or "antiaromaticity" of the system. On the one hand 
benzo rings help to keep the system planar and on the other the benzo group being 
"ultimate aromatic" systems, have to give up some of their aromatic nature so that 
their n-electrons will participate in the entire system. 

5.3.1 Benzannelated Cyclobutadiene Cyclopentadiene and Pentalene 

The synthesis ofphenyl substituted cyclobutadiene dianions, 29cfl-, 29b 2- was report- 
ed 115,1~6). These phenyl substituted dianions were shown by NMR data to delocalize 
the charge over the phenyl substituents. Until very recently the data concerning di- 
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benzocyclobutadiene (biphenylene) dianion (30 z-)  were not clear. Gfinther and Ed- 
lund Hv) could prepare 302- by lithium metal reduction of 30 below --30 °C, using 

29b 2o 29a  2o 302o 3120 

R = H, Phenyt 

an ultrasonic bath. The dianion was characterized by its 1H and t3C N M R  spectra. 
A strong effect on the spectrum is attributed to ion pairing. From calculated Giinther's 
Q values Hs), the system 302- exhibits a doubly charged central four-membered ring 
of (4n + 2)re-electrons. Giinther's Q values are obtained from NMR coupling con- 
stants and are very useful for the estimation of the aromaticity of  systems ~ 18~. Compari- 
son of the Q value of 302- (Q = 1.45) with that of 29b 2- H6) (R 1 = R2 = H., 
R 3 = R 4 = Phenyl, Q = 1.05)demonstrates the high (4n + 2)re character of  the 
central ring of 302- (s. Sect. 5.3). (The irontricarbonyl complex of 29a led to a Q value 
of 1.42). The x3C NMR data support the formation of a doubly charged species. An 
overall carbon shift of 360 ppm (Z A8 ~3C) as compared to the parent hydrocarbon 
shows the presence of two charges according to well accepted proportionality constants 
K c in the Spiesecke and Schneider relation ao) (K c = 160 ppm/e). The polyphenylenes 
synthesized by Vollhardt 119) also form dianions. The [3]phenylene 31 forms a dianion 
by reduction in the NMR tube by potassium metal in THF-d 8. The central hydrogens 
move downfield in contrast to expectations and the remaining hydrogens shift upfield 
less than anticipated. The dianion is a 20re-electron system and the strange N M R  
trends may be accounted for by an uneven distribution of charge which avoids anti- 
aromaticity H9~. However, both systems 302- and 312- show similar proton spectra. 
Quenching of 312- by oxygen gave 31 showing that the overall topology of the system 
has not been disrupted. 

Dibenzo[b,f]pentalene (indeno[2,1a]indene dianion) (32-) has attracted much 
interest 82). Its preparation via lithium metal reduction of 3 and from 32 by deprotona- 
tion with BuLi is very easy. NMR studies (XH, taC and VLi) of this system yield infor- 
mation on the electron distribution and the ion pair structure ~o, 81.82) The inter- 
mediate step, i.e. the radical anion 3 -~ affords the estimation of charge densities. The 
starting material, viz. 3, is a 4n~ system and is an excellent example of the Randi6 
approach of polycyclic system ~a~. The 1H N M R  spectrum of 3 z- shows the balance 

32 3 °. 

between the two contradicting effects namely, the lowfield shift due to the ring current 
effect of the (4n + 2)Tt-electron system on the one hand and the charge shielding 
effect on the other hand. The average proton chemical shift of  3 and 32- is roughly 
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the same. This system can be regarded as a peripheral aromatic [16]annulene dianion 
with delocalized 18n-electrons and cross-linked by three perturbing ~ bonds. 

Cyclic voltametry of 3 showed two one-electron reduction waves (E~c = --1.92 V 
and E~¢ = --2.43 V), the first step is reversible 82c~. As already discussed, a careful 
t3C N M R  study of 3 z- reports the charge densities at the various carbon atoms and 
the ion-solvation equilibrium of its dilithium salt 6o,a2¢1, showing that the lithium salt 
exists mainly as a contact ion pair (c.i.p.), 

Acenaphtylene (82-) dianion is obtained by alkali metal reduction (e.g. lithium or 
sodium) in an ether solvent. Early ~H N M R  studies were reported by Lawler and 
Ristagno lo, ~1). This dianion was subject to detailed studies which concentrated on 
its mode of electron delocalization and the ion-pairing equilibrium. The mode of 
electron delocalization 84b) is mainly deduced from tH and 13C NMR chemical shifts 
in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (Fig. 8) while the ion-solvation equilibrium was deduced 
from ~H, 13C and ~Li shifts in THF-d 8, 2-MeTHF, Et20 and THF-HMPA-d 8 83a) 

The dianion is composed of twelve carbons and 14n-electrons which can accom- 
modate in principle two different modes of electron delocalization. In one mode, 
i.e. 8a, the two electrons are delocalizede on the perimeter thus resulting in a (11 C-13n] 
system. In the second mode, i.e. 8b, one of the two electrons is located on the inner 
carbon atom C 11 and the other one is delocalized over the eleven carbon periphery 
analogous to the electron distribution in the aceheptylene dianion (232-). The result- 
ing species would be a [11 C-12n] peripheral system which according to Platt's model, 
would be expected to reveal an antiaromatic character. 

d5 
8 

Calculations (c013) were applied as a means of assessing the portion of IH NMR 
chemical shift due solely to charge shielding. It was shown that in cyclic conjugated 
systems the proton chemical shifts are related linearly to the n-electron density ao, 3a). 

8a 8b 

The theoretical charges on hydrogen-bearing carbon atoms of 8 2- were summed up 
and the sum was multiplied by 10.7 30). The product was then divided by the number 
of protons and this average subtracted from the center of  the 1H N M R  chemical 
shifts exhibited by the neutral acenaphthylene (8). The ~H N M R  center of gravity 
of 82- is found to be 7.56 ppm (Table 4); the theoretical high field displacement due 
to negative charge density is estimated as 1.99 ppm. Therefore, the center of gravity 
of 82- due only to negative shielding would be 5.57 ppm, while the exhibited center 
of gravity is 4.53 ppm. The difference between the two values (1.04 ppm) is relatively 
small (when compared with paratropic displacements due only to paramagnetic ring 
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8 

82e 

i i i i J 

7 6 

S 

4 
6(pprn 

Fig. 8. 1H NMR spectra of acenaphthylene (8) and acenpathylene dianion (8 2-) a4b~ 

current in antiaromatic species such as anthracene dianion, chrysene dianion, or 
phenanthrene dianion with high field shifts of  2.90, 4.06 and 5.33 ppm, respectively, 
vide supra). On the basis of these observations and arguments, the total tH NMR 
high field chemical shift observed in the ion formation process is rationalized in terms 
of negative charge density shielding and the quench of the diatropic aromatic ring 
current which prevails in the neutral system. An antiaromatic character is not found 
to be generated in 82 - as would be the case according to the second proposed possi- 
bility of electrons distribution mode in 8 z - ,  viz. 8b 2- in which one electron resides 
on the inner carbon and the second one resides on the periphery. A comparison be- 
tween the 13C NMR patterns of the neutral system and that exhibited by its correspond- 
ing dianion is particularly instructive. The total high field displacement of 13C bands 
in the course of the reduction 8 ~ 82- is considerably smaller than the total displace- 
ment observed in the process 23 ~ 232- and is smaller than the shift expected 3o). 
These results as well as other observations indicate that when diamagnetic, aromatic 
species are obtained in reduction or oxidation processes of  neutral precursors, their 
total 13C band displacements (E A513C) are in accord with the 13C shift-charge density 
correlation 31). In contrast, when nonaromatic and, in particular, antiaromatic sys- 
tems result, this correlation is not observed. The nonaromaticity of the acenaphthylene 
dianion (82-) vs. the aromatic character of  the aceheptylene dianion (23 z - )  is there- 
fore emphasized. Another conspicuous difference between the 13C patters of 82- 
and 232- is concerned with the absorptions exhibited by the inner carbon (C-11 and 
C-t3, respectively). In the course of the reduction of 23 to 232- this band is para- 
tropically shifted by 67.6 ppm, (Sect. 5.2.2) pointing toward a large negative charge 
on this carbon, whereas in the process 8 ~ 8 z -  the inner carbon NMR band is dia- 
tropically shifted by 9.47 ppm. This indicates that a very small portion of the negative 
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charge resides on the inner carbon atom of 8 2- as suggested by the second possibility 
of electrons distribution modes in the dianion. Indeed, theoretical calculations s4b) 
assign a very small negative charge density to C-11. Thus, the N M R  results as well as 
theoretical calculations point unequivocally toward a dianion in which the two "extra" 
electrons are delocalized in the periphery to afford a nonaromatic  [I 1 C-13n] system, 
as depicted in 8a  2-. The clear difference in mode of electron distribution and in cha- 
racter between the dianion 82- and aceheptylene (232-) should be considered in view 

of the fact that the two systems are isoelectronic. These conclusions are supported 
by the X-ray structure 120) 

Table 4. 'H NMR Patterns" of 8 and 82- 846) 

HI, 2 H3. 8 H4. 7 Hs. 6 overall 
H center 

of gravity 

8 7.13 (s) 7.87 (d, J = 7.9 Hz) 7.59 (dd, J = 8.4, 8.2 Hz) 7.74 (d, J = 6.2 Hz) 7.56 
82- 5.12(s) 4.51(d,J = 8.1Hz) 5.10(f,J =6.7Hz) 3.39(d,J =6.5Hz) 4.53 

ppm, referenced to Me,,Si 

Table 5. ~3C NMR Patterns ~. Charge Densities, and Relevant Orbital Coefficients in 8 and 82- 84b) 

C1,2 C3,8 C4.7 C5,6 C9.1o Cll C12 

8 laC 129.4 124.1 127.8 127.3 139.7 
charge densities b --0.0313 0.0381 0.0043 0.0249 --0.0149 
LUMO coefficients b'c 0.3175 0.3671 0.1519 0.3921 0.2961 

82- 13C 85.8 96.8 126.1 81.8 123.1 
charge densities b --0.2272 --0.1772 --0.0882 --0.2438 --0.1697 

128.2 128.4 
--0.0465 0.0043 
0.0 0.0 
137.6 148.9 
--0.1218 --0.0661 

a ppm, referenced to Me, Si; for numbering, see the schemes, b As obtained from col3 calculations. 
c The orbital into which two electrons are added in the reduction process 

The spectroscopic studies s3,84~ afforded chemical applications. The reductive 
alkylation of dianion 82- gave alkylated products only in the periphery 121). This 
observation confirms the structure 8a 2- suggested by Rabinovitz and Hafner a*b~ 
Contrary to the reductive alkylation of 232- the quench of dianion 82- did not afford 
any alkylated product at the central atom C-11. The alkylated acenaphthylene served as 
a starting material for the preparation of acephenanthrylene 342- (vide supra) t2t~ 
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I l I l" IQI 
113zce;11C]~'C~sp z) 112zre,11CI~'?ispl) - 112zce;10CI+~.~, 
Non Arom. Anti Arom. Anti Arom. 

8a 2e 8b 2o 8c2e 

1,6.o,15c1 
Non Atom. Anti Arom. 

34a 21 34b 28 
Anti Arom. 

34C 2® 

[ 'l "e : I + O f f  "l,,2> 
Non Arom. 

34d 2e 

2 °  

[1 .,s c] +"c"cs 21 
Non Arom. 

33a ze 

[ 1 6 = e ; l s c ] ÷ "  " 2 -  

Anti Arom. &nti Arom. 

33b 21 33c 21 

I. . . . ,  
Non Arom. 

33d 2e 

Fig. 9. 

The higher homologs ofacenaphthylene dianion 82- are the aceanthrylene dianion 33 
and acephenanthrylene dianion 34 122,123) The convenient synthesis of the the hydro- 
carbon enabled a detailed investigation of their metal reduction and the exploration 
of their patterns of delocalization. Despite their being (4n + 2)n-electron systems, 
these anions are not diatropic as one may expect from counting their re-electrons. 

The 1H NMR spectrum shows bands in the region 4.0-6.0 ppm (See Table 6). 
Following the discussion of priority of paths of delocalization of aceheptylene di- 
anion 2 3 2  - and acenaphthylene dianion 82- also 332- and 3 4 2 -  show that specific 
paths of delocalization are favoured. While in the neutral structure 33 and 34 the 
"competition" is between aromatic and nonaromatic structures, in the respective 
dianions the "competition" is between nonaromatic and antiaromatic structures 
(Fig. 9). From the spectroscopic parameters, i.e., chemical shifts and coupling con- 
stants of  the bridge protons it can be concluded that the neutral systems are best re- 
presented by structures with an aromatic skeleton connected to a virtually isolated 
double bond. In the charged systems, viz. 3 3 2  - and 342  - it seems that a nonaromatic 
path of  conjugation is preferred to an antiaromatic path (Fig. 9). These considerations 
are also reflected in the carbon chemical shifts and in their HOMO-LUMO gap (AE) 
(vide infra) 122). It can be concluded from all these observations that there is a tendency 
of aromatic systems to remain so and to avoid as much as possible paratropic anti- 
aromatic contributions. 
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Polycy¢lic Anions: From Doubly to Highly Charged n-Conjugated Systems 

The enhanced stabilization gained by the peripheral delocalization of the perimeter 
(4n + 2)n-electrons (14g) is demonstrated by dibenzo[cd,gh]pentalene dianion 
(362-). The synthetic challenge of systems with a high strain energy like 36 was gratify- 
ing in the study of the stable dianion 36 z- 114,125). It is necessary to bridge a distance 
of 3.31 A by a single carbon atom, in this perturbed [12]annulenyl dianion. The un- 

362e 372e 

H H 

e 

382e 

expected rearrangement of 372. to 382- reflects the energy gained by the formation 
of the (4n + 2)n dianion 126). It should be noted, however, that the properties of 
362- and 382- comply with the Randi~ model of conjugated circuits ss), as four 
such (4n + 2)rt-electron circuits are present. 

5.3.2 Benzannelated Cyclooctatetraene and Nonalene: Dianions and Tetraanions 

Benzannelated cyclooctatetraene (COT) has attracted much interest due to the varia- 
bility of isomers of the dibenzannelated COT and the possibility to prepare doubly 
and quadruply charged systems. Dibenzo[a,d]cyclooctatetraene dianion (392-) 
was prepared in 1965 127). The ~H NMR spectrum of 392- was studied and compared 
with its isomer i.e. dibenzo[a,e]cyclooctatetraene dianion (402-). The two dianions 
were prepared by potassium metal reduction of 39 and 40, respectively 12s, 129). These 

392e /.,.02e Z,.12e 
,(22e 

dianions are (4n + 2)Tz-electron species, planar, and diatropic 128). The neutral sys- 
tems are composed of aromatic and vinylic components due to the non planarity of 
the COT moiety 129). The 1H NMR spectra (Fig. 11) show that the diatropicity over- 
comes the ch~trge shielding as shown by protons H-7 and H-8 of 392-. Protons H-2 
and H-5 are shifted to as low as 8.0 ppm as a result of the planarization of this aromatic 
18n dianion. Gfinther's Q value method for the classification of cyclic rt-systems 118) 
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was applied to these dibenzoannulene dianions. As the Q value estimation is based on 
ratios of  vicinat coupling constants it requires a complete analysis of  the IH NMR 
spectra 128). It should be noted that this Q value method affords a very good parameter 
for assessing the type of n-bonding of a benzannelated annulene system (neutral or 
ionic) as mentioned in Section 5.3.1o This parameter is obtained from the ratio of 
the vicinal coupling constants is 3J2,3/3J3, 4 = Q of the attached benzene ring 118) 
Neutral systems have Q values close to unit which is characteristic of  vinylic systems 
without a r~-bond delocalization 128). The dianions 392- and 402- show larger Q 
values ca. 1.5 and point toward the formation of a completely delocalized re-system. 

d3 ,~ ,C5 R=Ph 

2 7 8 
H2.5 HT.B H3,A 3 ~  

H2 Hs 1 2~L/~ 

~- 6 (ppm} 
Fig. 10. aH NMR spectra of 39 z-,  40 
and 402- (90 MHz) 12s) 
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Tribenzocyclooctatetraene dianion 412- and tetrabenzocyclooctatetraene dianion 
422- were prepared by potassium and lithium metal reduction of 412- and 422- 
respectively 13o). The tetrabenzo derivative 422- is in fact a tetraphenylene dianion. 
This dianion shows a C 2 symmetry and therefore deviates from the D2d symmetry 
of the tub shaped neutral 42 131). The radical-anion 42 = possesses DEa symmetry 
and is similar to the neutral compound. The deformation of 422 - is a specific process of 
the (4n + 2)n-electron dianion. Under nonequilibrium conditions the radical-anion 
possesses the same distorted structure as that of the dianion. These observations of 
Huber and M iillen enable the monitoring of structural and energetic effects of electron 
transfer reactions 131) 

The dicyclooctatetraeno[1,2:4,5]benzene (43) prepared by Paquette 132) has been 
reduced, by electrochemical methods and by treatment of  Na/K alloy in THF-d s, 
to a dianion. This system has the potential to form a tetraanion viz. 434-. The dianion 
432- can be rationalized by a dynamic process, viz. 43a ~ 43b or as suggested later 
by Staley that both eight membered rings are bent simultaneously (Structure 43c) 133) 
The tetraanion salt was too insoluble to be studied 132) 

~ +2e~= 
d3 /_,.3 2e d3 l'e 

Dibenzo[gh,op]nonalene (44) forms a stable dianion 442- by the double deprotona- 
tion of 44. This is a dibenzannelated dianion of the illusive annulenoannulene viz. 
nonalene. The dianion shows a diatropic *H N M R  spectrum 134) which is closely relat- 
ed to monoanion 451 - 1351. The structure was elucidated from its 1H NMR spectrum 
and quench experiments. There has been a comment of Staley 136) concerning the 
structure elucidation of 451- . The anions derived from this class are now under 
investigation 136 b), where the possibility of  a ring closure is being studied. 

The pericondensed system diindeno[cd,lm]perylene (12)s3) has already been 
mentioned (Sect. 4). The neutral molecule appears to comply with the conjugated 
circuits model, as it is a diatropic system despite having 28n-electrons in the periphery. 
The XH N M R  spectrum is centered at 8.00 ppm and points at its diatropicity. Calcula- 
tions (col3) also predict a bond lengthening of the bonds which connect the fluor- 
anthene moieites s2). Treatment of 12 with sodium metal in THF-d s yields a two-elec- 
tron reduction product. The formed dianion is also diatropic (7.75 ppm, center of 
gravity of  the spectrum) despite the addition of only two electrons to a diatropic 
molecule ss). In this case the dominance of a peripheral (4n + 2)n-system of 26n- 
electrons in the perimeter may account for the diatropicity of  the dianion. Calcula- 
tions (col3) show that 122- has a HOMO exhibiting a nodal plane through the central 
carbon atoms. Both 12 and 122- demonstrate that the n-electron distribution mode 
will be the one that results in diatropic aromatic nature, as was pointed out in detail 
also in the case of 82 - and 232-. It seems that the already mentioned tendency of 
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conjugated systems to acquire aromaticity, or to remain aromatic is a general one. 
It suggests that the mode of n-electron distribution that prevails in a system and deter- 
mines its character is the one that results in aromatic nature and reduces antiaromatic 
contributions. Thus, when the two theoretical criteria predict different results, t h e  
one that should be adopted is the criterion that assigns a prevailing aromatic contribu- 
tion, or a reduced antiaromatic character. 

0> 

/2 

32= 

+2e 

2 e  

> 

122e 
30~+/.a* 

6 Polybenzenoid Dianions 

The polycyclic anions were first prepared by metal reduction in 1914 by Schlenk 
et al. s a) and studied later by Schlenk and Bergmann 5 b). This class of  conjugated anions 
opened a new era in carbanion chemistry by pointing out the electron transfer process 
as a source for charged species. The mechanism of the metal reduction of polycyclic 
hydrocarbons has been investigated and is well established 1, 2, 5, xs,6s). The addition 
of two electrons to the fully conjugated (4n + 2)~-molecules yields 4n~ paratropic 
systems 2o, 13,-~39). The chemistry of  this reaction is simple, with electrons initially 
on the alkali metal going to ~-molecular orbitals associated with the aromatic hydro- 
carbon molecule (Eq. 13). 

Ar + n M  ° --* (Ar"-) (M+), (13) 

It is assumed that there are at least three ways by which one may gauge the proclivity 
of  a given aromatic hydrocarbon molecule to be reduced: 

(a) Gas phase electron affinity as a predictor of aromatic reduction chemistry; 
(b) Measurement of  the electrochemical reduction potential; 
(c) MO calculations as taking the coefficient mm+ t derived from the energy of the 

LUMO % -~ mm+l[3 o from HMO. 

Table 7 shows a comparison of these approaches ~4o) as depicted from the literature 
by Ebert. 
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Table 7. Three scales of the tendency of aromatic molecules to undergo one-electron reduction 140) 

Molecule EA (eV) ~ Er (V vs. SCE) b --mm+2c 

Naphthalene (55) 0.074 --2.50 0.618 
Triphenylene (46) 0.251 --2.48 0.684 
Phenanthrene (53) 0.273 --2.49 0.605 
Chrysene (54) 0.516 --2.27 0.520 
1,2-Benzanthracene (49) 0.640 --2.02 0.452 
Anthracene (2) 0.653 --1.97 0.414 
Pyrene (29) 0.664 --2.04 0.445 
Perylene (60) 0.956 --1.66 0.347 

a gas phase electron affinity, from Ref. 141; b voltammetric reduction peak potential + 30 mV in 
acetonitrile solvent from Ref. 141 ; ~ % + mm+ 1 13° is the energy of the lowest vacant orbital in units 
of the standard 13 in the HMO approximation with all a's and 13's equal, from Ref. 20. 

F rom the Table it can be seen that aromatic hydrocarbons tend to be more easily 
reduced as the molecular size increases. However, even for simple aromatic molecules 
both molecular size and molecular symmetry must be analysed for a quantitative 
understanding 37). Detailed IH and 13C N M R  studies of  reduced hydrocarbons enabled 
to correlate between the topology of  each system, its magnetic properties, and anti- 
aromaticity. These studies will be discussed in the following sections. 

H M O  considerations differentiate between two classes o f  (4n + 2)n-conjugated 
polycyclic species: Systems endowed with C 3 or  higher axial symmetry for which the 
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals appear in pairs vs. systems with 
lower axial symmetry in which no such orbital degenercies exist ~ '  142). The difference 
between the two classes becomes crucial when the polycycles are reduced to the cor- 
responding 4n~-conjugated dianions. In the first group the two additional electrons 
populate two different degenerate orbitals, which may lead to a triplet ground state 
x43), for example the triphenylene dianion (462 -). However, configuration interaction 
could stabilize the singlet more than the corresponding triplet state 38, 39,142). Systems 

~ 2 e  

endowed with lower than threefold axial symmetry such as anthracene (2), phen- 
anthrene (53) and chrysene (54) form upon reduction dianions in which the singlet 
state is lower in energy than the triplet state 20). The rigidity o f  these systems requires 
planar or  near planar geometry and even more important  reduces substantially the 
extent o f  bond-length alternation. These consequences stand in obvious contrast 
with 4n~ monocyclic conjugated species 47). As a result the L U M O - H O M O  energy 
gap (AE) o f  doubly charged benzenoid polycycles with 4nn-electrons in the path o f  
conjugation is much smaller than in the monocyclic 4nn-systems and even more so 
than that o f  the neutral (4n + 2)Tz-electron aromatic hydrocarbons. This is a key point 
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for the understanding of the properties of 4nn-conjugated dianions 20,42a,139). It 
follows that most of the systems which are diamagnetic can be studied by N M R  
techniques. Such dianions were indeed studied by :H N M R  and shown to be para- 
tropic lO. 1~). There are two NMR parameters which vary from system to system in the 
polybenenoid dianions, i.e. the chemical shift and the line shape. However, unlike 
the (4n + 2)n systems which show a well defined chemical shift in the range of ___ 1 ppm 
the 4nn systems show chemical shifts in a much wider range - -  ca. 5 ppm. Apart from 
the wide range of chemical shifts they also vary in the N M R  line-shape of their proton 
and carbon spectra. The following discussion will concentrate on these phenomena. 

~ 2e 
22e 

~ 2e 
~8 2e ~ 2 e  

~ 20 
/~7 2e 

~ ~ 2  20 2 e ~  2e 

~ 20 

55 2e 

6.1 Paratropicity and Antiaromaticity in Polycyclic Dianions 

An outstanding achievement of  molecular 6rbital theory was Hiickel's prediction 137) 
that conjugated monocyclic systems containing (4n + 2)n-electrons should be aro- 
matic, i.e., conjugatively stabilized 13s). This proposition was modified by Ptatt to 
encompass neutral as well as charged polycyclic systems with (4n + 2)rt-electrons in 
the path of  conjugation 87). Cyclic polyenes which did not fit the (4n + 2) rule, and 
indeed did not reveal a conjugative stabilization-, were generally classified as "pseudo- 
aromatic" until 1965, when Breslow coined the term "antiaromaticity" 3s, 139). This 
term was meant to connote and emphasize a significant destabilization characteristic 
of  certain 4nn conjugated monocycles such as cyclobutadiene and cyclopropyl anion 
3s). In agreement with Breslow's observation, theoretical calculations led to the estima- 
tion of negative conjugation energies 144,145) 
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Hiickel's theory initiated a wealth of experimental work, all of which fitted with the 
prediction of enhanced stabilization in (4n ÷ 2)n-systems. The measure of variegated 
physical and chemical quantities (such as heats of  combustion and hydrogenation, 
magnetic susceptibilities, electronic spectra and the proclivity to react in Diels-Alder 
reactions) was found to correlate with the extent of  aromatic character, as estimated 
by the theoretical methods sr). 

The experimental support for antiaromaticity is by far less satisfactory. The inherent 
instability of  antiaromatic systems, rationalized by their high energy content, results 
in a complete, failure to isolate these compounds. Consequently, the possibility of 
corroborating theoretical predictions for systems in this class through confrontation 
with experiment, is disturbingly limited. Even more so, any attempt to theoretically 
estimate the relative magnitude of antiaromatic character in 4rex systems and then 
correlate this estimation with an experimental parameter, is bound to suffer from lack 
of support by such experimental data. The polybenzenoid 4nn dianions seemed to be 
the system of choice to examine the magnitude of the anisotropic paramagnetic 
susceptibilities, known to characterize 4n~ cyclic conjugated systems, by means of 
their effect upon 1H NMR chemical shifts (s. Sect. 3.1.2). The magnitude of this effect 
was suggested to be examined as a function of  the energy ~ gap between the lowest 
vacant (LUMO) and the highest occupied (HOMO) molecular orbitals of  the corre- 
sponding systems 37) The rationale for such an inspection is the allegation that anti- 
aromaticity is a particular aspect of  antibonding 3a); if so, the proximity of excited, 
antibonding, states to the ground state, and consequently, their exerted effect upon 
it, is expected to be directly related to the antiaromatic character of  the system. N M R  
measurements have an obvious advantage over other techniques, as the unstable 
antiaromatic species are prepared from suitable, stable precursors, and studied in 
the reaction vessel - -  i.e., in the N M R  tube. 

The doubly charged polybenzenoid molecules are model compounds for antiaro- 
maticity. It has been pointed out that there is a direct, unequivocal correlation, be- 
tween the extent ofparatropicity experienced by the 4nrc-conjugated systems, and the 
corresponding LUMO-HOMO energy gap, as estimated by SCF-MO calculations 35, 
36) 

6.1.1 Chemical Shifts and the LUMO-HOMO Gap of 4nrc Polycyclic Dianions 

Aromaticity - -  as well antiaromaticity - -  represents primarily a state of energy. There- 
fore, a parameter which directly reflects the energy content of antiaromatic systems 
or more specifically, the extent of  destabilization due to antiaromatic character, 
seems to be a most suitable choice. Yet, methods designed to estimate the extent of  
this destabilization are inherently problematic in the same sense that methods aimed 
at the evaluation of aromatic stabilization remain ambiguous 86,139). At the crux of 
the problem lies the observation that the notion of conjugative stabilization or 
destabilization is, by definition, relative, and therefore requires reference systems that 
are devoid of cyclic delocalization. When aromatic systems are considered, the various 
methods designed to estimate the measure of  the conjugative energy stabilization 58. 
sa, 146) generally agree 149). This is hardly the case when antiaromatic contributions 
are expected; as the estimated magnitudes of  the resulting destabilization due to anti- 
aromaticity is not only sensitive to the choice of  reference compounds, but is also 
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highly susceptible to the level of sophistication of the quantum chemical calculation 39, 
50, 14.4) 

The diminution of geometrical distortion in the polycycles, when compared with 
the monocyclic series, is emphasized in polybenzenoid systems. Unless a large steric 
perturbation exists, the highly rigid benzenoid skeleton is bound to enforce planarity 
and approximate constancy in bond lengths not only in the neutral, but also in the 
doubly charged ions derived from the fused benzenoid systems. Thus, such doubly 
charged species, viz. 22-' and 472--542-, seem to meet all the requirements imposed 
by the peripheral electronic model for antiaromaticity: they are 4nr~ systems, in which, 
due to the suitable geometry, the peripheral delocalization of n-electrons is quite 
unperturbed. Moreover, in contrast to the neutral systems where aromatic contribu- 
tions of the benzenoid moieties are expected, the doubly charged polybenzenoid ions 
should reveal a "pure" antiaromatic character. 

As already mentioned, the predicted increase of  the antiaromatic character, in 
soubly charged 4nTz polybenzenoids, is directly related to a marked decrease in geo- 
metric distortion, that is, deviations from planarity and severe bond length alternation, 
due to the rigidity of the System. This is clearly indicated by experimental I H NMR 
data (vide infra). The decrease in geometric distortion is related in turn, to a larger 
perturbance of a triplet configuration to the singlet ground state --  as this excited 
triplet lies closer to the ground state configuration. Consequently, a connection can 
be pointed out between the extent of antiaromaticity and the increase in perturbance 
due to the triplet state. SCF-MO calculations performed on the polycyclic system 
pyracyclene (56) indicate that its lowest lying triplet configuration is approximately 
2.05 eV above the singlet ground state lzsl. The gap between the lowest triplet and the 
singlet states estimated for the dibenzopentalene 36, is only 0.32 eV 1251. The dissi- 
milarity of the two perturbed [12]annulenes, 56 and 36 is suggestive. System 56 might 
be depicted as an aromatic naphthalene core perturbed by two double bonds which 
are connected to the aromatic moiety by long, virtually single, bonds. The alternation 
of bond lengths result in a quench of the peripheral 4nrc antiaromatic contribution. 
In obvious contrast, when 36 is considered, no structure with a Kekul~e ring can be 
drawn, thus aromatic contribution is expected. Even more so, the two canonical forms 
36a *--, 36b imply a diminution in bond length alternation. Doubly charged 4nn 
benzenoid polycyctes exhibit disturbances from a triplet ground state which are 
estimated to correspond to 0.8-1.8 eV. It has been demonstrated, by means of NMR 
and ESR methods 371 that such doubly charged antiaromatic compounds possess a 
low-lying, thermally accessible triplet state which enables the existence of an equilib- 
rium process with the singlet ground state. NMR and ESR lineshapes may depend on 
the extent and direction of this singlet-triplet equilibrium which, in turn, was found 
to be determined by the width of the energy gap between the LUMO and HOMO 
(AE) (vide supra). It has been concluded that the extent of perturbance from a triplet 
ground state ofa 4nrc conjugated compound, cyclic or polycyclic, constitutes a plausible 
index for the assessment of antiaromaticity. As a theoretical approach, this is a quan- 
titative index, since it is related to the energy splitting between the LUMO and HOMO 
of the antiaromatic system. 

Among the ~xperimental methods established for the estimation of aromatic, or 
antiaromatic character, the most frequently employed are measures of properties 
that are related to sustained magnetic phenomena 39,42,139, 1481. These phenomena 
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36a 35b 56 

represent the outcome of two different contributions of the c~ ~ term of the Ramsey 
equation (Eq. (10)): the diamagnetic contribution due to Larmor precession 
of n-electrons around the ring which depends only on electron density in bonding 
molecular orbitals - -  an exclusive ground state property. In contrast, the second, 
paramagnetic, contribution depends on electronically excited states, since it reflects 
magnetic dipole transitions between occupied and vacant molecular orbitals ~48.~49) 
Obviously, such transitions would be particularly favored when the system possesses 
a low-lying excited state, or, in other words, when the energy separation (AE) between 
the LUMO and HOMO is small lO41. It seems that both paramagnetism and anti- 
aromaticity depend on the LUMO-HOMO gap, both becoming more pronounced 
as this gap narrows. The extent of the paramagnetic contribution depends on the 
extent of mixing - -  in the magnetic field - -  between ground and excited states. It is, 
however, noted that the dependence of antiaromaticity and the anisotropy term upon 
the energy gap is not a mere correlation; both properties originate directly from a 
narrow LUMO-HOMO energy split. 

A readily observed result of the secondary paramagnetic field, is a paratropic, high- 
field shift which characterizes the ~H N M R  absorptions of antiaromatic species. 
However, the information obtained from these high-field shifts was strictly qualitative 
and in most cases open to controversy and ambiguity 39). This, again, is due to the 
scarcity of  systems that reveal pure or even substantial antiaromatic contributions, 
and, even more so, to the lack of antiaromatic homologous series. It has been stated 
recently that "doubly charged benzenoid polycycles seem to provide a good example of 
relatively large 4nn series in which the various compounds differ either in topology or 
in the number of  n-electrons (i.e. the value of n), and none of them presents a difficulty 
due to a perturbed delocalization" 36~. The reduction process of condensed polycyclic 
hydrocarbons was carried out by sodium and lithium metals in THF 8, lo). The 13C 
spectra of anions 22-, 47 z--54 z-  showed the highfield shifts due to the shielding of 
two negative charges 29-31). The 1H N M R  spectra are highfield shifted due to the 
charge effect and the paratropic effect (see Table 8). Calculated 13C charge densities 
were also obtained and compared with the experimental values 35,367. The extent of 
the paratropic shift beyond the charge effect can be taken as the "pure" contribution 
of the antiaromatic paramagnetism. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap (AE) is correlated 
with the paratropic shift which solely arises from the secondary field. The correlation 
is shown in the Fig. 11. It can be seen from Table 8 that a large LUMO-HOMO 
gap is related to small paratropic shifts and vice versa, and that there is, indeed, a 
correlation between the paratropicity of the system and its LUMO-HOMO gap t42) 
The paratropic 1H NMR chemical shift is an outcome of an anisotropic paramagnetic 
field which is assumed to be sustained in 4nn antiaromatic cyclic or polycyclic conjugat- 
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I 1 

1 2 
AE (eV) 

Fig. 11.1H N M R paratropic shifts of 4nn polybenzenoid 
dianions vs. LUMO-HOMO energy gaps 36) 

ed systems. This field results, in turn, from a relatively large contribution of excited 
states to the ground state. Such a contribution was shown by Van Vleck to establish. 
a positive, paramagnetic susceptibility 149>. Efficient mixing process between the excit- 
ed configuration and the ground state may exist. The efficiency of this process depends 
primarily upon the width of the splitting, between the lowest vacant and the highest 
occupied molecular orbitals - -  it increases as the gaps decrease. "Pure" antiaromatic 
species are expected to reveal triplet ground state, with one electron in each of two 
(highest occupied) orbitals. In polycyclic 4nn systems such as the doubly charged 
benzenoid compounds, the HOMO's  degeneracy is removed, thus resulting in a 
singlet configuration. However, the L U M O - H O M O  energy splitting is still narrow 
enough to enable a significant contribution of the excited states and therefore to 

characterize antiaromatic systems 36) 
The dependence of N M R  patterns upon states of solvation should not be over- 

looked. This aspect ofpolyanion chemistry has been discussed (Sect. 4). The influence 
of the counter cation upon the dianion though unaccounted for by simple calcula- 
tions is supposed to vary from system to system. The different topologies of the anions 
and different modes of delocalization may be responsible for the deviations from a 
linear dependence of the correlation. From Table 9 one can arrive at conclusions on 
the "relative antiaromaticity" of  the various anions. For example, benzanthracene 
dianion (492-) is "less antiaromatic" than chrysene dianion (542-), and dibenzo- 
anthracene dianion (512-) is "more antiaromatic" than the pentacene dianion (472-). 
It is also proposed that 1H N M R  paratropic shifts may be used to "calibrate" the 

LUMO-HOMO energy gap. 
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6.1.2 1H N M R  Line-Shape ,  Pa ra t rop ic i ty  a n d  A n t i a r o m a t i c i t y  

A p a r t  f r o m  the  wide range o f  N M R  chemica l  shif ts  o f  the  4nrc d ian ions  d iscussed in 

the  p rev ious  sec t ion  there  are  also va r i a t ions  in the  l ine s h a p e  o f  the c o n d e n s e d  poly-  

cyclic d i an ions .  A n  ex t reme case is the n a p h t h a l e n e  d i an i o n  ( 5 5 2 - )  18 ,15o- t58)  which  

was  very r igorous ly  s tudied  and  cha rac te r i zed  by U V - V i s - s p e c t r o s c o p y  1,2 ,15o-158)  

Table 9. LUMO-HOMO Energy Gaps Estimated (0)13 Method) for Dianions Derived from Benzenoid 
Polycycles a. 

pentacene (472-) tetracene (432-) anthracene (22-) 
0.488 0.414 0.310 

phenanthrene (532-) benzophenanthrene (57a 2-) 1,2-benzanthracene (492-) 
0.231 0.111 0.226 

a LUMO-HOMO gaps, 13 units. 

Table 10. Spectral Patterns and LUMO-HOMO Energy Gaps of the Three Subgroups of Doubly 
Charged Systems 37) 

System Doubly charged systems LUMO-HOMO 1H NMR patterns b ESR patterns, 
gap a, 13-units half-field line" 

30 °C --20 °C --60 °C 

482-  tetracene-Li/THF 0.414 C C C 
-Na/THF C C C 

622 - 9,10-diphenyl- 
anthracene-Na/THF 0.420 C C C 

22- anthracene-Li/THF 0.310 C C C 
-Na/THF --  A B 
-Na/THF-DME B C C 
-K/THF --  - -  A 

542 - chrysene-Li/THF 0.272 B C C 
-Na/THF --  A B 

512 - 1,2,5,6-dibenz- 
anthracene-Li/THF 0.251 B C C 

-Na/THF - -  A C 
492 - 1,2-benz- 

anthracene-Li/THF 0.226 A C C 
-NaTHF --  - -  A 

532 - phen- 
anthrene-Li/THF 0.231 --  A A 

-Li/THF-DME - -  A B 
-Na/THF --  - -  --  

5 7 2 -  1,2,3,4-dibenz- 
anthracene-LifrHF 0.157 - -  - -  - -  

-Na/THF --  - -  - -  
5 7 a  2 - 3,4-benzophen- 

anthrene-Li/THF 0.111 --  - -  - -  
-Na/THF --  - -  --  

N 

N 

1590 
N 

1 6 2 0  

N 

1600 

1595 

1605 

1625 

* Obtained by o)[3 calculations, b (__) NO spectra obtained; (A) broad lines, unresolved structure; 
(B) sharp lines, unresolved structure, (C) sharp lines, fine resolved structure. ° (N) No half-field signal. 
When half-field absorption is detected, its field is given in gauss. 
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The chemistry of  naphthalene will be discussed later in detail. No 13C NMR spectrum 
of this dianion is reported in the literature despite the extensive studies of its nature, 
its 1H N M R  chemical shift but no pattern was mentioned very briefly Hb). Phenan- 
threne dianion (532-) shows only broad 1H N M R  and ~3C N M R  lines while tetra- 
dibenzanthracene dianion 572- and 3,4-benzophenanthrene dianion 56b z-  includes 
reduction of polycyclic anions by lithium, sodium and potassium metal and their 
tH and ~3C NMR spectra showed that the line shape is dependent in some cases on 
the solvent, on the counter cation and on the temperature 37). All these dianions belong 
to a logcer symmetry group than C3, viz. 47-54, 2 and 56-61, and therefore their singlet 
state is lower in energy than a triplet state. As already mentioned these are rigid planar 
4nrc systems with a narrow LUMO-HOMO energy gap. On the basis of the combined 
spectroscopic data (Table 10) the doubly charged benzenoids were differentiated into 
three subgroups. The first subgroup is represented by tetracene dianion (482-), and 
includes doubly charged species that reveal highly resolved ~H NMR spectra and 
sharp ~3C NMR bands (subgroup C - -  Table 10). The proton line shape of 482- is 
independent of  the reducing metal (Li, Na, or K), solvent or temperature (in the range 
between --70 °C and +40 °C). The second subgroup (A) - -  exemplified by 1,2,3,4- 
dibenzanthracene dianion 572- and 3,4 benzophenanthrene dianion 57a 2- includes 
species that do not produce NMR peaks irrespective of the experimental conditions. 
The ESR spectra of these dianions in frozen THF consist of a broad signal at 3200 to 
3300 G along with a strong very sharp absorption at lowfield 1620 G (Table 10). 
The third subgroup (B) is represented by chrysene dianion (542-), (Figure 12) 1,2- 
benzanthracene dianion (492-) (Fig. 13), and anthracene dianion 22- (Fig. 14 and 

sl/i til o/s 

iS jS -40"C 

J-/ 
I 

t,.O 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 
i i 

1.5 1.0 
6(pprn) 

Fig. 12. IH NMR spectrum (300 MHz) 
of chrysene dianion (542-) as dilithium salt 
in THF 37) 
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2 e  2 G  

57ct 2° 

/ 1 

i i , 

5.0 &0 3.0 2.0 t.0 
- 6(pprn) 

Fig. 13. tH NMR (300 MHz) spectrum 
of 1,2-benzanthracene-dianion (492-) as 
dilithium salt in THF ~7) 

15). The N M R  spectra and color exhibited by the salts of subgroup B showed a strong 
dependence upon the countercation, the solvent and the temperature 37) 

In an attempt to rationalize these phenomena, it was suggested 37) that the extent 
of  the LUMO-HOMO energy separation obtained from Hiickel MO calculations 
(o)[3) affects the line shape of these dianions from sharp lines in well resolved spectra 
via broad lines in others and up to a total disappearance of the spectrum (subgroups 
A-C). The suggestion of an equilibrium process between a singlet ground state and 
a low-lying thermally accessible triplet state has already been mentioned. The displace- 
ment toward the triplet is related to the energy difference between the LUMO and the 
HOMO of the dianion. Therefore, in the subgroup C the main contribution to the 
magnetic susceptibility comes from paired, filled orbitals. Consequently, the N M R  
properties of  these species are determined by a diamagnetic character produced by 
the closed shell, and no line broadening is detected. The dianions which belong to 
subgroup A result in large population of the excited triplet with two unpaired elec- 
trons. Consequently, shortening of the N M R  relaxation process up to the point where 
no N M R  patterns can be detected will occur. In the subgroup B the line shape depends 
on the ion-solvation equilibrium which may affect the LUMO-HOMO gap. From 
HMO calculation the LUMO-HOMO gap for dianions of the subgroup C is estimated 
(13 units) to be relatively large (>0.413), e.g., tetracene dianion (482-) (Table 9). 
Systems of small energy gaps ( <  0.2~), e.g. 5 7 ~ -  (Tables 9, 10) do not show a spectrum 
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I 
-20% 

i 

THF-OME 

',,._,___ )2 
-51 

i i i i i 

t..O 3.9 3.0 2.9 1.6 / .0  3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 
-- = t~(ppm) 4-- . . . - -  5(ppm) 

Fig. 14. IH NMR (300 MHz) spectrum of anthracene 
dianion (22-) THF-DME (95:5) 37~ 

Fig. 15. ~H NMR (3000 MHz) spectrum of 
anthracene dianion (22-) in THF at various 
temperatures 3v~ 

and rationalize the 1H NMR spectrum of naphthalene dianion (552-) (0.1113). It 
should be noted that azulene dianion 152- shows a relatively large HOMO- 
LUMO gap (0.427[3). This value predicts no line broadening as already mentioned. 
(Sect. 5.1.2) 37 ~. This study pointed towards a relation between NMR line shapes and 
the LUMO-HOMO energy separation. One can now relate antiaromaticity with the 
paratropic shift and the line shape as obtained from NMR data. 

6.2 Modes of Charge Distribution in Extended Polycyelic Dianions 

The reduction of 1,2,3,4-dibenzotetracene 159) (58) to  its corresponding dianion, viz. 
582- was performed by lithium and sodium metals. The 1H NMR shows a strange 
phenomenon 16o). The spectrum seems to be divided into two components. In the one 

:( 
:l( 

1 2 e  
16 15 1,'. 

13 

12 
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7 6 4 

= 6(ppm) 

' , - - - . - .J  "-.-_t_ 

Fig. 16. XH N M R  spectrum of 
5 8 2  - as disodium salt 16o~ 

component the proton bands appear in the region of 4-5 ppm and the other component 
appears in the region of 6.5-7. 7 ppm (Fig. I6). The assignment of  the spectrum is as 
follows: 7.64 ppm, H 1, H 8 ; 6.43-6.72 ppm, H 2_4, H5 -7 ; 2.70 ppm, Hlo ' ~5 ; 3.45 ppm, 
H9,16; 4.12 p p m ,  Hl1,14 and 4.68 ppm, H12,13. This assignment (Table 12) of 58 z- 
suggests a rather unusual mode of charge density distribution over the dianion, i.e., 
a formal partitioning of the conjugated doubly charged system into two components : 
(A) a "phenanthrene" moiety composed of the carbon atoms C 1 _~, C4a" b, and Csa ' b, 
as well as C16,.b - -  in terms of the shielding parameters derived from the ~H NMR 
spectrum z6), this component seems to accomodate only a minor fraction of  the overall 
negative charge density; (b) an "anthracene" moiety which includes all the other 
carbon atoms along with Csb and C16 a which are shared by the two components - -  the 
1H N M R  absorptions revealed by the protons attached to this moiety are paratropic- 
ally shifted, indicating that most of the negative charge density resides over the carbon 
atoms which constitute the so-called "anthracene" component 37) 

This depiction of charge partitioning was strengthened by 13C N M R  as well as 
by theoretical calculations 160) (SCF-MO method, Table 11). Both experimental and 
theoretical methods indicate a substantial localization of the negative charge density 
over those carbons which constitute the "anthracene" moiety. While such a mode of 
charge distribution is a characteristic feature of  nonalternant systems (viz., azulene), 
it seems rather peculiar when pure benzenoid species are considered. It should be 
noted that the line shape of the 1H N M R  spectra of  582- as a sodium or lithium salt 
did not reveal any temperature dependence in the range o f - - 5 0  to +40 °C. The 1H 
and 13C N M R  as well as theoretical charge densities (Tables 11 and 12)160) led the 
authors to interpret the spectroscopic data in terms of  a partitioning or segregation 
of the system as well as that of the MO's. The two negative charges are almost exclu- 
sively confined to the "less" antiaromatic "anthracene" moiety. Its carbons and pro- 
tons reveal a larger highfield N M R  shift due to the electronic shielding. This pheno- 
menon would minimize antiaromatic contributions as the anthracene dianion moiety 
is "less antiaromatic" than the phenanthrene dianion moiety. As can be seen from 
Table 11 the existence of two rather than one molecular orbital system within 582- 
is plausible. The AO's coefficients of  the HOMO and the LUMO of 582- are revealing. 
While in the highest occupied MO the atomic coefficients of  those carbon atoms which 
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Table 11. ~3C NMR Chemical Shifts and Theoretical Parameters of 582 - Dibenzotetracene Dianion 
(as Dilithium Salt) ~61~ 

8 a 152.4 126.5 123.7 146.8 119.5 122.3 116.7 89.0 86.9 112.8 117.6 130.3 126.0 
t) b 0.982 1.113 1,113 1.027 1.056 1.007 0.980 1.324 1.365 1.161 1.120 0.844 0,906 
HOMO ° 
coeff 0.041 0.141 0.127 0.057 0.184 0.195 0.155 0.362 0.367 0.237 0.173 0.024 0.099 
LUMO d 
coeff 0.300 0.351 0.020 0.273 0.278 0.184 0.168 0.032 0.147 0.155 0.081 0.131 0.033 

a Chemical shifts (ppm) refered to SiMe4. For numbering see formula, b Charge densities as deduced 
from SCF-MO calculations, c Atomic orbital coefficients of the dianion HOMO. d Atomic orbital 
coefficients of the dianion LUMO 

Table 12. ~H NMR Chemical Shifts" of58 ~- as Dilithium and Disodium Salts (THF-ds) ~6~) 

Anion H,~. s H3. 6 H2, 7 H~. s H9.16 Hlo,15 H i l , 1 4  H12,13 

Na 7.63 6.45 6.66 6.57 3.45 2.70 4.12 4.68 
Li 7.54 6.33 6.58 6.51 3.42 2.65 4.11 4.67 

a Chemical shifts (ppm) referenced to SiMe 4. For numbering see structure 

constitute the "anthracene" are estimated as relatively large, they were found to be 
considerably smaller in the LUMO (Table 11). A reverse situation characterizes the 
AO coefficients of the "phenanthrene" moiety. Here, too, the minimization of anti- 
atomatic contributions is demonstrated in the extended dianions. However, unlike 
the situation with 82 - and 232 - here an alternant hydrocarbon forms the dianion. 
The same phenomenon was encountered also in the heterocyclic dianions (vide infra). 
Glidewell and Lloyd 162-164) studied M N D O  bond orders in extended polycyclic 
hydrocarbons. Their conclusion is that the dominant  fragment is always the &r- 
system: only when this is inaccessible, do 1 On fragments become important.  If neither 
6re nor  10re fragments are accessible, then strong bond fixation results. System 5 8 2 .  

is considered to be composed of 6rt, 10~ and 14r~ components,  the latter being the 
"phenanthrene" moiety 162). 

6.3 Reductive Alkylation of Polycyclic Anions 

The process now known as reductive alkylation of n-conjugated anions (quenching 
of anions) is as old as the preparation of the ions themselves 5). The highly colored 
solutions obtained by the addition of  alkali metals to solutions of aromatic hydrocar- 
bons in ether were reacted with electrohpiles such as protons or alkyl halides (Scheme 
2). The products of such a process are reduced hydrocarbons. The Birch reduction is 
one example o'f such a process, reaction of an anion with an alkyl halide leading to an 
alkylated reduced hydrocarbon is another  example 165L The complexity of the quench- 
ing experiments is demonstrated by the naphthalene radical anion t5o - 15s~ 
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A +~ , A~- +., A 2_ RX AR- RX AR 2 (a) 
I I - x -  - x -  

+ H  + + H  + 

AH" e Rx , A H - ~ A H R  a ~ , AR 2 (b) -x-  

Scheme 2. Possible routes for alkylation reactions in electron transfer reactions 17o) 

The chemistry of the naphthalene radical anion in quench reactions with water, 
carbon dioxide, or alky iodides involves several steps L65-167) (Eqs. 14-16): 

~ e +  He q~~ H 

55? 55" 

55? 55 H" 55 55H e 

+ H  

H / ~H 
.55 H e 55-2 H 

In this mechanism two naphthalene radical anions will generate one molecule of 1,4- 
dihydronaphthalene and one molecule of naphthalene. 

In general, however, one must be concerned with the possible dominance of chemis- 
try by small amounts of dianions. Although not seen in electrochemistry, the naph- 
thalene dianion has been reported in the literature xl. 150-159. ~67) and could dictate 
the results of quench reactions. In the specific case of sodium naphthalene in tetrahydro- 
furan, kinetic analysis of a water quench directly implicites the radical anion as the 
chemically dominant species ~50-~ss. 1671. In the case of the larger aromatic molecule, 
perylene, however, the dianion and not the radical anion is the species quenched ~67a) 

Quenches involving alkyl halides are more complex than those involving water. 
One can obtain different products depending on quench sequence (radical anion 
added to halide or halide added to radical anion) 167b) and one can also obtain products 
other than those predicted by Equations 17-19. The naphthalene radical anion can 
reduce alkyl halides (especially iodides) to form alkyl radicals and halide ions. The 
alkyl radicals, once formed, can both dimerize and disproportionate 167d-f) 

R.CI=I2CH2I + CloHs -~ ~ RCH2CH 2- + C~oH s + I -  (17) 

2 R C H 2 C H  2 dimerize ., , R(CH2)4R (18) 
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2 RCH2CH 2 • d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e  RCH2CH 3 + R C H = C H  2 (19) 

In the reaction ofbenzyt chloride with sodium naphthalenide, the dimerization product 
is obtained in 80 % yield, indicating that reactions 17-19 can completely overshadow 
reactions 14-16 in some cases 167f). This knowledge led Harvey 25,16s) and Rabideau 
169) to selectively prepare the relevant anionic intermediates. 

The reduction of a wide range of polycyclic systems with alkali metals in liquid 
ammonia was studied by Mfillen 170a. b). It was noticed that polycyclic benzenoid and 
nonbenzenoid dianions are either persistent as dianions or undergo a single or multiple 
protonation by ammonia. This process shows a very high degree of regioselectivity. 
The alkylation reactions according to route (a) or (b) Scheme 2 lv0~ are governed by 
the' different 7r-charge distributions in the monoanion and the dianion (AH-  and 
A 2-,  respectively). It has been shown that controlling the reaction mechanism has 
a significant synthetic utility 170) 

Two routes seem to prevail when polycycles are being reduced in ammonia: 

(a) electron transfer generates a radical anion or dianion, and 
(b) the species can be protonated by ammonia. 

The different modes of behaviour are rationalized by comparing the n-electron energy 
of the dianion with that of the corresponding monoanion. From this different, i.e. 
E (A2-) - -E  (A--H1-) ,  the atom localization energies, A~t, are obtained 14-17) 
This difference is a measure of the basicities of the monoanion and the dianion 14-17) 
The tendency toward protonation increases with a decreasing Ala value. Each protona- 
tion site is calculated differently. This approach seemed to work very nicely, predicted 
on the basis of  the relevant atom localization energies 17o k This study has also shown 
that what has been eroneously assigned as pyrene tetraanion (294-) 17t) is, in fact, 
mono-protonated-monoanion of pyrene (611-) 172). Ebert 173) has shown that also 
perylene (60) does not form a tetraanion. 

V 
29 5920 61 ° 

M php  
60 6020 62 
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In the reaction of perylene (60) with potassium in tetrahydrofuran, both the potas- 
sium consumption values and products with methyl iodide were studied. These studies 
suggested the intermediacy of the dianion, rather than of the tetraanion of 60. Quenches 
with protic sources form species which are unstable to air and/or the analysis condi- 
tions themselves. Studies o n  602- quenched by methanol-d 4 suggest 173) that dideuterio 
dihydro perylene was not formed. These authors suggest a disproportionation of the 
dideuterio-dihydro product into tetradeuterio tetrahydro perylene and perylene itself. 
Quench with methyl iodide afforded dimethyl dihydroperylene as the most abudant 
product. The errors in assigning tetraanions 171) arise from relying mainly on spectro- 
scopic methods. However, quenching experiments such as the experiment with methan- 
ol-d 4 are not as simple as they seem at first glance. Another difficulty to analyse highly 
charged species may originate from the instability and the insolubility of the salts. 
This situation may be responsible for the discrepancy between quenching experiments 
and spectroscopy. However, three-anion radicals were obtained recently by Gerson 
and V6gtle for 1,8-diphenylnaphthalene (63) and similar systems. It has been shown 
that a significant portion of the charge resides on the phenyl substituents of these 
substituted naphthalenes (s. Sect. 8.2). 

Reductive alkylation of coal and graphite and other fossil fuels has been discussed 
in detail ~4ol 

6.4 Thermodynamic Parameters for Polycyclic Dianions 

In a series of publications, Stevenson et al. have demonstrated that the enthalpies 
of generation of polyacene dianions can be obtained by calorimetric measurements. 
Compared to their calculated instability in the gas-phase 7o), THF solutions of poly- 
cyclic dianions are thermodynamically and kinetically stable as evidenced by their 
spontaneous formation and persistence. The solvation energy of the dianions plus 
that of two cations must overcome the repulsive interaction of  the charges. This aspect 
has been demonstrated by Stevenson in his studies on the cyclooctatetraene dianion 70) 
The dianion sodium salts were prepared in THF in thin-walled glass bulbs and the 
bulbs were crushed under water in a calorimeter system. The heat of aquation of the 
solvent is taken into account and thus, the net change in the heat content of the calori- 
meter vs. the millimoles of dianion salt is obtained. The plots are linear and the slopes 
represent the enthalpies of the following reaction (Eq. 20): 

A 2-, 2 Na+(THF) + 2 H20(1 ) ~ AHz(s ) + 2 NaOH(aq).  (20) 

From this equation the heat of generation of the dianion from the metal and solvated 
polycyclic dianion can be derived. The heats of  generation of the dianions was also 
obtained from the reaction of the dianion with iodine. From these data the following 
heats of generation of the anions were obtained (Table 13). It is interesting that the 
dianions studied have heats of generation very similar in magnitude 7o a), and that these 
enthalpies are about the same as the heat of reaction of sodium metal with water. It 
can therefore be concluded that the solvation enthalpies of the dianions must be very 
negative. 
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Table 13. Enthalpies of Reaction (AH~°x.) of THF Solvated Dianions with Water and Iodine and the 
Heats of Generation (AH2en) of the Dianions in THF (kcal/mol) 7oa~. 

Dianion AH,°x. with AH~,. with 

H20 I z H20 I 2 

anthracene (22-) --64.9 + 1.9 --99.5 _+ 4.4 --40.3 + 2.0 --41.6 + 4.6 
tetracene (482-) --62.9 + 2.1 --37.8 +_ 2.2 
pentacene (472-) --59.6 + 2.1 --40.3 + 2.2 
pyrene (592-) --33.4 _+ 1.6 --97.2 + 2.7 --46.1 + 1.7 --47.7 _+ 2.8 
perylene (602-) --57.8 + 1.5 --44.5 _. 1.7 

7 Polycyclic Dianions Containing Heteroatoms 

Contrary to the comprehensive studies of  charged carbocyclic systems, information 
concerning heterocyclic 4nn conjugated dianions is limited. On the one hand there 
were reports that claimed that these dianions are extremely unstable 174). On the other, 
the chemistry of  such systems has been reported 5,175-177). The introduction of  a 
heteroatom into the path o f  conjugation o f a  polycyclic dianion raises several questions 
resulting from : (a) the topology of  the system, (b) the influence o f  the heteroatom on 
the charge distribution pattern and on the H O M O - L U M O  gap, and (c) the quench 
ofparatropici ty o f  the heterocyclic dianions as compared with the carbocyclic systems. 
To answer these questions a spectroscopic study, and more specifically a 1H and 13C 
N M R  study of  these anions was required. Such studies appeared in the literature since 
1985 on nitrogen containing stable dianions lvs-lsoa~ and later on sulfur and oxygen 
containing dianions 184, ~ss). The reduction o f  the heterocyclic system is carried out 
by sodium metal and undergoes the same stages observed in the carbocyclic series. 
A radical anion is formed as the primary reduction process followed by the formation 
of  the diamagnetic 4nn paratropic dianion 178,179). Linear and angular systems show 
that their appearance in the N M R  spectrum, namely line-shape and degree of  para- 
tropicity depend on their topology. The heterocyclic systems also exhibit an electro- 
cyclic ring closure process 179,181) 

7.1 Nitrogen Containing Dianions 

The 4nn-electron systems are intriguing in view of  their paratropicity and tendency 
to exist at least to some extent as ground-state triplets 151). There is some parallelism 
between conjugated 4nn series derived from the polycyclic hydrocarbon dianions and 
the respective aza derivatives. The calculated H O M O - L U M O  gap is narrow in both 
series, as expected for 4nn conjugated systems. This narrow gap influences the line 
shape and the degree of  the paratropicity o f  the dianions. The presence of  a hetero- 
atom influences the charge densities and, to some extent, the H O M O - L U M O  gap, 
so that proton and carbon N M R  parameters of  the dianions containing even two fused 
rings can be stu~tied. The paratropicity o f  the hydrocarbon dianions arises from an 
effective delocalization of  4nn electrons. The introduction of  electronegative nitrogen 
atoms into the path of  conjugation may quench this electron distribution and hence 
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the systems' paratropicity. The following systems, viz., 64-72 were prepared and some 
will be discussed in detail. 

N~,Ph 

N~/'~ph 
642e 

2 e  

Ph N @ . / N  

6520 662e 

~ N ~.,. R 2e 

N//'L'.~ R 672e 

N.~. R 

N 

Ph,,~N I,.,~-_~N ~ Ph 2e 

p h~N ,,,'~...,~"'~ N Z p h 
682e 

N..~ N 

N N 

702e ~ 712e 

72 20 

The 1H and 13C spectroscopic data of some of the dianions are given in Tables 14 
and 15. 

The fact that heterocyclic dianions of the naphthalene skeleton, viz. 642- and 652 -, 
could be monitored and studied shows that a partial quenching of the paratropicity of 
the system has occurred. This effect could also originate from a partial deviation from 
coplanarity of the system. Although 64 and 65 are related compounds, the solution 
of 642- and the solution of 652- revealed entirely different 1H NMR spectra (Fig. 17). 
The main differences are (i) the 1H NMR spectrum of 642- shows line broadening 
while that of 652- does not; (ii) The spectrum of 652- is almost unaffected by tempera- 
ture while 642- shows a strong temperature dependence; and (iii) in 2,3-dipheny!- 
quinoxaline dianion (642-) only a small portion of the negative charge is located on 
the phenyl moieties. This was deduced from calculations and from the proton absorp- 
tion of the para hydrogen of the phenyl group. The band attributed to the para hydro- 
gen appears at 6.58 ppm in 642- vs. 5.91 ppm in 652-. 

It was construed that line-broadening and, in extreme cases, disappearance of the 
spectrum of doubly charged 4nn-electrons carbocyclic dianions arise from paramagne- 
tic dilution due to thermal equilibrium between the ground state and a low-lying triplet 
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Polycyclic Anions: From Doubly to Highly Charged re-Conjugated Systems 

37). A correlation was demonstrated between the extent of line broadening and the" 
H O M O - L U M O  energy gap, as given by o)[3. The calculated gaps for 642- and 652- 
are 0.1913 and 0.2913, respectively (Table 16). In "65 z-, the gap is relatively high, predict- 
ing negligible concentration of the triplet and therefore no line broadening is expected. 
The high-field shift of  the para hydrogen of the phenyls in 652-, relative to those of 
642-, can be understood in terms of charge delocalization. In 652- the phenyl rings 
are less hindered sterically and can attain better coplanarity and orbital overlap with 
the polycyclic backbone. Even if the same extent of  coplanarity is assumed in 642- 
and 652-, as was done in calculating these two dianions, a higher charge density is 
predicted at the phenyl moiety of 652- than in 642- : --0.226 vs. --0.092 electron 
units, respectively. The better overlapping between the aromatic moiety and the phenyl 
groups in the 1,4-diphenylphthalazine dianion 652 - than that in 642- is also manifested 
by the variations in the bond lengths, as derived from the calculations. The bond length 
of C2--C1 '  in the neutral molecule 64 is 1.495 A and that of  C 1 - - C l '  in 65 are 1.484A 
for 642- and 1.462• for 652-. The calculations show a higher bond density as a result 
of the reduction process of 65 relative to 64. 

On the basis of  the ~H NMR spectra of 642- and 652- it seems that the charge density 
on the diazanaphthalene nucleus in 642- is higher and shows a more pronounced 
paratropicity (line broadening and a highfield shift). This conclusion is supported by 
the differences in the chemical shifts of the various hydrogens, and carbons in the 
N M R  spectra, which are by far more pronounced in the dianion derived from the 
quinoxaline system. The range of the ~H and 13C N M R  bands of 642- is 3.1 ppm and 
63.3 ppm, respectively, while that of 652- is much narrower, 1.4 for ~H and 33.0 ppm 
for the 13C spectrum. Such a nonuniform charge distribution, as in 642-, is charac- 
teristic of  paratropic 4nn-electron antiaromatic system. 

(S) r ~o~ 72e1(s) 

S 
I I I 

8 7 6 
I I I I 

5 /~ 3 ' 2 
- 6(pprn) 

Fig. 17. 'H NMR spectra of 1,4-diphenyl- 
phthalazine dianion (652-) and 2,3-di- 
phenylquinoxaline dianion (642 -) in THF- 
d 8. (A) 652-/2Na +, 300 °K; (B) 652-/ 
2 Na ÷, 213 °K; (C) 642-/2 Na +, 292 °K; 
(D) 642-/2 Na ÷, 203 °K 179) 
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Table 16. HOMO-LUMO Energy Gap, Line Broadening, and Charge Density of the Heterocyclic 
Dianions 179~ 

HOMO-LUMO 682- a 712- 652- a 642- a 722- . 692- a.. 
energy gap b' c 

HOMO-LUMO 0.38 0.31 0.29 0.19 0.11 0. I 1 
energy gap b' ¢ 

detectable line + + f 
broadening 

net charge on --0.265 --0.321 --0.205 --0.418 --0.372 --0.364 
nitrogen 

maximum net --0.219 --0.192 --0.241 --0.221 --0.079 --0.132 
charge on 
carbon 

For numbering, see Chart. b As obtained by o)[3 calculation. ° The HOMO-LUMO energy gaps 
are given in 13 units, d The calculations were carried out assuming 13 as 0.5 for the bond between the 
pbenyl groups and the aromatic skeleton. • Calculations were run for these systems with to = 1.0. 
f No spectrum could be recorded at all. 

A p a r t  f rom its spectroscopic proper t ies ,  2 ,3 -d ipheny lqunoxa l ine  d ian ion  (642-) 
shows a very  interesting ring closure to  the  d ibenzo[a ,c ]phenazine  d ian ion  (702-) 
(Scheme 3)179,180b) The deep purp le  so lu t ion  o f  642- tu rned  red, and changes  

in the ~H and ~3C apectra  were recorded.  The  new absorp t ion  bands o f  the ~H and 13C 

N M R  which  appeared  after  one week are  ident ica l  wi th  those  o f  702-. The  t r ans fo rma-  

t ion  o f  642- to 702- requires a fo rmal  loss o f  H v a ra ther  s t range event  u n d e r  the 

reduct ive  reac t ion  condit ions.  I t  is we l l - known  tha t  in the pho tocyc t iza t ion  o f  s t i lbene 
and its der ivat ives  an oxidant  is emp loyed  in o rde r  to push  the dehydrogena t ion  to 

the final a romat i zed  product .  The  c losure  seems to cons t i tu te  a good  synthetic rou te  

to polyheterocycl ic  systems as in this case, a p h o t o c h e m i c a l  route  f rom neutra l  642- 

6/_, 2e 

e t c .  

2O 

- 2 H  
4 

N 

7020 

Scheme 3. R i n g  Closure  Reac t ion  of 64 to 70 179). 

oN 

63 20 
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to neutral 702- is unattainable 181). The lengthy reaction time is overcome by em- 
ploying CsK as a reagent ls~). A possible mechanism involves an electrocyclic con- 
version of the dianion (Scheme 3). Yet, the only species which could be observed in 
the course of the reaction are the starting material 642- and the final product 702 -.  

Another interesting phenomenon is encountered in the reduction of 71. This system 
resembles the dibenzotetracene 58 in which a partitioning of MO's was observed in 
the dianion 160,161). Reduction of 71 afforded a paratropic dianion 712- being a 
4nn-electron system. No line broadening was observed, in line with the relatively 
wide HOMO-LUMO gap (0.3113). A very interesting phenomenon ensues, as can be 
gathered from the ~H NMR spectrum of 712- (Fig. 18). A formal segregation of the 
charged conjugated system into two components: (a) a "phenanthrene"-like moiety 
which accommodates only a minor fraction of the negative charge: (b) a benzo[g]- 
quinoxaline-like moiety which accomodates the major part  of  negative charge was 
suggested. This mode of delocalization is quite unusual, since the system is alternant 
while such a phenomenon is characteristic of nonalternant systems 1 7 9 ) .  The parti- 
tioning is corroborated by o)13 calculations. The interpretation given for 582- seems 
to apply here as well. Tribenzo[a~c,i]phenazine (71) can be regarded as built up formally 
of  benzo[g]quinoxaline and phenanthrene-like components. Phenanthrene dianion 
is rather antiaromatic, as shown by its very pronounced paratropicity as well as by 
the calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gap which is relatively low. Benzo[g]quinoxaline 
dianion, which is the heterocyclic analogue of anthracene dianion, is "much less 
antiaromatic" than phenanthrene dianion. This comes out both from the 1H NMR 
spectrum of  2,3-di-p-tolylbenzo[g]quinoxaline dianion, and from the computed 
H O M O - L U M O  gep, 0.3413. It seems that when 71 is charged to form 712- it would 
"lose" more if the major part of the negative charge were directed to the phenanthrene 
moiety. Therefore, the alternative pathway is preferred, resulting in a formal benzo[g]- 
qunoxaline dianion-like moiety and a virtually uncharged phenanthrene. In an alter- 
nant system it is reasonable, even though somewhat unexpected, that a molecule will 
choose a delocalization path that minimizes antiaromatic contributions. These data 
strengthend the viewpoint that phenanthrene dianion is a highly paratropic anti- 
aromatic system 37). It also reflects the tendency of an aromatic system to remain 
S O  8,$b,  179 )  

8 

~]Z®(S ) 

I 1 ~ I I 
7 6 5 /. 3 

6(pprn} 

Fig. 18. 1H NMR spectrum 
(300 MHz) of tribenzo[a,c,i]phen- 
azine dianion 712- as the disodi- 
um salt in THF-d 8 at 203 ~K 179) 
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7.2 Sulfur and Oxygen Heterocyclic Dianions 

Dianions derived from sulfur and oxygen containing polycyclic systems have not been 
reported until very recently. The weak carbon-sulfur bond could discourage attempts 
to prepare such dianions. Sulfur removal studies by alkali metals were successful due 
to the properties of the carbon-sulfur bond 182.183). Reductive alkylation studies on 
model compounds which are relevant to sulfur containing systems demonstrated 
the stability of hydrocarbon dianions 182). A spectroscopic study performed under 
mild conditions afforded the characterization of sulfur and oxygen containing di- 
anions 184-186) Benzo[b]thiophene, (73), 1,3-diphenylbenzo[c]thiophene (74) and 
t,3-diphenylbenzo[c]furan (75) form the respective dianions at low temperature. 

Ph Ph 

Ph Ph 
732e 742e 752e 76 

The formation of dianion 732- is accompanied by a metallation reaction at the ~- 
position. This reaction was observed when both lithium and sodium were applied. 
When prepared at --78 °C with sodium metal, 732- afforded mainly the dianion. 
However, at --20 °C the main product was the ~-metallated system 76. The assign- 
ments of  systems 73 2-_752- were derived from sophisticated NMR techniques and 
quench experiments. The various reaction paths of benzo[b]thiophene are shown in 
Scheme 4. 

~90% ~I0% 
73 ~e 76 73 76 

-78°/ 
~ L ~ S . . ~ 2  H -7a c ~85% 

100% 
76 75 

Scheme 4. The reaction of sodium and lithium with 73 in THF-d 8. 

A much higher stability was shown by the dianion of benzo[c]thiophene, viz. 742-. 
Here, tile ~-positions are blocked, a situation which may be responsible for its stability. 
The NMR spectroscopic assignment of both carbon-I 3 and protons showed interest- 
ing phenomena. The dianion 742- was prepared by sodium metal reduction and ex- 
hibits a high barrier to rotation about the carbon-carbon bond linking the phenyl 
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rings to the heterocyclic system. A high degree of charge is localized in position ct to 
the sulfur atom, thus pointing at the effect of  charge polarization by sulfur in the di- 
anion. In the 1H NMR spectrum of the disodium salt the lines are very sharp and well 
resolved. This salt was also much more stable than the respective dipotassium and 
dilithium salts. The disodium salt can be stored for weeks at --40 °C without any 
detectable decomposition. Dianions were also prepared from 1,3-diphenylbenzo[c]- 
furan (75). The 1H NMR spectrum of the benzo[c]furan dianion 752- is not really 
paratropic. This observation can be rationalized as follows. Benzo[c]furan has only 
a low resonance energy and a narrow HOMO-LUMO gap lsv). Thus, despite its 
(4n + 2)n-electrons, it cannot be classified as a classical aromatic system. In such a 
case one would expect that the related 4nn dianion will exhibit negligible paratropicity. 
This argument may also apply to 752-. However, there is still a probability that the 
carbon atoms which accommodate a high degree of charge density (a position to the 
heteroatom) are pyramidal lss). Such a structure was suggested by Smith ls9) in his 
studies on the chemistry of the system. From the N M R  data it has been concluded 
that potassium forms contact ion pairs while the small lithium cation shifts the equilib- 
rium toward solvent separated ion pairs ls5). The solvated lithium cation can cause 
a lesser polarization of the charge towards the benzylic positions (~ positions of the 
furan moiety). This ion-solvation equilibrium situation explains the pronounced 
stereoselectivity reported by Smith and McCall 189) on the alkylation of 752-/2 Na ÷ 
and 752 - /2 K ÷ versus the lower stereoselectivity observed in 75 z-/2 Li ÷ . As the metal 
cation is removed from the carbanionic center, the chance for planarization of this 
center enhances, thus rendering the reaction less stereosetective. The stereoselectivity 
of the sodium and the potassium salts of 752- is nearly the same and they also showed 
similar 1H N M R  spectra. The spectrum of the lithium salt is different as expected 
for a salt with a high degree of solvent separated ion pairs, which, in turn, results in 
a reduced influence of the anisotropic effects of the alkali metal. 

8 Charged Cyclophanes: From Dianions to Tetraanions 

Anions derived from cyclophane represent a new class of carbanions in which new 
modes of electron delocalization were encountered. Two main groups of cyclophane 
anions were studied. In the [2] (n = 2) paracyclophane 19o,191) several modes of 
electron delocalization may occur as they have an inner and outer periphery. Another 
group of interesting cyclophanes is the [2.2]paracyclphanes in which through space 
interactions may prevail. 

8.1 [2.2]Paracyclophanes 

An outstanding characteristic of [2.2]paracyclphanes is the through-space interaction 
of the two fully conjugated layers ad demonstrated by their electronic properties ~92) 
The two interpenetrating decks afford one overall n-system 193). Very little is known 
about this interaction in dianionic [2.2]paracyclophanes. The extension of the delocali- 
zation could also be extended through transition-metal complexation. This approach 
was reported by Boekelheide with the aim to form polymers with interesting electrical 
properties a9/g). Fluorene cyclophanes were prepared by Haenel 194), and the 1H 
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NMR spectra ofsyn and anti [2.2](2,7)fluorenophane dianions did not show a signifi- 
cant change as compared with fluorene anion itself 194). Indacene cyclophane 
dianions were prepared by Hafner 195) 

In view of the synthetic availability ofsyn and anti [2.2]indenophanes 196), a detailed 
spectroscopic study of syn and anti [2.2]indenophane dianions, viz. 772- and 78 2- 
could be carried out 191). These dianions showed a through space interaction between 
the two charged (4n + 2)n layers. The  through-space magnetic and/or electronic 
interaction was also observed in the monoanion 79 2-. Interesting is the [2.2](1,4)- 

(anfi) 772o {syn) 782e 79 ° 

benzo[g]chrysenoparacyclophane dianion (802-) which represents the family of 
paratropic layered dianions. It is so far the only member of the series and it shows a 
very significant shift of the protons of the neutral benzene layer 197) While the chrysene 
dianion layer shows the expected paratropic spectrum for a 4nn dianion, the neutral 

L~ 

8O 
i 

8020 

2G 

2 M ° 

benzene protons exhibit very significant lowfield shifts. These shifts are in the region 
of 10.31-6.46 ppm (four doublets) for 802-/2 Li + and 9.81-6.49 ppm (four doublets) 
for 802-/2 Na + 197). The wide range of the chemical shifts of the neutral layer depends 
on its relative location in respect to the 4nn dianionic layer. This lowfield shift of the 
neutral benzene layer is attributed mainly to through-space anisotropy effects. 

8.2 Macrocyclic Cyclophane Anions 

There is a close relationship between polycyclic compounds such as coronene 81 19s) 
or Staab's kekulene 82 199) and the macrocyclic cyclophanes such as 83 2oo). They 
can be described as perimeter structures in which an "outer" and "inner" perimeter 
can be considered. 
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1 '7f  83 
82 

The elegant study of Mtillen and Wennerstr6m on the metal reduction of 83 and 
84 afforded dianions and tetraanions, while the reduction of cyclophenes 85 and 86 
afforded dianions 2ol, 2o3) 

85 

8~ 

The interesting observation is that while the dianions 832--86 2- forln a (4n + 2)r~- 
perimeter and showed diatropicity of  their outer protons, the tetraanions formed by 
the addition of two electrons to 832- and 842- also showed diatropicity of 834- and 
844 -. However, in this case the diatropicity was shown by the inner protons. The two 
electron reduction of a (4n + 2)n-dianion should have formed a paratropic system. 
The system overcomes this difficulty by depicting a perimeter to allow another 
(4n + 2)r~-periphery. All the dianions from the cyclophanes 83-86 have in common 
that inner (outer) protons are strongly shielded (deshielded). The large chemical shifts 
are typical for (4n + 2)~-annulenes and are caused by large diatropic ring currents. 
In contrast to the neutral compounds, the rotation of the paraphenylene moieties 
about the adjacent single bonds is slow in most of  the dianions on the NMR time scale. 
The neutral cyclophanes which are 4n~ systems form by the addition of two electrons 
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a new (4n + 2)~-dianion. The behaviour of the dianions as demonstrated by the large 
"ring current" affects the 1H NMR shifts. The corresponding tetraanions have 4hr,- 
perimeters and show paratropic properties. Upon each stage of a two electron reduc- 
tion the inner and outer protons are reversed. The studies on the preferred perimeter 
of cyclophane anions were made possible as the rotation of the phenyl rings is slow on 
the NMR time-scale. This is another demonstration of the principle of maximum 
aromatic contributions as shown in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.I. These results have also 
an important implication on Wennerstr6m's studies on conjugated polymers consisting 
of chains of paraphenylene rings linked by vinylene bridges zo3~. It should also be 
pointed out that in the polyheterocyclic dianions 73 ~ -  and 742- the sulphur partici- 
pates in the course of delocalization, while in 85 z -  the path of delocalization does not 
include the sulphur atoms. 

Another class of cyclophanes are derived from 1,8-diphenylnaphthalene with a 
bridge connecting the para positions of the phenyl groups. Such cyclophanes were 
prepared by V6gtle 2o4~ 

< 

87a? 8839 

These cyclophanes 205) form upon charging trianion-radicals, viz. 873 ~ and 88 a =, 

respectively. It is surprising that such a perimeter can accommodate three negative 
charges 2o5~. However, in these anions the bulk of spin population resides on the two 
benzene rings so that these radical trianions can be regarded as the radical anions of 
an "open chain" cyclophane with a fused naphthalene n-system. The authors conclude 
that the naphthalene ring bears almost two charges. These unexpected charge delocali- 
zation patterns demonstrate that a complete understanding of charge delocalization 
pattern is far from being achieved. Such a goal will be the finding of a set of simple 
rules which will enable an immediate recognition of a preferred mode of delocaliza- 
tion. 

9 Concluding Remarks 

Polycyclic dianions and tetraanions show conspicuous features which are unprecedent- 
ed in the neutral series. These features shed light on the general problem of electron 
structure &n-conjugated systems. 

A) A general tendency to acquire aromatic character or to avoid antiaromaticity 
is exhibited by polycyclic anions. This tendency is fulfilled by sustaining modes 
of electron d'elocalization and charge distributions which would result in aromatic 
character or reduced antiaromatic contributions. A (4n + 2)n-electron path of 
conjugation offers the largest contribution to the character of the system. Applying 
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this approach coincides with theoretical models and the magnetic experimental 
criterion for aromaticity. The preferred paths o f  delocalization of  pericondensed 
anions, large ring cyclophane anions and the partitioning of  charge and MO's  in 
polycyclic carbocyclic and heterocyclic anions manifest this approach. Two main 
models were suggested, i.e. the peripheral model (Platt) and the conjugate circuits 
(Randi6). It could be demonstrated by anions such as 122-, 202-, 232-, 332 - and 
342-, that the preferred path of  delocalization will be the one which will afford a 
(4n + 2)rc-array or arrays of  electrons. 

B) Polycyclic dianions in which an efficient unquenched delocalization of  4nn- 
electron exists, reveal paratropic 1H and 13C chemical shifts. There is an unequivo- 
cal correlation between the magnitude of  these paratropic shifts and the estimated 
widths o f  the H O M O - L U M O  energy gaps in the 4nrc species. This correlation 
applies to those systems where the H O M O ' s  degeneracy is removed, thus resulting 
in a singlet configuration. The hitherto vague chain o f  premises related to antiaro- 
maticity is made simple by the existence o f  a correlation between the I H N M R  line 
shape and chemical shifts and the theoretically evaluated H O M O - L U M O  gaps. 

C) The study of  charged r~-conjugated polycycles thus affords not only extension of  
the scope of  conjugated systems but also arrival at basic principles regarding the 
modes of  n-electron delocalizations. 

We believe that in the future, charged stacked polycycles, polymers and cyclophanes 
will open new avenues in applied research. 
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1 Introduction 

It is generally known that the substances of natural biological origin and their 
synthetic analogs are the most effective biologically active agents. The choice of the 
best approach to the rational design of biologically active molecules is hampered by 
that the mechanisms of the biological activity of the substances are usually unknown. 
Modern drug design methods are based on the quantitative structure-activity relations- 
hip (QSAR) studies. When the QSAR analysis method is applied in drug design 
it is assumed that the relative biological potency of members of a set of analogs 
is due to the effect of the variable substituent on the chemical and physical properties 
of the molecule 1-3) 

The major physical properties affecting biological potency of a molecule are suppos- 
ed 1-3) to be: electronic, steric, and hydrophobic. Electronic properties influence the 
reactivities of the compounds and steric properties are clearly important in view of the 
steric selectivity of interactions between the compound and components of the bio- 
logical system. Hydrophobic properties of a compound appear to affect its distribution 
throughout the body organs and tissues as well as the interaction of the compound with 
its target (receptor) in the biological system 1.2). 

It is generally accepted at present x. 2) that the observed biological response is propor- 
tional to the number of receptor sites occupied, i.e., to the concentration of an 
agent in the 'receptor compartment' depending upon the selectivity of the agent 
distribution throughout the body regions. The interaction of the agent with its target 
in a given biological system can occur (and the electronic and steric properties of its 
molecules be realized) only if the agent gets to the target compartment. This seems to 
be the reason for the presence of the parameter describing the hydrophobic 
properties of drugs in the majority (up to 90%) of the QSAR correlation 
Equations 1-3) 

Thus it seems obviously that the analysis of hydrophobic properties of substances 
of natural origin is of fundamental importance in several respects, namely with 
the view of development of a wider application of the QSAR approach in molecular 
pharmacology and biochemistry, for a more complete and better understanding of the 
mechanisms of the effects of drugs and natural compounds in biological systems, 
for development of the preparative separation techniques based on the differences 
in the hydrophobic properties of biological materials 5), etc. 

This review deals with the possibilities and limitations of the methods available 
at present for studying hydrophobic properties of natural compounds as well as 
with some conceptual questions which have arisen recently from the results accumu- 
lated in the experimental studies of the hydrophobic character of biological com- 
pounds. 

2 Main Concepts and Definitions 

It is known 6) that the energy of a solute present in a solvent environment can be 
described as a sum of two distinct terms: 

E = Eg + E s (1) 
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where Eg is the energy of the inherent molecular motions of an isolated solute 
molecule which can be calculated by some quantum chemistry method; E~ is the 
energy of solvation which in turn (in the absence of specific interactions) can be 
presented as a sum of a number of contributions: 

Es = Ee + E r + Ep + Evd w + E~v (2) 

where Ee is the energy of electrostatic interactions between the solvent and solute; 
Er the energy of repulsion; Ep the polarisation energy; Evdw accounts for the energy of 
van der Waals interactions between the solute and solvent; Ecav expresses the 
energy of formation of a cavity in the solvent to accommodate the solute molecule. 

It should be emphasized that the above resolution of the Es parameter according 
to Eq. [2] is rather arbitrary; the other formulations can also be used 6). For example, 
Er and Ep in some cases are included into the Eva w term, in other cases Ep is combined 
with Ee, and so forth. The most generally used form of Eq. [2] seems to be the 
following simplified one: 

E~ = E e + Evdw + Ecav. (3) 

According to the modern conceptions the Es value is a measure of the lyophilic 
or lyophobic character of the solute, i.e., an index of the intensity of the solute-solvent 
interactions. Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of a solute are the particular case 
of the lyophobic and lyophilic character of the solute. The hydrophilicity and hydro- 
phobicity are the measures of the intensity of molecular interactions of  a solute or 
the surface of a solid phase with water in dispersed systems, the dispersing medium 
in which is water 7) 

Hydrophilicity (as the lyophilicity in general) is specified by the value of the 
free energy of hydration (solvation) of a given compound or of a solid phase surface v). 
Hydrophobicity should be regarded as a small extent of  hydrophilicity, since all 
substances possess the latter property to a certain degree 7). Actually even the most 
hydrophobic pure hydrocarbon surface of paraffin absorbs water, i.e., it is hydrophobic 
only in the sense of being of the very slightly hydrophilic character 7). The concept 
of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity is applicable not only to the solid phases, for 
which it is the property of a surface, but also to single molecules, their fragments, 
atoms, and ions. Electrostatically charged and polar groups having a dipole moment 
are usually hydrophilic 7). These groups increase the aqueous solubility of  the 
molecules possessing such groups, whereas the hydrophobic fragments incorporated 
in the molecules decrease their solubility in water. Thus, solubility of a compound 
in water and nonpolar organic solvents is an overall result of the interactions of 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups of the compound molecule with a given solvent 
environment. 

It should be emphasized that the value of the E s term in Eq (1) can be calculated 
only within the framework of models based on the approximations of the classic 
or quantum mechanics; the E s value cannot be determined experimentally. Therefore, 
in order to estimate the hydration energy of a given solute experimentally the free ener- 
gy change for transferring the solute molecule from the pure solute phase to water s), 
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from the gas phase into water 9), or from one solvent to another one 1°'111 is 
examined. 

As a result of  an analysis of thermodynamic characteristics of the above tylbes 
of transfer, some oversimplified definitions of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity 
have appeared in the literature. For example, the term hydrophobic is often used 
for the compounds which are readily soluble in many nonpolar organic solvents 
and only sparingly soluble in water 12). According to Tanford 12) the hydrophobicity 
of a solute is represented by the free energy of transfer of the solute between water 
and a nonpolar organic solvent. The sign of the corresponding value of the free 
energy change of transfer is indicative of the hydrophobic or hydrophilic character 
of the solute under study. 

3 Water Structure and its Effect on Solutes Hydration 

It follows from Eq. (2) or from its simplified form of Eq. (3) that the energy of sol- 
vation (hydration) E s should be dependent, on the one hand, upon the properties of 
the solute and, on the other hand, upon the properties of the solvent (water). This 
obvious fact is for no apparent reason often ignored in the literature on the hydro- 
phobic-hydrophilic properties of chemical compounds. In some cases it leads to an 
inadequate interpretation of the results obtained. This question will be dealt with 
below. 

The literature on the properties of  water is so abundant that a brief discussion 
of these properties in the present review would be quite superfluous but for one con- 
sideration, that is, the water properties in biological systems appear to differ depend- 
ing on the type of the particular system and seem to differ from those of pure 
water 13). This fact is fundamentally important when the methods for studying the 
hydrophobic character of biolggical solutes are considered and therefore it calls for 
a more thorough discussion. 

It is known that the main specific property of  pure liquid water as compared to the 
other solvents consists in its being highly structured. Innumerable models of the 
water structure, enumeration, and classification of these models are proposed in the 
literature (see, e.g., 14)). Some of these models such as the one suggested by 
Samoilov 15) or the one advanced by Nemethy and Scheraga 16) have greatly influenced 
the concepts of the water structure; some of the other models, as Naberukhin iv) 
wittily puts it, have demonstrated rather inexhaustible imagination of their authors. 
The basic limitation of all of these models is due to their qualitative character. It 
means 17) that the main statements and concepts of  these models are in requirement 
of  quantitative specification and that their quantification remains basically unsupport- 
ed by the primary principles of statistical physics. 

The main types of  the water structure models according to the classification given 
by Angell and Rodgers 18) include: 

a) simple, unrepentant, two-state models which imply two distinct species, ideally 
mixing; 
b) generalized two-state models, according to which there exist two classes of 
oscillator, strongly hydrogen-bonded and weakly hydrogen-bonded, respectively: 
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c) quasilattice with broken bonds, i.e., an effective two-state model with bond states 
replacing molecular states; 
d) continuum models with preferential exchange of strong bonds for weak bonds on 
increasing temperature (leaving intermediate strength bonds constant in population); 
e) continuum models with continuous bond weakening on increases of temperature. 

Various authors are giving more or less convincing arguments in favor or different 
models 13-18~. To us the most adequate seems to be the concept proposed by Naberu- 
khin according to which "the main pattern of water structure is a uniform continuous 
four-coordinated irregular network of hydrogen bonds with considerable fluctuations 
of such features as the length of the O ... O bonds, bond angles, and the bonds' energy 
parameters" 17) 

This concept agrees in particular with the main conclusions drawn by BeaU 13~ 
from numerous data on the state of water in biological systems. These conclusions t3~ 
are as follows: 

a) water in cells does not behave as if it was all a dilute solution; there is no 
measurable "ice-like" crYstal!ine solid water in normal functioning cells; and the 
simplified model of a small fraction of bound water and a large fraction of bulk water 
in cells is not supported by current biophysical evidence; and 
b) the most appropriate view of cell water, consistent with experimental data, is 
a distribution of states the shape of which (distribution) will be a function of the type 
of cell, its macromolecular composition, and its physiological state. 

In a simplified form the above conclusions 13) can be summed up as follows: the 
structure and/or the state of water in a complex multicomponent aqueous system 
(which is an oversimplified physico-chemical concept of a biological system) differ 
from those of pure liquid water assumingly due to an influence of the system compo- 
nents on these water features. This conclusion seems to agree with the above concept 
of the water structure 17) since an introduction of a certain amount of an additive 
into water may distort not only local parameters of the hydrogen bonds network 
but the averaged ones as well due to the space continuity of the network. 

In the literature on the effects of different solutes on water structure the nearest 
order of perturbation of the structure induced by ions ~5,19,20~, nonpolar 21.24), and 
amphiphilic 25) compounds is emphasized. To describe the process of structure pro- 
moting in aqueous solutions of nonpolar molecules and some ions, the terms of 
hydrophobic hydration 26) and positive hydration 15~ have been proposed. To describe 
the reverse process, i.e., the destabilizing effect of ions and hydrophilic molecules 
on water structure, the terms of negative 15) and hydrophilic hydration 26) are used. 
Solvation interactions bringing about hydrophobic or hydrophilic (positive or nega- 
tive) hydration can be described to a certain degree of approximation by means of the 
computer simulation techniques 19-2~). The structure-changing influence of solutes 
on the bulk water properties cannot be thoroughly examined at present by computer 
simulation studies. The aforementioned influence is experimentally studied by means 
of infrared spectroscopy 18), nuclear magnetic relaxation measurements 13), analysis 
of solubility of nonpolar solutes in aqueous solutions of various composition 26~, 
partitioning in water-organic solvent biphasic systems 27-29), analysis of salt effects 
on solubility of macromolecules in aqueous solutions 30), analysis of the effect of 
various solutes on the structure temperature of water 31~, etc. The main result of these 
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studies seems to be the conclusion that the solute-water interactions appear to alter 
not only the structure of water vicinal to the solute molecule but that of  bulk water 
as well. The correlation relationship established between the relative intensity of the 
macromolecule-water interactions and the relative affinity of an aqueous solution 
of a given macromolecule for a CH2-group 32) seems to serve to illustrate the above 
conclusion. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the water structure-changing influence of solutes 
should affect the energy of formation of a cavity in the solvent to accommodate the 
solute molecule, i.e., the value of the term Ecav in Eq. (2). Melander and Hor- 
vath 3o) examined particularly the relationship between the effect of inorganic salts 
on the surface tension of the aqueous medium and the free energy change for formation 
of a cavity of a given size in the solvent. Experimental results obtained by Masimov 
et al. 27--29,32) on the effect of macromolecules on the relative affinity of their 
aqueous solutions for a CH2-group (i.e. on the relative hydrophobic character of  the 
aqueous medium) appear to imply that the energy of formation of a cavity and the 
ability of water to participate in van der Waals interactions with a solute, i.e., the 
values of the terms Eca v and Evd w in Eq. (2), depend upon the chemical composition 
of an aqueous solution. The contribution of the energy of electrostatic interactions 
between the solvent and solute Ee to the overall hydration energy Es in Eq. (2) (or in 
Eq. (3)) seems to depend upon the presence of electrolytic additives 30) and upon 
the thermodynamic state of water dipoles 20) which is presumably dependent upon 
the components of the solution modifying the structure and/or the state of water in 
the solution. 

It  follows, therefore, that the hydration energy E S (or the hydrophobicity or hydro- 
philicity, which is one and the same) of a solute depends not only on the chemical 
nature and structure of the solute molecule, but also on the structure and state of water 
in a given aqueous medium, the latters being governed at a given temperature by the 
chemical composition of the medium. 

Since the present review deals with the methods of analysis of the relative hydro- 
phobieity of  biological molecules, the role of  the above dependence of the state of 
water in biological systems on the composition of these systems in biological processes 
should be briefly considered. 

According to Tanford s3) the dynamic processes of  life occur within an organized 
structural framework that turns over slowly or not at all. It is suggested 33) to consider 
this framework as being essentially at-equilibrium. The hypothesis advanced by 
Tanford 33) consists of  that distribution of a biological molecule between various 
compartments (phases) or places in the biological system is governed by the difference 
in the chemical potential values of the molecule in these compartments. In other words, 
the concept suggested 3s) amounts to that the concentration of a solute in a given 
compartment of the biological system in the absence of specific interactions depends 
on the affinity of  the solute for the compartment medium, i.e., for the aqueous medium 
of the specific chemical composition. The concept under discussion implies that the 
differences in the state and/or structure of water in various compartments (phases) 
of the biological system caused by their different chemical composition 13) would 
affect the affinity of  biological solutes for the compartments and hence, distribution 
of the solutes between organs, tissues, and subcellular structures of the living body. 

This principle as considered in detail by Zaslavsky et at. 34) is likely to be at the root 
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of an arrangement and functioning of blood-tissue barriers of a living organism, to 
be central to the mechanism of the counterpoison effects of  such synthetic polymers 
as polyvinylpyrrolidone, polyvinyl alcohol, etc. Similar considerations, although not 
explicitly formulated seem to be underlying the thermodynamic equilibrium concept 
of the relationship between the biolocical potency and the relative hydrophobicity of 
drugs proposed by Higuchi and Davis 35~. The above principle was used by Zaslavsky 
et al. 36~ in order to formulate the physical meaning of the term "the hydrophobic 
character of  a biological liquid or tissue" and to evaluate the difference in the relative 
hydrophobic character of several tissues and fluids of rat. 

The main conclusion from the above experimental facts and theoretical concepts 
to be emphasized is that the hydration energy or the hydrophobicity (hydrophilicity) of 
a solute depends upon the chemical composition of a given aqueous medium. It seems 
reasonable to assume that this dependence plays a regulating role in living systems and 
therefore it should be taken into account while studying the hydropobicity of bio- 
logical molecules. 

4 Study of Transfer of a Solute from Water to an Organic Solvent 

It has been noted above that according to simplified definition of hydrophobicity 
(or hydrophilicity) of chemical compounds ~2 the hydrophobic character of a solute 
can be measured by the free energy of transfer of the solute from water to a nonpolar 
environment of an organic solvent. To quantify the free energy value, one of the three 
following methods are usually employed: analysis of comparative solubility of com- 
pounds in water and in organic solvent; partitioning of compounds in water- organic 
solvent biphasic systems; and partition chromatography. 

4.1 Analysis of Comparative Solubility of a Solute in Water and in Organic 
Solvents 

An employment of  measurements of comparative solubility of  a substance in water 
and in an organic solvent to estimate the relative hydrophobicity of the substance is 
based on the general Gibbs equilibrium condition which is that the chemical potential 
~t i of a given solute must have the same value in the saturated solution of the solute 
and in the phase of  the pure solute. It follows from this condition that the equation 
describing the free energy change for transferring the solute from water into an organic 
solvent is: 

AGw,s = ~ - -  Ix ° = RT In (fw/fs) - -  RT In (CJCw) (4) 

where la ° is the standard chemical potential of a solute; C the solubility of the solute, 
i.e., the molar concentration of the solute in the saturated solution; f the activity 
coefficient of the solute; indices "w" and "s" denote water and organic solvent, 
respectively. 
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When the solubility of  a compound in water and in the organic solvent is sufficiently 
low, the activity coefficients fw and fs are close to unity, and Eq. (4) becomes: 

AGw-.s = - - R T  In (Cs/Cw) (5) 

The simplest case of the solution process is the dissolution of a nonpolar solute in 
water. Theoretically this process can be divided into three hypothetical steps 37-40). 
the removal of the solute molecule from its initial environment; the formation of a 
cavity in water to accommodate the solute molecule; and the introduction of the 
solute molecule into the cavity. 

When the factors affecting each of the above steps of the solution process are 
considered, it seems clear that the two latter steps should depend on the size and the 
effective surface area (or volume) of the solute molecule, and on the magnitude of the 
molecular solute-water and water-water interaction energies. The water structure- 
perturbing effects of various additives have been discussed above. It is therefore evident 
that the solubility of a compound in water and in an aqueous solution of a salt or some 
other solute may differ. This should be particulary taken into account while studying 
the water solubility of readily s01ube compounds 41) as the saturated aqueous solution 
of such a compound should be regarded as the aqueous medium, the structure of water 
in which has been modified by the dissolved compound (even assuming the absence 
of the solute-solute interactions). 

The first step of the solution process, i.e., the removal of a solute molecule from its 
original environment appears to depend upon the intensity of intermolecular inter- 
actions in the pure phase of the solute 42-44). Amidon et al. 42) have examined the 
aqueous solubilities of various aliphatic hydrocarbons, olefins, alcohols, ethers, ke- 
tones, aldehydes, esters, and fatty acids together with their molecular surface areas. 
The results obtained 42) indicate in particular that the functional group contributions 
to the free energy of solution in water are nearly equivalent from the pure solute 
standard state while being significantly different when the gas phase (1 mm Hg) stan- 
dard state is chosen. For this and other aforementioned reasons the parameters cha- 
racterizing the difference in the solubility of  solutes in water and in an organic solvent 
and not just the aqueous solubilities are used to estimate the hydrophobic character 
of solutes. 

The estimates of the relative hydrophobicity of solutes obtained by measurements 
of their comparative solubility in water and in organic solvents are usually in 
agreement with those obtained by the partition technique 45,46) (see below). 

Numerous efforts 38,40,42,46-51) were undertaken to find out in what manner the 
aqueous solubility and the partition coefficients of different solutes in water-organic 
solvent biphasic systems are related to the size of the solute molecules. Since the 
solute packing into the solvent clearly depends on the solute surface, a relationship 
between surface area and solution thermodynamics seems to be reasonable. 

The relationship between the aqueous solubility of a homological set of solutes and 
their molecular surface area is described as: 

- -  hq Cw = bo • Fm + Wo (6) 

where F m is the solute molecu lar  surface area accessible for the solvent;  C w the 
aqueous  so lubi l i ty  o f  the solute; b o and w o are constants .  
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Hermann 38) has estimated the coefficient b o values for a series of alkanes and 
cycloalkanes and for a number of alkylbenzenes. The b o values are 33 A. -2 for alkanes 
and cycloalkanes and 30./t -2 for aromatic systems a8). From the data obtained by 
Amidon et al. 42) it appears that the bo value for monofunctional aliphatic alcohols, 
ethers, aldehydes, ketones, and fatty acids is constant and amounts to 22.6.A.-2. 
A similar b o value of 22.0/k -2 has been found by Chotia 4T) for the side chains of 
nonpolar amino acids - -  those of alanine, valine, leucine and phenylalanine. For  the 
side chains of serine, threonine, histidine, methionine, and (for no apparent reason) 
tryptophan, the coefficient b o value is ca. 13-15 A -2 4~) 

Two essential issues from the above results should be emphasized here. Firstly, 
the aqueous solubility of solutes of similar chemical nature, i.e., the free energy of 
transfer of a solute from the pure solute phase into water, is linearly related to the 
solute molecular surface area. Secondly, it appears that the value of the b o coefficient 
decreases with an increase in the hydrophilicity of  the solutes under study. It seems 
to indicate that hydration interactions accompanying transfer of an amphiphilic 
molecule into water 5z) are likely to oppose to some degree the stabilizing effect of the 
hydrophobic fragment of the molecule on the vicinal water structure. This assumption 
agrees well, among other things, with the behavior of amphiphilic solutes in water- 
organic solvent biphasic systems 53) (see below). It remains unclear, however, whether 
the differences in the b o values are due to the hydration effect or to the different in- 
tensity of  the intermolecular interactions in the pure solute phase. 

The additional complication involved in the employment of the method under 
discussion in the study of the hydrophobicity of solutes is due to the problem of the 
appropriate choice of an organic solvent to serve as a nonaqueous medium. The data 
reported by Nozaki and Tanford 4x) and those by Fendler et al. 54) on the solubility 
of various amino acids in water, aqueous dioxane and ethanol solutions, and in n- 
hexane provide a typical example of the difficulties accompanying the aforementioned 
choice. Nozaki and Tanford 4~) measured the solubilities of  different amino acids 
in water and in progressively increasing concentrations of ethanol and dioxane in 
water. The solubilities of the amino acids were extrapolated to pure organic solvents 
and the free energy of transfer for the amino acid from pure solvent to water was 
calculated. Using glycine as a reference, and subtracting its free energy of transfer 
from that of  all the other amino acids, the relative hydrophobicities of the side chains 
of the amino acids were estimated 41). A similar approach was employed by Fendler 
et al. 54) using n-hexane as the organic solvent. The values of the free energy of transfer 
from ethanol and from dioxane to water were reported for five amino acids 41). For 
three of  these amino acids (tryptophan, tyrosine, and histidine) the free-energy-of- 
transfer values for the side chains appear to be independent of the organic solvent 
used 41). For the phenylalanine side chain the values found 41) differ for ethanol and 
dioxane within the experimental error range (ca. 100 cal/mole), whereas for the leucine 
side chain the values reported differ more than by 800 cal/mole. When the estimates 
of the relative hydrophobicity for the amino acid side chains reported by Nozaki 
and Tanford 41) are compared with those for the same side chains reported by Fendler 
et al. 54), it appears that the values in question agree within the experimental error 
range only for the side chains of three amino acids (valine, histidine, and phenyl- 
alanine) and differ considerably for those of five other amino acids (alanine, leucine, 
isoleucine, serine, and threonine). It seems likely that the above agreement of the 
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estimates obtained using different organic solvents is accidental. The data on the 
solubility of adenine and thymine in water and in ethanol and n-propanol reported 
by Herskovits et al. 5s) seem to support this conclusion. The difference between the 
hydrophobicity values of  adenine and thymine measured by the free energies of  trans- 
fer of the solutes from water into an organic solvent is 105 cal/mole when ethanol 
is used, but the same difference amounts to 250 cal/mole if n-propanol is used as a 
nonaqueous medium ss). Shruggs et al. s6) observed particulary that the solubility 
of  adenine in chloroform is markedly affected by the presence of water in the solvent. 

Thus, the main limitations of the method of study of the hydrophobicity of solutes 
based on measurements of the solutes comparative solubility in water and in an organic 
solvent are: 

1. The method can be employed only for the study of the compounds possessing 
moderate solubility both in water and in organic solvents. 
2. Validity of  a choice of a given organic solvent to be used as nonpolar medium is 
usually open to objection. 
3. The method cannot be used to study labile biological solutes (proteins, nucleic 
acids, etc.), the intact features of which are affected by organic solvents. 
4. The method can be used to study only the relative hydrophobicity of solutes of 
similar chemical nature. 

Since the first of the above limitations can be bypassed with an approach based on 
the study of partitioning of solutes in water-organic solvent biphasic systems, most 
of the hydrophobicity estimates for chemical compounds have been obtained by this 
method. 

4.2 Partitioning of Solutes in Water-Organic Solvent Biphasic Systems 

When a solute distributes at constant temperature between two solvents, which are 
immiscible or partially miscible, there exists the equality of  the chemical potentials 
of the solute in the two phases. This situation is described by Eq. (5) in the form: 

AG,,,_~ = - - R T  In (c,/c.,,) = - - R T  In P (7) 

where P is the partition coefficient of the solute in a given water-organic solvent 
biphasic system, c s and % represent the equilibrium concentrations of the solute in the 
organic solvent phase and in the aqueous phase of the system, respectively. 

When the partitioning of a solute in a biphasic system is to be considered in terms 
of thermodynamics, two conditions are postulated sT): a) both phases of the system 
are regarded as immiscible liquids; and b) the behavior of  the solute partitioned in 
the system is regarded as the ideal one. Naturally, neither of  the two conditions is 
fulfilled in reality. 

Since the estimation of the hydrophobicity of a solute requires the determination 
of the difference between the chemical potentials of  the solute in both phases, it is 
clear that the partition coefficient value should be measured for the solute molecules 
being in the same form in both phases, i.e., for the nonprotonated or the ionized mo- 
nomeric species. The basic methods of corrections for the degree of association 
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of solute molecules in the phases of the partitioning systems are discussed in detail 
in review 53). Various methods of corrections for the effect of the ionization degree 
of a solute on its partition coefficient hav e been suggested by Alhaider et at. 58) and by 
Martin 59) 

The effect of  the pH and ionic composition of the aqueous phase of the solvent 
system on the estimates of the hydrophobic character of a number of solutes have been 
shown by Wang and Lien 60). It has been particularly shown that even the partition 
coefficients of nonionic solutes depend upon the type of buffer used as an aqueous 
phase in the n-octanol-buffer system. It seems possible to explain the effects of the 
ionic composition of the aqueous phase on the partitioning of  solutes in the above 
biphasic system 6o) by the influence of the ions on the state and/or structure of water 
in the phase of the system. 

When the relative hydrophobicity of solutes is estimated by the partitioning in the 
solvent system, one is faced with the aforementioned problem arising when measuring 
the comparative solubility of substances in water and in an organic solvent, that is 
which solvent should be used to simulate a nonpolar medium. 

In terms of the discussion in the preceding section, ideally a hydrocarbon solvent 
such as n-hexane should be used to measure the relative hydrophobicity of a solute 3o) 
Such solvents, however, suffer from the disadvantage that most polar organic com- 
pounds are essentially insoluble in them with the result that partition coefficients 
cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy to be useful. Additionally, when a polar 
molecule does dissolve in such solvents, it brings with it water molecules. Dissolved 
molecules also tend to associate with each other rather than with the solvent in hydro- 
carbon solvents. The net result is that if hydrocarbon solvents are used for partition 
coefficient measurements, the organic phase contains several different species of solute. 
Hence, the measured partition coefficient cannot be easily interpreted in terms of 
fundamental molecular interactions 2.6~). One should also bear in mind that the 
features of nonaqueous phases in biological systems differ from those of hydrocarbon 
solvents. These phases as a rule contain considerable amounts of water linked with the 
polar and ionized groups of biological molecules present in the phases 61) 

A number of more polar organic solvents have been used as a model nonaqueous 
phase: diethyl ether, chloroform, olive oil, oleyl alcohol, n-octanol, n-butanol, 
etc. 10,43,53,61). When choosing an organic solvent to simulate a nonpolar medium 
in a partitioning system, one should take into account the following 10,53,61): a) the 
mutual solubility of water and the solvent; b) the solvation capacity of a solvent in 
relation to the solute being partitioned; c) the hydrogen bond-donating and acceptor 
properties of a solvent. 

The most generally used solvent at present seems to be 1-octanol 1-3,10,53,61). Both 
because of its hydroxyl group and the relatively high concentration of water (2.3 M at 
saturation), octanol appears to be an appropriate solvent for most organic compounds. 
Water-saturated octanol is sufficiently polar so that dissolved molecules tend to associ- 
ate with the solvent rather than with each other. It has a regular structure which is not 
changed by the addition of solute 6x). Additionally, octanol is chemically stable, 
commercially available, non-volatile, and it does not absorb ultraviolet light. All these 
characteristics are of practical importance. The use of  n-octanol is preferable as com- 
pared to that of  other alcohols primarily owing to the fact that historically it has been 
the n-octanol-water biphasic system in which the partition coefficients of a vast number 
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of chemical compounds has been measured in order to study their relative hydro- 
phobicity 10,53) 

It should be noted that the very range of parameters considered when choosing an 
organic solvent for a partitioning system 53.61) indicates that the aforementioned 
ideal conditions 57) are completely ignored as unrealistic. The parameters considered 
are essential for postulating some physical model of the partitioning process. Such 
a model 10) agrees with the above theoretical concept of the solution process, but 
differs in that instead of the pure solute phase the solution of the solute in an 
organic solvent is considered. According to this model 10), transfer of a solute molecule 
from a nonaqueous phase into an aqueous one is simulated by a cavity-to-cavity 
(or "hole-to-hole") transfer, the process being dependent upon the difference in the 
free energies required to form an appropriate cavity in both phases of the system. 
Rekker lo) suggests that an adequate description of the solute partitioning in a solvent 
biphasic system should take into account not only the size of the solute molecule 
but primarily the structural features of  the media in both phases of a given system. 

It should be acknowledged that the "hole-to-hole" concept advanced by Rekker lo) 
seems to be the most adequate one to account for the relationship known to exist 
between the aqueous solubility of solutes and their partition behavior in the solvent 
systems 8) as welt as for the differences observed in the partitioning of solutes in various 
solvent biphasic systems 10,43,53,60,61) The validity of this concept appears to be 
supported by the data reported by Leo et al. 51) on the effect of the chemical nature of 
nonpolar solutes on the relationship between their partition coefficients in the octa- 
nol-water system and the molecular surface area of the solutes. The above concept 10) 
also seems to be in line with the results obtained by Harris et al. 40) indicating that the 
value of the free energy of transfer of  polar solutes from water into an organic solvent 
depends upon the specific solute-solvent interactions to a much greater degree than it 
does upon the surface area of the solute molecule. 

It is known i0,43,53,60 -62) that the partition coefficients of  the same solutes in various 
solvent biphasic systems are interrelated according to the so-called solvent regression 
equation: 

log Pi = ai "log Po + bl (8) 

where PI and Po are the partition coefficients of  a given solute in the i-th biphasic system 
and in the system chosen for reference, respectively; al and b i are constants. The 
n-octanol-water system is usually chosen as the reference system. 

Leo et al. 53,62) compared twenty different partitioning systems with the octanol- 
water system and derived correlations of Eq. (8) type from the results obtained. It 
was found 53,62) that Eq. (8) is of  the same form in all the cases, but the as and bl 
coefficient values differ for a given pair of the systems under comparison depending 
upon the nature of the solutes being partitioned. It has been suggested 53,62) to divide 
all the solutes into so-called donor and acceptor compounds. The differentiation of 
the solutes into donor and acceptor compounds improves the statistics and two equa- 
tions of Eq. (8) type are derived 10,53,62) 

It should be noted that an examination of the data on the a~ and b i coefficient values 
reported by Rekker 10) and by Leo et al. 53,62) indicates that the discrepancy between 
the a i values for donor and acceptor solutes in a given pair of  solvent system does not 
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exceed experimental errors in the corresponding a i values for the two 'classes' of so- 
lutes. The discrepancy between the b i values in the same equations seems to be much 
greater. Regarding the physical meaning of the ai and bi coefficients, Leo et al. 53.62) 
suppose that both coefficients represent the difference in the relative hydrophobic 
character of the organic solvents, but "to a different degree". The vagueness of such 
a conclusion seems to be self-evident. 

Leo et al. 53,62) stress that the intercept bi values of  the solvent regression equations 
are clearly related to the extent to which water is dissolved in the organic phase of the 
partitioning system. They found 53,62) that the b~ coefficient value is related to the 
above parameter as follows: 

log [H20]i = 1.077 • b i + 0.249 

N -- 17, r = 0.979, s = 0.217, (9) 

where [H20]i is the water concentration in the i-th organic solvent at saturation; 
N the number of data point used in deriving the equation; r the correlation coeffi- 
cient; s the standard deviation from the regression. 

When deriving Eq. (9), the authors s3,62) have used the b i values from Eq. (8) 
type equations for solutes of basic nature. It should be emphasized that the solubility 
of water in an organic solvent represents only the features of the nonaqueous phase 
of the partitioning system. For a more complete description of the partitioning systems 
Recker lO) suggested to use the so-called "discriminating power" of the system which 
denotes the spread any given solvent system imparts to the partition coefficient values 
of a set of molecular structures presented to that system for partitioning. Davis et al. 43) 
suggested to measure the relative hydrophobic character of  a solvent system by the 
free energy of the hypothetical transfer of  a CH 2 group between the phases of the 
system, the value of which appears to vary from ca. 1000 cal/mole to 450 cal/mole 
CH z depending upon the type of the solvent system. 

The differences in the discriminating power and in the free energy of interphase 
transfer of CH2-group values observed in the different partitioning systems ~o.43~ 
seem to be due to the nonideal character of any such system, i.e., to mutual 
solubility of  water and the solvent used in the system. The water-structure changes in 
the aqueous phase caused by an organic solvent are accompanied by some alterations 
of the relative hydrophobicity of this phase, and also the relative hydrophobic character 
of the nonaqueous phase is altered due to the presence of water in the latter. The data 
obtained by Wang and Lien 60) cited above seem to illustrate the changes in the proper- 
ties of  the octanol-water system induced by the presence of buffer salts in the 
aqueous phase of the system. This should be borne in mind when analyzing extensive 
reports 3,1o,53) on the partition coefficients for various solutes in different solvent 
systems, since these reports do not usually distinguish between water-organic solvent 
and buffer-organic solvent systems. 

An analysis of the published partition coefficients measured in various solvent 
systems for homologous series of fatty acids, aliphatic alcohols, and amines was per- 
formed by Zaslavsky et al. 63) in order to clarify the physical meaning of the a i and b i 
coefficients in the solvent regression Equation (8). The partition coefficients for 
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each homologous series of  solutes in a given solvent system were treated according 
to equation: 

In Pi = Ai + Ei " n (10) 

where P~ is the partition coefficient of  a given solute; n the number of  CH 2 and CH 3 
groups in the solute molecule alkyl chain; the subscript i denotes the solvent system; 
Ai and E~ are constants which represent the contributions of  a hydrophilic polar 
group and of a CH2 group to the in Pi value, respectively. These co T~ stants are related 
to the free energies of the interphase transfer of the above groups of the solute accord- 
ing to equation identical to Eq. (7) (see above). 

An analysis of  the values of the constant E~ and of the P~ values in accordance to 
Eq. (8) in the modified form (using In P instead of log P values) has shown 63) that: 

a i = Ei/E o --- AGiCHE/AGCn2 (11) 

where ai and E are defined above; A G  Crt2 is the free energy of the interphase transfer 
of a CH 2 group; indices "i" and 0" denote the i-th system and the reference system, 
respectively. 

From Eqs. (8), (10), and (11) it follows that the b i coefficient in the Eq. (8) type 
Equation is described as: 

b i = Ei(Ai/E i - -  Ao/Eo) = A i - -  a i . A  o (12). 

The relationship between a i and b i described by Eq. (12) seems to clarify why both 
coefficients are considered 10,53,62) to be slightly different measures of the relative 
hydrophobic character of the organic solvent in a given partitioning system. 

The above considerations show that it is the values of the ratio AdE~ and not just 
the Ai values that should be compared to examine the estimates of the relative hydro- 
phobicity of polar groups of solutes obtained when using different partitioning 
systems 63). An analysis of  the ratio Ai/E i values for aliphatic alcohols, amines, and 
fatty acids, calculated from the known ptartition coefficients for these solutes in various 
solvent systems, indicated 63) that there is a relationship between the ratio value and 
the solubility of  water in a given organic solvent. This relationship is described as: 

(Ai/Ei)J = q0 + l]ij log [H20]i (13) 

where [H20]i, Ai, and E~ are as defined above; q and B are constants; index "i" denotes 
the organic solvent; index "j"  denotes the type of the solutes being partitioned. 

It has been found 63) that the relationship described by Eq. (13) for fatty acids, 
aliphatic alcohols, and amines when plotted as the A~/E i value against log [I-I20]i are 
represented by the mutually intersected straight lines. The fact that the obtained 
lines intersect 63) means that the apparent hydrophobic character of one polar group 
with respect to the other may be reversed, depending on the particular partitioning 
system used. The results obtained by Zaslavsky et al. 63) imply that the relative hydro- 
phobicity only of the solutes of  the same chemical nature can be examined by the parti- 
tioning in water-organic solvent biphasic systems. 
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Thus, an employment of the partitioning of solutes in the water-organic solvent- 
system technique in studies of the hydrophobic character of solutes is .limited by 
that: 

a) the estimates of the hydrophobic character of solutes appear to depend upori the 
choice of a particular partitioning system; 
b) the estimates obtained can be used only for a comparative characterization of 
solutes of the same chemical nature; and 
c) the method cannot be used to study labile biological solutes which are liable to 
denaturation or conformation changes induced by organic solvents. 

4.3 Partition Chromatography 

The use of paper and thin-layer chromotography (TLC) and high-pressure liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) for the estimation of the hydrophobis character of solutes 
has been extensively reviewed by Tomlinson 64) and other authors 65-68). The use 
of the different versions of partition chromatography in the hydrophobicity studies is 
based on the fact that the chromatographic behavior of many solutes (characterized 
by retention time, RM value, etc.) correlate well with the logarithms of the partition 
coefficients of the solutes in the octanol-water biphasic system 67,68). The main ad- 
vantages and limitations of the use of the chromatography in the study of the 
hydrophobic character of chemical compounds have been discussed at length in a 
number of reviews 64-68); therefore, only the most important of these are briefly 
mentioned here. 

Experimental advantages of the partition chromatography method over the me- 
thods discussed above are as follows: it is relatively fast and labor saving, and it allows 
one to work with rather impure compounds when only very small amounts of sample 
are available. The main drawback of the method is, in our opinion, the need to use 
an organic solvent or a mixture of solvents which restricts the applicability of the me- 
thod for the study of many biological solutes and, as indicated above, leads to an 
ambiguity of the estimates of the relative hydrophobic character of polar organic 
compounds. 

In summing up the present section of the review, it should be noted that transfer 
of a solute from water into a nonpolar solvent medium simulates roughly such bio- 
chemical processes involving transfer of a solute from an aqueous environment to 
a nonaqueous one as transfer of proteins from blood plasma to cellular membranes, 
processes of penetration of drugs through skin, binding of ligands with nonpolar sites 
in protein macromolecules, etc. From this point of view the studies of the thermo- 
dynamic quantities of transfer of solutes, particularly of biological origin, from water 
into an organic solvent are of both theoretical and practical importance. 

It should be taken into account, however, that the approximation used is extremely 
rough. Firstly, the medium ofa nonpolar organic solvent appears to be very inadequate 
model of the hydrophobic nonaqueous compartments (phases) in biological systems. 
Secondly, organic solvents employed for the commonly used partitioning systems are 
far from being inert to the solutes being partitioned. The effect of the solute-solvent 
interactions on the partition coefficient of the solute cannot be usually quantified. 
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Hence, the estimates of the hydrophobic character of  solutes can be used only for a re- 
lative rating of the solutes of the same or very similar chemical nature. Additionally, 
the experimental methods considered in this section of the review cannot, as has been 
repeatedly noted above, be used in the studies of  biological solutes, the intact proper- 
ties of which may be altered by an organic solvent. 

The above considerations prompted development of a number of special methods 
for studying the hydrophobic properties of biological compounds. 

5 Study of Transfer of a Solute from Water to a Gaseous Phase 

Since most biochemical processes in living systems occur in aqueous media, attempts 
have been made to develop a method to characterize "the absolute tendencies of 
solutes to leave water and enter a 'naive' or featureless cavity of unit dielectric constant 
that neither attracts nor repels.the solutes" 9). It is clear that these attempts are aimed 
at creating a method of direct estimation of the hydration energy E s in Eq. (1) (see 
above). 

The method considered extensively by Wolfenden 9) is based on measuring the 
dimensionless equilibrium constant for transfer of  a substance from the dilute vapor 
phase, in which each molecule exists in virtual isolation, to an aqueous solution so 
dilute that each solute molecule is completely surrounded by water, and solute-solute 
interactions can be neglected. This can be accomplished by measuring solubilities 
of a gas under known pressure or, for less volatile compounds, by determining con- 
centrations of solute in the gas space over solutions of known concentrations. In the 
cases of  highly hydrophilic solutes, measured volumes of an inert carrier gas can be 
bubbled through an aqueous solution of known concentration, and then through an 
efficient trap that recovers the solute quantitatively from the vapor phase 9). Specific 
methodical details of this technique are presented in the papers by Wolfenden et 
al. 69,70). Some advantages and limitations of this method should be noted here. 

From the viewpoint of studying the hydrophobic character of  biological compounds, 
the important advantage of the approach under discussion seems to be that it excludes 
the need for an organic solvent. The possibility to use the method for the study of the 
relative hydrophobicity of highly hydrophilic biological macromolecules is, however, 
open to question. The correlation observed between the relative hydrophobicity 
estimates of solutes obtained by partitioning of the solutes in water-organic solvent 
systems and the "vapor-to-water" partition coefficients for the same solutes is con- 
cluded by Wolfenden to be "not bad" 9) it does not seem to be sufficiently con- 
vincing at present. The important drawback of the approach seems to us to be that 
the processes characterized by the method under discussion are not realized in bio- 
logical systems. It should be noted, however, that the authors 9,69,70) do not claim 
that the method is applicable for studying the relative hydrophobicity of biological 
molecules. They advanced the term "hydration potential" of a solute 71) which seems 
to be related to'the hydrophobic character of the solute. The outlook for the applicab- 
ility of  the approach to study the relative intensity of the hydration interactions of 
biological molecules seems to us to be rather uncertain at present. 
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6 S p e c i a l  M e t h o d s  fo r  Studying Hydrophobic P r o p e r t i e s  

of Biological Macromolecules 

The importance of the hydrophobic properties of biological macromolecules with 
regard to their function and structural organization has long been recognized. It  is 
generally believed that the genetic code in its most primitive form could only 
differentiate between two classes of amino acids, i.e., hydrophilic and hydrophobic, 
and the grouping of codons and amino acids by similar hydrophobicity criteria has 
been advocated 72,73). All of the known "signal" amino acid sequences of  secreted 
or membrane-bound proteins are highly hydrophobic which seems to be essential 
for the membrane transfer of the proteins 74,75). The protein-aqueous medium inter- 
actions are suggested 76) to affect the particular localization of a given protein macro- 
molecule in the structure of a biological membrane, etc. 

The most generally used methods employed in the study of the hydrophobic charac- 
ter of biological macromolecules have been extensively reviewed by Ochoa 3). There- 
fore, only the main merits and limitations of these methods are considered below. 

6.1 Calculating Methods 

All calculating methods for estimating the hydrophobic character of biological 
macromolecules, primarily of proteins, are based on the hydrophobicity-hydrophili- 
city classification of amino acids. The earliest attempts to classify amino acids accord- 
ing to this property were based upon considerations of their chemical nature and 
steric structure of their side chains. According to the first classification, all the amino 
acids have been grouped into two classes - -  hydrophobic and hydrophilic ones. 
Capaldi et al. 77) suggested to divide amino acids not into two but into three groups - -  
hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and intermediate ones. For many amino acids, attribution 
to one or the other group varies depending on the authors' opinion 7v,7s). Various 
qualitative classifications have been used to estimate the differences in the relative 
hydrophobicity of membrane-bound proteins and lipoproteins as compared to 
globular proteins 77,79) As a quantitative measure of the relative hydrophobicity of 
a given protein, the sum of the residue mole percentages of hydrophilic amino acids 
in the protein macromolecule (the so-called polarity index) has been proposed 77) 
The attempts to employ this criterion to estimate the relative hydrophilic (or hydro- 
phobic) character of proteins v7, 79) have failed mainly due to two major drawbacks of 
the approach under discussion, namely to a qualitative and somewhat incorrect 
division of amino acids into hydrophilic and hydrophobic and to neglect of  that the 
interaction of a protein macromolecule with the aqueous medium (i.e., the relative 
hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the protein) depends upon the tertiary structure 
of the macromolecule. 

Rather more sound seem to be numerous attempts to analyze the hydrophobic 
character of proteins and polypeptide chain fragments on the basis of the aforemen- 
tioned quantitative estimates of the relative hydrophobicity of the amino acids side 
chains obtained by the experimental methods considered above 41,54'71,s°'sl). It 
should be noted that many of these estimates seem to be questionable due to the above 
drawbacks of the methods based on the study of transfer of a solute from water into 
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an organic solvent. As an example it should be noted that the values of the free energy 
of  transfer of an amino acid side chain from a nonpolar medium into water reported 
in the literature vary: for alanine from 0.2 to 0.83 kcal/mole (41,80) and to --0.42 kcal/ 
mole s4); for threonine from 0.40 to 0.83 kcal/mole 41.8o) and to --0.04 kcal/mole 54) 
The estimates reported for amino acids with ionizable side chains such as Glu, Asp, 
Lys, and Arg 41) seem to be particularly inadequate. 

Segrest et al. 82) suggested to use as a measure of  the hydrophobic character of an 
amino acid sequence the so-called hydrophobicity index (HI) calculated by dividing the 
sum total of the hydrophobicity values for the amino acid sequence by the number of 
the residues in the sequence. The scale, which assigns a hydrophobicity value for all 
nonpolar and neutral amino acids residues, advanced by Segrest a2) is a modification 
of the scale established by Nozaki and Tanford 41). To estimate the mean hydro- 
phobicity index (HI) of a given protein, Segrest et al. 82) suggested to calculate the 
HI  values for the polypeptide backbone fragments including not less than ten residues 
disposed between the residues with ionizable side chains. The HI values for such frag- 
ments are summed up and the mean protein hydrophobicity index is calculated as a 
ratio of the total HI valueto the number of the fragments. Segrest et al. 82) have shown 
that the mean hydrophobicity index values for the membrane-bound proteins and 
lipoproteins exceed significantly those specific for globular proteins. The results ob- 
tained by Segrest et al. 82) are of interest, although the approach under consideration 
is based on an analysis of the protein amino acid sequence and does not allow one to 
estimate the actual hydrophobic character of a protein macromolecule which is 
governed by the residues exposed to an aqueous environment. 

An altogether different, though also strictly formal approach discussed in 
papers 47-49`a3-a6) is used to estimate the hydrophobic surface area of  protein 
macromolecules. By means of this approach using a computer-based analysis of known 
proteins structures, it has been shown that as much as 40 to 60 percent of  the surface 
area of many globular proteins are taken up by nonpolar amino acids residues 83.84) 
These data dispel older concepts according to which most of  the nonpolar residues are 
buried in the interior of the macromolecule. The nonpolar amino acids found in the 
protein surface are assumed to account for the biospecific conformation of the protein 
as well as for its ability to complex or aggregate with other types of biological mole- 
cules. This line of  investigation of hydrophobic properties of proteins seems to be 
of  a great interest. Its limitations, in our opinion, lie in its applicability only to 
proteins with a known tertiary structure as well as in a strictly formal manner of ana- 
lysis. For instance, all N, O, and S atoms as well as amino acid residues with these atoms 
in a side chain are regarded as hydrophilic. 

An exception is made for polar groups which form intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds in the protein which together with all C atoms and amino acid residues 
with side chains of hydrocarbon nature are regarded as hydrophobic. These 
features seem to prevent the method from being applied to studying the relative 
hydrophobicity of proteins. It should be emphasized, however, that the results 
obtained by this method unambigously invalidate the using of such measures as 
a polarity index and the mean hydrophobicity index to quantify the hydrophobic 
character of  biological macromolecules. 
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6.2 Analysis of Interactions of Biological Macromolecules with Nonpolar 
and Amphiphilic Probes 

Experimental methods based on an analysis of interactions of  biological macromole- 
cules with free or immobilized nonpotar or amphiphilic ligands are most commonly 
used at present to study the relative hydrophobicity of biopolymers. 

The effect of hydrophobic binding ofbiopolymers  to nonpolar Iigands coupled 
to an inert insoluble matrix underlies the method for the isolation and purification 
of macromolecules called the hydrophobic chromatography method 5). This method 
seems to appear similar to the reversed-phase liquid chromatography used success- 
fully in studies of the relative hydrophobicity of chemical compounds (see above). 
It is supposed that the volume of an eluent needed to remove the protein under 
study from a given matrix can be used as a measure of the relative hydrophobicity 
of the protein 5). It should be pointed out, however, that while investigating bio- 
polymers by means of hydrophobic chromatography, only some nonpolar sites or 
"pockets" of the surface of a protein but not the whole macromolecule surface 
are involved in the interactions of the protein with the immobilized ligand. 

Several approaches ST-sg) developed for the study of the hydrophobicity of proteins 
are based on an analysis of interactions of proteins with free hydrophobic or 
amphiphilic probes. One of the approaches sv) consists of  the study of binding of a 
nonionic surfactant, Triton X-100, to proteins in order to distinguish between integral 
and peripheral membrane proteins. The differences between the two types of  proteins 
are revealed by means of electrophoresis in agarose gel s7). The binding of the 
surfactant to the more hydrophobic integral membrane proteins exceeds that specific 
for the peripheral proteins due to which a marked chang e in the electrophoretic 
mobility of integral proteins as compared to that of the peripheral ones is observed sv) 

The other approach to the study of the proteins hydrophobicity by means of 
free probes is based on the assumption that the process of binding of a probe 
molecule to a nonpolar site in a given macromolecule can be regarded as transfer 
of the probe molecule from an aqueous medium to a hydrophobic one ss). Actually 
the probe-protein binding is usually a cooperative process limited by the type and 
dimensions of  the probe-binding sites ss, sg) 

It should be emphasized, however, that whatever experimental technique is used, 
the data on the binding capacity of a macromolecule in relation to a given nonpolar 
or amphiphilic probe does not provide a means for estimating the hydrophobic charac- 
ter of the macromolecule which is a measure of  the intensity of its interactions 
with an aqueous medium. 

6.3 Analysis of Effects of Salts on the Aqueous Solubility of Proteins 

The conception that the hydrophobicity of a protein is the property of  its surface 
is used as the basis of the technique suggested by Melander and Horvath 30). This 
technique consists of an analysis of the effects of inorganic salts on the aqueous 
solubility of  proteins 3o). According to the model considered by Melander et al. 3o), 
the free energy of solvation of a protein macromolecule in aqueous solution is des- 
cribed by Eq (3) (see above). The presence of a salt alters the protein solubility 
due to the concentration-dependent effect of the salt on the free energy of formation 
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of a cavity in water, Ecav, and the free energy of electrostatic interactions of protein 
with the solvent, E e 3o). Melander et al. ao) have quantified the structure-changing 
effect of salts on water by a molal surface tension increment of a given salt. 

It is shown 3o) that the analysis of a relationship between the salting-out constants 
of  a given protein and the molal surface tension increments makes it possible to 
estimate "the relative surface hydrophobicity" which is calculated as the ratio of the 
nonpolar surface area to the molecular weight of  the protein. According to the 
concept developed by Melander et al 30), the hydrophobic character of a protein 
is believed to be constant at both high and "physiological" concentrations of different 
inorganic salts, which seems to be untrue in most cases (see below). 

The approach under discussion, although not commonly used, deserves special 
attention as it seems to be the only one taking into account the fact that hydration 
interactions of a biological macromolecule depend upon the concentration of the 
components of an aqueous solution affecting the structure and/or thermodynamic 
state of water in the solution 3o). At the same time the authors of this model 3o) 
assume the constancy of the hydrophobicity of  a protein which is a measure 
of  the above interactions varying with the composition of an aqueous medium. This 
example seems to be typical of that even in the case of  an obvious discrepancy 
between experimental results and interpretation of the results from the conventional 
point of view, the conventional ideas take the upper hand which in this particular 
case 30) means that the hydrophobicity of a solute is considered as an intrinsic property 
of the solute and not as a measure of the intensity of the interaction between the 
solute and the solvent which clearly depends on both properties of the solute and of 
the solvent. 

7 Study of Transfer of a Solute from Water-I into Water-II 
(Partition in Aqueous Polymer Biphasic Systems as a General 
Method for Estimation of the Relative Hydrophobicity of Biological 
Molecules) 

7.1 Theory of the Method 

When aqueous solutions of two incompatible polymers are mixed above certain 
concentrations they form two immiscible aqueous phases, one of which is rich in one 
of the polymers, the second one - -  in the other. These solutions can be buffered, 
made isotonic, etc., the salt composition of the phases can be varied within a wide 
range 9o). Biological objects added to such systems are partitioned between the two 
phases. Partition behavior of a solute in an aqueous polymer biphasic system is govern- 
ed by the properties of the solute as well as by pH, and by the polymeric and ionic 
composition of the phases 9o-92) 

The method of partitioning in aqueous polymer biphasic systems was developed 
for fractionation of different biological materials: proteins, nucleic acids, viruses, 
cells, etc. 90), but lately it has been applied to studying the properties of biological 
particles and solutes 11,9x,92). Properties of aqueous polymer biphasic systems have 
been considered extensively in a monography by Albertsson 90) and in several 
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reviews (see, e.g. Ref. 91)). The salient features of the systems important from the 
standpoint of  using these systems to estimate the relative hydrophobicity of biological 
solutes 11) are as follows. 

1. Both phases of an aqueous polymer biphasic system contain not less than 
70 to 80 ~ (w/w) of water. Separation into two phases occurs only above certain 
concentrations of the phase polymers and the curve relating these concentrations in 
a phase diagram is called the binodial 9o). The position of the binodial depends on the 
chemical nature of the phase polymers and on their molecular weights as well as on 
the nature and concentration of inorganic salts present in the system 93, 94). 
2. The most commonly used nonionic phase polymers, de×tran-500 and poly(ethylene 
glycol)-6000 (PEG-6000)9o,91), are not inert to biological structures. Dextran-500 
with a molecular weight of 5 • 105 decreases the aqueous solubility of proteins 95), 
enhances in vitro mixed lymphocyte-type reactions between lymphocytes from unim- 
munized animals and tumor cells 96), increases pulmonary metastases of the carcinos- 
arcoma of Walker 256 in rats 9v), etc. Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) with a molecular 
weight of 6-103 induces precipitation of proteins in aqueous solutions 98) and 
formation of compact forms of nucleic acids and polynucleotides 99) induces 
fusion of biological membranes 1oo), etc. An employment of the aqueous dextran- 
500-PEG-6000 biphasic systems for preparative purposes is based on that the possible 
changes of  the objects being partitioned seem to be reversible 9o). Even reversible 
changes of the objects in the course of the partitioning, however, makes it impossible 
to use the method for analytical purposes. For this reason we believe that aqueous 
biphasic systems formed by polymers which are more inert to biological structures, 
as e.g., ficoll-400 and dextran with molecular weights in the range of 4 • 104 to 7 - 104, 
are better suited for analytical purposes 93) 
3. Partition coefficient values of a given solute in the aqueous ficoll-dextran biphasic 
systems prepared with various polymers samples particularly differing in the molecular 
weight distribution, are interrelated as described by the above solvent regression 
Eq. (8) 1'ol). The coefficient a i in Eq. (8) represents the difference in the hydrophobic 
properties of the phases similarly to the case of tater-organic solvent systems lol) 
The coefficient b~ in Eq. (8) depends on the particular systems compared, but in 
contrast to the water-organic solvent systems, it is independent of the chemical nature 
of the solutes being partitioned lo3). This fact indicates that the solutes being parti- 
tioned in the aqueous ficolI-dextran biphasic systems do not interact directly with 
the phase polymers. Hence, the solute partitioning in such systems should be consi- 
dered as transfer of the solute molecule from one aqueous medium (phase) into 
another. 
4. The properties of an aqueous medium in the two phases of an aqueous polymer 
biphasic system differ and depend on the nature and concentration of the phase poly- 
mers as well as on the nature and concentration of inorganic salts and nonelectrolytes 
present in the system 11,9o, lo2, xo4-1o6). The salient properties of the medium of the 
phases of  a given system, which seem to govern the partitioning of a solute in the 
system, insofar as it is known at present 11. lo5, lo6), are: a) the affinity of the medium 
of a given phase for nonpolar groups, e.g., for a CH z group, relative to that of an 
organic solvent such as n-,~ctanol chosen as a reference solvent 1o2); b) the difference 
in the relative affinity of the two phases of a given biphasic system for nonpolar 
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groups, e.g., for a CH 2 group 104,105); C) the difference in the capacity of the 
medium in both phases of the system to participate in the electrostatic-interactions 
with a solute being partitioned 11, lO6). 

According to the above conceptions, the free energy of transfer of a solute from 
the aqueous phase I into the aqueous phase II can be described by an equation 
identical to Eq (3): 

AGI~l l  = AG, + AGvdw + AGc,v (14) 

where AG, is the free energy change due to the difference in electrostatic interactions 
between the solute and solvent in the two phases of  the system; AGva w the free 
energy change due to the difference in van der Waals interactions between the 
solute and solvent in the two phases; and AGcav the free energy change due to the 
difference in the energies for formation of a cavity in both phases. 

It is clear that all the terms on the right-hand side of Eq (4) depend, on the one 
hand, upon the chemical nature and structure of the solute being partitioned and, on 
the other hand, upon the chemical composition of both phases of the system 
which governs the structure and/or the state of  water in the phases. 

In order to estimate the state of the aqueous medium in a given phase, it has 
been suggested ~o2. lo5~ to examine the affinity of  the medium for a nonpolar group 
arbitrarily chosen as a standard group, e.g., for a methylene group. For this purpose, 
partition coefficients of a homologous series of  solutes with varied length of the 
aliphatic chain in the n-octanol-aqueous phase of the polymeric biphasic system are 
examined. The partition coefficients obtained are described by Eq (10) (see above) 
which makes it possible to estimate the E parameter value 102, lo5) which is related to 
the free energy of transfer of  a CH z group from n-octanol into the aqueous phase 
in question according to Eq (7). On the basis of  the experimentally obtained free 
energy values for transferring a CH 2 group from n-octanol into the phases of several' 
aqueous polymer biphasic system lo2, lo5), a general hydrophobicity scale for both 
organic solvents and aqueous polymeric biphasic systems has been formulated 63). 

Positions of the phases of aqueous polymeric biphasic systems in relation to the 
above general solvent hydrophobicity scale 6a, loz) show that the relative hydrophobic 
character of these phases is close to that specific for a" medium of biological 
systems. It should be noted that the free energy of transfer of a solute between 
the two phases of  a given aqueous polymeric system depends on the difference in the 
state of  water in these phases. To quantify this difference, it has been suggested to 
use the value of the free energy of transfer of  a CH 2 group between the two pha- 
ses 11,1o4, lo5~. In order to estimate this value, partition coefficients for a homologous 
series of solutes in a given aqueous polymeric biphasic system are examined as 
described above. Depending on the particular aqueous biphasic system studied the 
free energy value for a CH2-grou p interphase transfer is varied from ca. I0 to 
80 cal/mole of  CH2 104, ~05). It should be noted here that the same parameter varies 
from ca. 400 to 1000 cal/mole of CH 2 in the case of water-organic solvent 
systems 63) 

It follows from Eq. (14) that the free energy of interphase transfer of a CH 2 group 
provides a measure of the difference in the energies for formation of a cavity together 
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with that in the capacities of water in both phases to participate in van der Waals 
interactions with a solute being partitioned. 

In order to describe partitioning of a solute capable to participate in electro- 
static interactions with the solvent in a given aqueous biphasic system, however, 
proper allowance must be made for the difference in the capacities of the solvent 
in the two phases to participate in this type of interactions with the solute. 

It has been suggested 90, 9~ that partitioning of a charged solute in an aqueous 
biphasic system is governed by an electrostatic potential difference (an interfacial 
potential) between the phases caused by unequal distribution of some inorganic salts 
present in the system. De Ligny and Gelsema lo,) have reasoned this suggestion to be 
misleading. An interfacial potential resulting from an unequal partitioning of a salt 
in a given biphasic system which is called distribution potential has been analyzed 
extensively in the literature dealing with electro-chemical phenomena in water-organic 
solvent systems (see, e.g., Ref. los~. It is generally accepted lo8~ that the distribution 
potential represents the difference in the solvation energies of  the potential-determining 
ions in the phases of the system. This parameter cannot be used as a measure of the 
difference in the properties of the phases of an aqueous polymeric biphasic system, 
since the salts present in the system not only distribute between the phases but seem 
to govern formation of the system (see above) and therefore are likely to affect the 
properties of  both phases. 

It has been suggested by Zaslavsky et al lo6) to use the logarithm of the partition 
coefficient of  a solute (or its fragment) with a single ionized group as a measure of  the 
difference in the capabilities of the aqueous medium of the two phases to participate 
in electrostatic interactions with a charged solute being partitioned. The choice 
of such a reference solute is rather arbitrary and it has been established by us that 
sodium salt of dinitrophenylated (DNP-) gtycine is an adequate choice. 

Thus, the concept of partitioning of a solute in an aqueous polymeric biphasic 
system suggested by Zaslavsky et al. 11, los, lo6~ is as follows: 

a) both phases of  a given aqueous biphasic system comprise two aqueous polymeric 
media of different chemical composition; 
b) the different chemical composition of the two phases causes the difference 
in the properties of the phases; 
c) partitioning of a solute between the two phases should be regarded as transfer of 
the solute from the aqueous medium with one set of properties into the aqueous 
medium with a different set of the properties; 
d) the difference in the properties of the medium of the two phases consists in the 
different structure and/or thermodynamic state of  water in the phases causing the 
difference in the free energies of formation of a cavity and the difference in the 
capabilities of water to participate in van der Waals and electrostatic interactions 
with the solute being partitioned. 

To quantify the difference in the free energies of formation of a cavity and in 
capabilities of water to participate in van der Waals interactions with a solute 
it has been suggested 1o4, ~o5) to use the free energy of  interphase transfer of a 
CH 2 group. To quantify the difference in the capability of water in the phases to 
participate in electrostatic interactions with a solute, it has been proposed 11,106~ to 
use the logarithm of the partition coefficient of Na-salt of DNP-glycine. 
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Thus, according to the above concept the partition coefficient of a solute in an 
aqueous polymeric biphasic system can be described as: 

l n K = n o - E + m - C  (15) 

where E accounts for the difference in the relative hydrophobic character of  the 
phases (see Eq. (10) above); C represents the difference in the capabilities of water 
in the phases to participate in electrostatic interactions with the solute; n o expresses 
the difference in the intensity of van der Waals interactions between the solute and 
solvent in the two phases relatively to that for a methylene group; m represents the 
difference in the intensity of the solute-solvent electrostatic interactions in the two 
phases relatively to that for Na-salt of DNP-glycine. 

In order to estimate the relative hydrophobicity of  a solute it has been suggest- 
ed ix, lo9) to use the ratio of the free energy of the interphase transfer of the solute 
to that of a CH~ group: 

n CH2 = AGI~n/AGICff 2 = In K/E (16) 

• ~ C H  2 where AGI_~ is as defined in Eq. (14); At.it~ n the free energy of transfer of  a 
CH 2 group from phase ! into phase II; K and E are as defined above. 

The parameter n cHz, i.e. the equivalent number of CH 2 groups 11,109), characterizes 
the relative hydrophobicity of the solute under study. The positive value of the n cn2 
term means that the solute is hydrophobic and its relative hydrophobicity is 
equivalent to that of n methylene groups. The negative value of nCnz means that the 
solute is hydrophilic and its hydrophobicity is equal by value and opposite by sign 
to the total hydrophobicity of  n CH~ groups. The distinctive feature of the above 
expression of the relative hydrophobicity of a solute consists in that the hydrophobic 
character of the solute is considered not as the affinity of  the solute for water 
as compared to that for nonpolar environment 12) but as the difference in the solute 
affinity for the aqueous media with various properties relative to that for a methylene 
group. 

It has been shown that the above approach when applied to solutes of similar chemi- 
cal nature such as a series of amino acids 109) or a series of mononucleosides Ho) 
provides the estimates of the relative hydrophobicity of the solutes which are in a good 
agreement with those obtained by studying of transfer of the solutes from water into 
an organic solvent. At the same time the approach under consideration has been 
shown ~oa, ~09-aH) to have many points in its favor which are to be discussed below. 

7.2 Some Examples of Application of the Method 

It should be emphasized that the conditions found in aqueous polymeric biphasic 
systems seem to simulate those in biological systems to a good approximation 33). 
The properties of both phases of such systems are only slightly different as compared 
to those of  the phases of water-organic solvent systems. Hence, the partition 
coefficient of ~ solute in an aqueous polymeric biphasic system is much more 
responsive not only to the modifications of the molecule structure but to the 
alterations in the conformation of the molecule as well. The application of the partition 
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technique to the studying of the relative hydrophobicity of biological solutes and their 
synthetic analogs has shown that: i) the generally accepted principle of additivity 
of hydrophobic increments of substituents is invalid for the absolute majority of the 
solutes studied so far; ii) the relative hydrophobicity of biological molecules depends 
to a considerable degree upon the steric structure and specific conformation of a 
molecule in the solvent; iii) the relative hydrophobicity of the majority of biological 
solutes depends upon the chemical (ionic, in particular) composition of an aqueous 
medium. 

The experimental data substantiating the above conclusions and the biological 
significance of the latter are considered below. 

It should be noted here that all the studies of the relative hydrophobicity of 
biological solutes discussed below have been performed using the aqueous ficoll- 
dextran biphasic system. 

In the study of the relative hydrophobicity of amino acids 109) it was particularly 
found that the relative hydrophobicity of ionized side chains of such amino acids 
as l?)sine, arginine, glutamic and asparagic acids depends upon the ionic composition 
of the aqueous medium at pH 7,4. In particular, the relative hydrophobicity of 
the lysine side chain appears to be equivalent to that of --4.2 CH2 groups in the 
presence of 0.11 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 and to that of --0.4 CH~ groups 
in the presence of 0.15 M NaC1 in 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 l°9k An even 
more pronounced effect of the ionic composition of the aqueous medium at pH 7.4 
on the relative hydrophobicity ofmononucleotides is observed 11m. The relative hydro- 
phobicity of AMP is equivalent to that of --2.4 CH/ groups in the presence of 
0.11 M phosphate buffer, and to that of --10.8 CH z groups in the presence of 
0.15 M NaCI in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4 in both cases), to give only one 
typical example. 

The probable biological significance of the influence of the ionic composition 
of an aqueous medium on the relative hydrophobicity of biological solutes will be 
considered below. Here only one important conclusion drawn from the above 
data should be stressed. It seems that there is no absolute hydrophobicity scale for 
solutes and for hydrophobic increments of polar and ionizable substituents as the 
relative hydrophobicity of solutes and the substituents depends upon the chemical 
composition of an aqueous medium. 

No less important for the understanding of the hydrophobic properties of chemical 
compounds is the matter of additivity of hydrophobic increments of substituents. 
On the one hand, many examples of successful employment of the additivity approach 
in calculating the relative hydrophobicity of various chemical compounds are report- 
ed 1, 3.10). On the other hand, quite a few examples of significant deviations of the 
experimental data from the calculated values are known (see, e.g., Ref. 112) and 113)). 
The results obtained in the study of the relative hydrophobicity of a number of pepti- 
des 11,111) have shown that the above additivity principle is often invalid for amino 
acid residues under the conditions employed. Comparison of the estimates of the 
relative hydrophobicity of such mononucleotides as AMP, ATP, and c-AMP 11o) 
indicates that formation of the intramotecular covalent bond affects the relative 
hydrophobicity of AMP much more than introduction of two additional phosphate 
groups. Such a result would be quite unpredictable on the basis of the principle of 
additivity of hydrophobic increments of substituents. The infringement of the 
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additivity principle was demonstrated most distinctly in the study of the relative 
hydrophobicity ofdinucleotides and their synthetic analogs 114~. For example, the rela- 
tive hydrophobicity of (3'-5')- and (2'-5')-ApA isomers in the presence of 0.11 M 
phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 amounts to 12.9 equivalent C H  2 and to --2.3 equivalent 
CH 2 groups, respectively l x4). The data obtained x x4) show in particular that the subSti- 
tution of the ribose residue in a dinucleoside phosphate molecule for the 2-oxyethyl 
fragment in the cases of ApA and UpU is accompanied not by an expected increase 
but by a decrease of  the relative hydrophobicity of  the molecule. The above examples 
clearly show that at least in the case of biological molecules one should be very 
careful when employing the additivity principle. It seems highly desirable to check 
experimentally the validity of the principle in each particular case. The causes of the 
possible invalidity of the principle are discussed by Draffehn et al. H3) 

The results from the studies of the relative hydrophobicity of peptides ~,1~), 
nucleic compounds x ~o, ~14~, and proteins ~o3) indicate that the intensity of the hydration 
interactions of  the solutes depends upon the conformation of the solute molecule, t 
For example, the relative hydrophobicity of  T-endorphine (16 amino acid residues) 
is equivalent to that of 2.2 C H  2 groups in the presence of 0.11 M phosphate buffer at 
pH 7.4 which is equal within the experimental error range to the relative hydrophobi- 
city of 1.5 equivalent CH2 groups of Phe-Leu-Arg peptide under the same condi- 
tions 11, ~1~). The results on the relative hydrophobicity of proteins :o3) seem also to 
indicate that the macromolecules conformation affects the hydrophobic character 
of the protein. For instance, different hydrophobic properties are displayed by two 
samples of human serum albumin which differ with regard to the nature of their 
lipid contaminants ~5). It should be emphasized that various methods of protein 
analysis, e.g., electrophoresis, electrical focussing, sedimentation analysis, etc. could 
not detect any difference in the above albumin samples Hs). The results obtained 
in the study ao3) of the pH dependence of the relative hydrophobicity of human serum 
albumin and human oxyhemoglobin seem to support the hypothesis that the hydropho- 
bic character of a solute is affected by the conformation of the solute molecule. 

Referring once more to the effect of the aqueous medium composition upon the 
relative hydrophobicity of biological solutes, the correlation relationship establish- 
ed lo3,116) between the effects of the medium ionic composition on the relative 
hydrophobicity of serum albumins of various origin and on that of erythrocytes 
from the same species should be noted. The ionic strength value of the medium in the 
aqueous ficoll-dextran biphasic system has been used as a quantitative index of the 
ionic composition of the system, and the ionic composition was varied from 0.11 M 
phosphate buffer to 0.15 M NaC1 in 0.01 M buffer at pH 7.4 ~6). Partition coefficients 
of cells in an aqueous polymeric biphasic system are determined as the ratio of a num- 
ber of  the ceils in the phase to that of  the cells present at the interphase 90). Specific 
features of the partition behavior of cells in aqueous biphasic systems are discussed 
in detail elsewhere (see, e.g., Ref. 9o, 91). It has been established x16) that erythrocytes 
of different species are distributed in the aqueous ficoll-dextran biphasic system 
according to the following equation: 

In K~n = Ac~, + Bc~H • I (17) 

where K~,I~ is the partition coefficient of a given population of cells; I the ionic strength 
value used as a quantitative index of the ionic composition of  the system under the 
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conditions employed; Ace n and Bcen are constants. It is clear that the value of the 
Bce H coefficient reflects the degree to which the ionic composition of the medium affects 
the partitioning (and the relative hydrophobicity) of  cells. 

It has been shown lo3) that the effect of the ionic composition of the medium on 
the relative hydrophobicity of serum albumins follows the relation similar to that 
described by Eq. (17), and there is a correlation between the coefficients B~eu and 
Ba~ b both of which represent the degree of the influence of the ionic composition of the 
aqueous medium on the hydrophobic character of erythrocytes and albumins, respec- 
tively: 

B~ell = 2.28 " Bal b -t- 26.63 (18) 

N = 4, re = 0.943, 

where N is the number of species studied (human, rabbit, rat, sheep); r 2 being the 
correlation coefficient. 

The relationship described by Eq. (18) cannot be regarded as statistically valid 
due to a limited number of species studied. The existence of such a correlation, 
however, seems to support the assumption 115) that the effect of  the composition of 
an aqueous medium upon the hydrophobic character of biological solutes and particles 
is important for regulation of their biological functions. According to this assumption, 
the changes in the chemical composition of an aqueous environment of components 
of biological fluids (blood, lymth, tissue fluid, etc.) may affect the relative hydrophobi- 
city of these components inducing, e.g., adsorption or desorption of proteins on 
membranes of  blood cells, blood vessel surfaces, and so forth, affecting aggregation 
processes and complex formation, controlling enzyme reactions, etc. The results of 
the studies of the relative hydrophobicity ofliposomes 117) and ofneuraminidase-treat- 
ed erythrocytes 118) seem to indirectly support this hypothesis. The data obtained 
in the study 111) of the correlations of the hydrophobic character of opioid peptides 
with their biological activity measured in various bioassay systems also appear to 
indirectly confirm the above hypothesis. These data sould be considered in greater 
detail. 

The data obtained on the relative hydrophobicity of opioid peptides 111) indicate 
that the relative hydrophobicity of a given peptide may be affected by the ionic 
composition of the aqueous medium or not affected (at pH 7.4 in the presence of NaC1 
and phosphate buffer) depending on the structure of the peptide molecule. The 
biological activity of  the peptides determined in several tests was correlated with their 
relative hydrophobicity at different ionic composition of the aqueous medium 111) 

It has been established H1) that the affinity of the opioid peptides for the naloxone 
binding sites in rat brain homogenate is related to the hydrophobic character of the 
peptides if the composition of an aqueous medium provides the capacity of the 
medium to participate in electrostatic interactions which amounts to 0.086 in terms 
of the parameter C value (see Eq. (15)). This correlation seems to be of either parabolic 
of bilinear type 1-3) but for the most peptides studied it fits mainly the left-hand 
side of the curve 111) which is described as: 

log (1/ICso)aBa = 7.065 + 0.345" noC~.0~6 (19) 

N = 12; r e = 0.996; s = 0.044, 
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where (ICs0)RBR is the peptide concentration (in M) which under standard condi- 
tions HI) displaces 5 0 ~  of naloxone bound to rat brain homogenate; ca n~.o~ 6 is the 
relative hydrophobicity of peptide (expressed in terms of equivalent CH 2 groups) at 
the composition of an aqueous medium providing the capacity of the medium to 
participate in electrostatic interactions which amounts to 0.086 in terms of the para- 
meter C value; N r 2, and s have the usual meaning. 

The number of  the peptides fitting the hypothetical right-hand side of  the above 
curve H~) was insufficient in order to determine the so-called "optimal value" of the 
relative hydrophobicity corresponding to that of the peptides with the highest affinity 
for rat brain homogenate. An approximate estimate of this value amounts to 6-8 
equivalent CH 2 groups. It should be stressed that the results obtained H~) indicate 
that the relationship between the relative hydrophobicity of morphine and a number 
of similar drugs and their affinity for rat brain homogenate features the "optimal 
value" of  the hydrophobic character of drugs which amounts to 3-4 equivalent C H  2 

groups. The difference in the observed "optimal values" of the relative hydrophobicity 
of opiates and opioid peptides ~ii~ seems to be in line with the generally accepted opin- 
ion that opioid peptides and opiates interact with different rat brain receptors. The 
assumption that an existence of two different "optimal values" of the relative hydro- 
phobicity of  drugs plotted against their biological potency implies two different types 
of receptors with which these drugs interact in a given biological system has been 
put forward by Dearden et al ~9). The results obtained by Zaslavsky et al H~) seem to 
support this assumption. 

A quite good correlation was also found H~) between the potency of the peptides 
in the mouse vas deferens assay and the relative hydrophobicity of the peptides, 

cn no.3~ 2, at the composition of an aqueous medium providing the capacity of the 
medium to participate in electrostatic interactions which amounts to 0.322 in terms 
of the parameter C H1). The correlation is described as ~H). 

CH 2 log (1/ICso)MvD = 5.755 + 0.336 " no.a22 (20) 

N = 14; ~ = 0.866; s = 0.540, 

where (ICso)MvD is the peptide concentration (in M) which under standard conditions 
(see Ref. 111)) ensures 50 ~ depression of electrically evoked contraction of the mouse 

CH 2 
vas deferens; no.322, N, r 2, and s are as defined above. 

The observed similarity of the relationships described by Eqs. (19) and (20) seems 
to be not accidental if one takes into account that the relative hydrophobicity of some 
of the peptides under study is diametrically opposite in the aqueous media with the 
different values of parameter C. The difference in the C values reflecting that in the 
capacity of  the aqueous medium to participate in electrostatic interactions with a 
solute observed when Eqs. (19) and (20) are compared seems to indicate an important 
role of the chemical composition of an aqueous medium probably regulating .the 
interactions of  peptides with receptors ,1,) 

Thus, using the method of partitioning of solutes in the aqueous ficoll-dextran 
biphasic systems for estimating the relative hydrophobicity of biological molecules 
it was established that: 
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i) the conformation and steric structure of a solute molecule affects its hydrophobic 
character; 
ii) the principle of additivity of hydrophobic increments of substituents seems to be 
valid for nonpolar solutes and only for a very limited number of  polar and amphi- 
philic solutes; 
iii) the relative hydrophobicity of many biological (and synthetical) solutes and bf 
their ionizable fragments depends upon the chemical composition of an aqueous 
medium, and this dependence is likely to regulate transport and functions of these 
solutes in biological systems. 

8 Conclusions 

The above examples imply that the modern concepts of the hydrophobic properties 
of  both biological and synthetical solutes are far from adequate. As is usually the case, 
an advancement of the concepts seems to depend upon the development of new experi- 
mental techniques. We believe that the most important question at present is the one 
of the influence of the chemical composition of an aqueous medium on the hydro- 
phobic character of a solute. This question is, on the one hand, essential for the 
progress of the concepts of hydrophobic properties of solutes and of fundamentals 
of water structure and solution theory and, on the other hand, it seems important for 
better understanding the factors regulating biological processes and biological 
potency of chemical agents. 

The aforementioned examples of deviations from the principle of additivity of 
hydrophobic increments of constituents compel us to take a "retrograding" position. 
It is generally accepted 1,2~ that one of the main achievements provided by the 
Hansch approach 3) is the possibility to calculate the relative hydrophobicity of 
solutes which takes a lot of burden from the experimenter. On the strength of the 
aforementioned experimental data and theoretical concepts, however, the authors 
of the present review are forced to stress the necessity to return to experimental 
measurements of the relative hydrophobicity of solutes. It seems to us that this is 
essential in order to turn the QSAR studies of  drugs and biological molecules from 
the correlation analysis field into that of  the study of the mechanism of biological 
action of chemical compounds. We believe that the possibility to quantify the relative 
hydrophobicity of  solutes of different chemical nature provided by the method of 
partitioning in the aqueous ficoll-dextran biphasic system serves as the basis for this 
perspective. 
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